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ABSTRACT 

Operations and Techniques For Energy Conservation By 

Local Governments 

by 

John F. Ferguson 

One of the most significant event of the recent 

past has been the 1973-74 Arab oil embargo. This event more 

than any other has illuminated the fact that energy resourc-

es are limited and the cost of these resources will tend to 

increase fairly rapidly in the near future. One of the sec-

tors in America most severely impacted by this "Energy Cri-

sis" is local governments. Local qovernme.nts are in the 

unique position of being mandated to serve the public while 

at the same time operating and maintaining publicly owned 

buildings and equipment. Local government administrators 

are more often finding themselves required to make energy 

conservation decisions with a significant amount of experi-

ence in management procedures, but little or no experience 

in evaluating technical energy conservation data. 



This document was written in an attempt to provide 

local government administrators with necessary energy con-

servation information in such a manner that the body of 

knowledge of planning and management is integrated with 

technical energy conservation information. It includes dis· 

cussions of energy conservation actions in the areas of ad-

ministration, public buildings, fleets public services and 

community planning. These discussions include a good deal 

of technical data but this information is presented within a 

management and planning framework geared toward helping an 

administrator evaluate and implement conservation actions. 
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Chapter l 

INTRODUCTION AND DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION 

1.1 BECOMING AN ENERGY EFFICIENT LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

Becoming- an energy efficien.t local government is a de-

sirable qoal for any Virqinia municipality. This manual 

contains operations and techniques which should enable local 

governments to move toward becoming more energy efficient. 

Ideally, an energy efficient local government 

* manages its energy use as efficient as possible 

* plans and budgets future energy related expendi-
tures to maintain a defensive posture against 
energy costs and supply shortages 

* plans and enacts procedures and regulations that 
encourage and enable efficient energy use within 
the local jurisdiction 

* provides local citizens with energy related in-
formation to help maintain the viability of the 
local economy. 

There are several activities which can contribute to 

the efficient operation of a jurisdiction. Some useful ac-

tions include: 

* energy use monitoring and managerial reporting 
procedures 

* energy efficient operation and maintenance of 
existing facilities and fleets 

2 
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* increa ng energy of f aci ties 
through the implementation 
tro t prccedures 

of cost ef tive re-

* purchasing proc whi ef-
cient speci cations 

* energy budgeting and cost projections as part 
the budgetary process 

* capital improvement plan which utilizes energy 
efficient standards and life cycle energy cost 
estimates 

* cons on of al~ernative energy sources for 
government owned facilities (beth new and old) 

t consideration of energy efficient s~andards 
the sign cf new facilities 

* recycling and waste management 

* energy efficient local bui ng re~u.latiorts 

* land use planning for ficient energy use (zon-
inq for solar access, efficient ~ransportation 
patterns) 

L2 STATEMENT OF ?URPCSE 

The purpose of s document is to de local go-

\ter:r1ment planriers and adrnini st_rators \¥i th the tOol-s 

mi need to organize t ene 

projects for municipal operations and fo.r its citizens. 

This document will s on creating processes and systems 

to implement various energy e! cient proc:p::·arns, rather than 

~:leta:...led i rmation ,;:in the ted1...-1ical aspects of en-



ergy c on~ c rmation will be from 

sting rnateri s and revi in a way as to become 

rec a··pplic;abl·e a_nd use l to 

document will also 

tance of various conservation actions. This 11 enable 

ctions to understand the relative importance of each 

CClnservation project and can help al goverr.u.-nent admini s-

trators to mc;:-e cientl:l al ate their resources. 

PROGRAM 

One of or problems with nning a comp 

sive energy conservation program is knowing where to 

No local rnment: the money or expertise to complete 

all conservation actions. approach to set up an 

organiz on to begin a cont.inuinq precess ch implern .. ents 

conservation act.ions according to their relative importance. 

The rela~ive importance of a conservation action is largely 

on the size, existing ccndicions, and ces of 

al governmer .. t. However, a general r ng conserva-

tion actions is proposed below and is discussed further in 

subseque.nt chapters, to serve a:s a beginning 

jt1risdi ons who have not defined a schedu of on. 
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A locality can begin with s modify it as more 

is 

L3.l 

l. 3 .2 

1.3 .3 

scove::t:'E?d about use in t:he juri t~on .. 

Priority Level 1 Actions 

1. Energy efficient operation and maintenance of 
public buildings 
- infiltration control 
- energy efficient operation and maintenance 

of HVAC 
- installation cf energy s controls on 

energy consuming sy$tems 
- use ene efficient building practices for 

new buildings 

Energy efficient 
munici fleets 

ra~ion and maintenance 

implementa on of preventive maintenance 
program for public vehicles 

- procurement of e~ergy efficient new vehicles 

Priori Level 2 Actions 

1. Complete initial building aud.its to assess 
current energy use and the ative efficiency 
of each building. 

2. Review the r:)utes and planning practices 

3. 

, 
"'"'. 

of fleets to assess the energy efficiency of 
fleet routes. 
Beg.in ene efficient purchas procedures~ 

Priority Level 3 Actions 

Implementation of energy use monitoring and 
accounting procedures for buildings and 
fleets. 

2. Perform .i.ed technical audits cin local gc:i-
vern.rnent: bui.ldings. 



1.3.4 

L 3 .S 
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ority !:..evel 4 ens 

1. :mplement ac:ions to increase the effici 

2. 

3. 

of ~he street li 
Examine energy cient 
pose of solid wastes. 
Institute a driver training 
employees to operate ic 
!'iciently. 

Priority Level 5 Actions 

ternatives to s-

program 1:0 lp 
vehicles more e£-

1 Implement actions which help .::i tize,ns to con--

The above process will take a cticn some time to 

complete. However, most of the above are comp let-

a l.c~cali will be able tc move i1:s operations and its 

ci~izens into a more energy ficient position. 

1. 4 tJNDERST.~ND!NG THE CiRG,!i...J.'HZATICN OE' THIS DOCUMENT 

This document is modular in design sc that it can eith-

er be used to solve specific problems or as a comprehensive 

energy management document. It is divided into the follow-

ing se1:J"en. parts: 

Part I -

Part 

Introduction and Document 
- This part -·or the document 
the reader tci the contents and provides 
a framework for the use of this docu-
ment. 

Enerqy 
dures -
erqy iciency of 
purcnas1ng ac 

?roce-
-:::he en-

~s;. 
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An overview of various ways -co 
admiriisti::r energy cc-nser\lation programs 

Part III - in 
on regarding energy e 

cient building operations and techni-
ques to implement building- audits and 
retrofit jects~ 

Part !V - Energy t'f.~nicipal 

Part V -

Fleets - regarding the en-
ergy efficient operation, maintenance, 
and procurement cf public vehicles. 

E:ner9y Public Si~.£Yi~~s - Op-
era.ton qu.es to impro.,.le the 
efficiency of various public services; 
energy conservative actions regarding 
street lighting, and solid waste man-
agemen-t* 

Part VI - Co:mmuni "CV Plannin;:;r - o-,:e ew :-):: 
vario\lS programs local go·verments can 
use to help their citizens to become 
more energy e cient. 

Part ·vrr - ?ibliogr.~1!Y - Re listing "':o 
help l<:::>cal govern.111ents locate more de-
tailed information about the progra.ms 
discussed herein. 

Chapters contained the above sections will discuss 

enargy ef cier.t techniques and operations but will focus on 

asses and systems to implement these energy conservation 

actions. In addition most of these chapters w~ll 

following three par~s. 

l. Introduction - Each chapter will review the 
major concepts and issues of the 'topic. 

- Ea.ch 11 also 
the major problems and solu-

tions ccmtained in the chapter. This execu~ 
"':/e summary wi 1.l also ca,te· the rel a ti ~re 

importance of the proposed actions. 

the 
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3. Appendix - Each chapter will have an appendix 
containing forms, checklists, and procedures 
which can assist local governments to imple-
ment and assess energy conservation projects. 

l.5 HOW TO USE THIS DOCUMENT 

This document can be used as a tool to locdte informa-

tion about ways to implement various energy conservation ac-

tions. Most other energy conservation manuals require a 

reader to skim through the entire manual or search the index 

to find specific information. This document is designed to 

save time by including the key elements of the manual in a 

brief table. This network is essentially a listing of the 

chapters, their purposes, topics and section numbers. 
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TABLE 1 Doc'.lment Network 

' I Et11~r 1;y C;~ ter i 1 ~ n I fJr"·:Jcursmert 

~ :::Jnduct: r;g a Bui L.ii ng 
I .~).JCit 

l 

l Prcv~d,:; a process :c 
\ 'mo1;;rr.:;nt o.r: 

use :n-on 1 to,..; ng 

} P-rcv:de rr,ethodo og~e:s 
~ :,:; inc 1 uae :zner:;y 
I ,::1~1 t,2ri a in :Jr"<)CJr~-l nent ' 

I 

I 
I 

Sec. 

2.2 

I . l -------------! -----
l '3ase; 1ne ci.nai 1. 3. ~ l ! ............. _.,,._ ... _____ ! .............. l I . ;.- ·-~, . - 1 ~ , ., I ua .... <l "":... t ,J;;\..,¥ 1 ,,; .. .:: .. c~ 

l F.~~=;~-j~;---1 ;:;:; I 
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l -------------i ----- I 
l t<orksheets l 3.4 ·1· I ------------1 -----
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conservation and check-
1 ists to help imple-
ment actions 

Provide an overview 
of energy conserving 
con tro 1 sys terns. 

Priority 4 6.6 

Priority 5 6.7 

Priority 6 6.8 
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of space con- 7.3 
ditioning 
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Chapter 2 

ORGANIZING A COMPREHENSIVE ENERGY CONSERVATION 
PROGRAM 

2.1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

An effective administrative organization is the corner-

stone of a successful energy conservation program. Develop-

ing channels for the communication of energy conservation 

information and analyses is essential for an energy censer-

vation community. Included in this chapter are several ad-

ministrative approaches currently used by local governments 

includinq: 

1. Local Energy Coordinator 
2. Interdepartmental Task Force 
3. Energy Conservation Director 
4. Energy Manager 
5. Energy Management Department 

These approaches are included to illustrate potential 

organization available to implement a conservation program. 

14 
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2.2 INTRODUCTION 

The particular administrative approach to be used 

should reflect the relative importance of the energy conser-

vation effort, and the resources of the jurisdiction. How-

ever it is important to note that every local government 

will benefit from implementing any administrative framework 

for energy conservation. 

The administrative organization a jurisdiction chooses 

when implementing a comprehensive energy conservation pro-

gram will depend greatly on the size and budget of the jur-

isdiction. This chapter will briefly discuss various ap-

proaches taken by local governments. The approaches range 

from assigning an existing individual (eg. the public works 

director) the additional responsibility of coordinating en-

ergy man.agement to creating an energy task force of relevant 

department personnel to hiring a full time energy manager or 

establishing an energy office. How these various organiza-

tional approaches have been used is briefly outlined below: 

1. Local Energy Coordinator - an existing offi-
cial to coordinate and direct the transfer of 
energy information 

- serves as the contact person for the Energy 
Extension Service through the field coordi-
nators from the State Office of Emergency 
and Energy Services 

- serves as the chairman of energy task forces 
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- tranfers energy conse rmation 
resources to energy users in the local gc-
verr.u"nent 

initiates local government energy monitoring 
activities to le better energy budgeting 
proc;:dures 

2. Interdepartmental Force - a group of var-
ious department members with energy expertise 

implements projects which require the exper-
tise and participation c-f many <jifferent de--
partments 

- collects and analyzes current and/or past 
energy use in public facilities and vehicles 

- evaluates opportunities ::hat a jurisdiction 
has to conserve energy and rank these cp-
par~uniti es on a cost vs. savings basis 

- designs building and fleet maintenance and 
oper-ations pro.cedu:t"'es ·that conser1le thro-u9:h 
the use of low cost actions 

- establishes standards for new vehicle 
chases and new building construction 

establishes energy ef ciency standards for 
new capital facilities ans 

3. Energy Ccnservation rector - an individual 
who already has es but has been assigned 
the primary responsibility for energy conser-
vation programs 

provides closer supervision of ene 
servation efforts 

con-

- initiates building auditing and re~rofit 
procedures 

- evaluates retrofit and conservation projects 

4. Energy Manager - an individual whose primary 
respcnsibili lS energy use 
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provides a direct supervision of 
conservation proqrams 

- implements and completes buildinq audit and 
retrofit programs 

- establishes enerqy efficiency specifications 
that would be useful in evaluating the effi• 
ciency of various products that the munici-
pality normally purchases 

- establishes an enerqy accounting and moni-
toring system, hich would describe energy 
use in a jurisdiction and provide anagers 
with a method to monitor energy use 

· 5. Establishment of an energy department staff -
staff members would support the efforts of the 
energy manager 

- provides specialized analyses and program-
ming skills 

establishes energy efficient land use, capi-
tal improvements plans, and building regula-
tions 

- plans programs to assist citizens to con-
serve energy. These programs could range 
from education programs to direct assis-
tance. Virginia Cooperative Extension 
agents already have the materials and exper-
tise to assist in such programs. 

Only larger local governments will have resources or 

needs to implement all of these staff options, particularly 

hiring a full-time individual or staff. But every local go-

vernment will benefit from implementing some organizational 

framework for energy management. The specific framework 

will vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction depending on 
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need, existing personnel, and resources. Each local govern-

ment should establish its appropriate staff organization for 

managing energy. This can be done incrementally by first 

assigning information gathering responsibilities to existing 

personnel and then expanding energy management activities 

where appropriate. 



Chapter 3 

ENERGY USE MONITORING 

3.1 EXECUTIVE SUM.MP..RY 

An energy use ~onitor program will help to move a 

jurisdiction into a more de!ensive position is relative to 

energy use .. A comprehe!lsi ve monitoring pr·ogram will provide 

local goverr:.ment managers with information which can help 

them to make wise energy decisions. An energy ~se monitor-

ing program include the following eleme~ts. 

i .... Collection of Baseline Data 
Collection of Current Use Data 
Energy ~Se Reporting Procedures 

A good energy use :monitoring program should be an ongo-

ing effort, which should be applied to all areas of munici-

pal energy use~ 
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3 , 2 INTRODUCTION 

s track of 

energy use data and costs to provide (1) tially, a be!lch 

of energy use to iden~ify gh or wastef"J.l areas of en-

ergy use and to compare to future energy use; and \2) 

nuously, a report of energy use to assess the effecti";enes.s 

of energy manaqement activities. In many juri 

ene monitoring program by itself has effectively led to 

reductions in energy use. 3y simply providing ongoing ener-

gy use rma~ion, such a program can show personnel that 

ene~gy cotserving habi~s do make a di rence. 

help 

ificallyl a compreher.s!ve :noni tor-ing program can 

1. Identify opportunities for conservation. 

2. Justify energy conservation actions. 

3. Make informed decisions about the ~se and pur-
c,hase of neltJ ~lehicles / equipme.nt, and capital 
facilties. 

4 ~ Mere accurately predict fut~i;.re energy consum.p-
ti?~n and ccsts ~ 

E~ergy monitoring should be applied to all a=eas of en-

ergy use; such as buildings, fleets, street lighting (if 

publicly operated), etc. The data should be !:r:iken down as 

muc~ as possible s iveness of the information 

depends on its level of detail. 
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This chaper will outline the framework of an energy 

monitoring program focusing on energy use in buildings. 

While specific to buildings, the concepts given below can be 

generally applied to any monitoring effort. An energy moni-

toring program for fleets is described in the fleet manage-

ment chapter. 

A good building energy use monitoring program should be 

an ongoing effort, which can start either before or in con-

junction with a building audit program. If bequn before or 

concurrently with buildings, the monitoring program can pro-

vide the information required to start an audit program, 

thus saving staff time by consolidating work. 

3.3 IMPLEMENTING AN ENERGY MONITORING PROGRAM 

3.3.1 Step 1 Collection of Baseline Data 

The first step in an energy monitoring program is to 

collect baseline data. Baseline information is useful to 

compare energy use and energy costs over time. Without the 

base of information it will be difficult to locate increases 

in energy use or costs or to justify energy conservation ac-

tions. 
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The easiest way to ain baseline tion is to 

collect energy bills in a box or file drawer as are re-

ce.i.ved. However, it would a 

sufficient information to n an audit program and to maKe 

a justified energy conservation decision. , it is a way 

to begin if there is little time to collect energy use in-

formation from past years. 

A faster, more accurate way to obtain baseline infcrma-

tion is to collect one to five yea.1~s of monthly e:iergy con-

sump ti on for This information can be 

obtained frorr .. accounting recc·rds or c:an be reqtie from 

ut.i li t'y companies ·by sending them. ace cunt nurrtbers ·with a 

letter of autho~ization. More than one year 1 s wor~h cf data 

is desirable because an average of use o?er a number of 

years is more accurate than us any si~gle year for base-

line purposes. 

3.3.2 Step 2 Data Collection 

Once baseline is ned a system to collect and 

record current usage should be established. Again 1 the s:.rn-

plest way is to collec~ energy bills for each building in a 

drawer and then record chem at the end of the year. Howev-

er, in.formation will probably be re<;plir"ed more ly 

than that.. 
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A better way is to set up a system to record energy 

bills as they are paid. This can be done through your ac-

counting department or by assigning the responsibility to a 

member of the clerical staff. Energy use and energy costs 

can be stored either on ledger sheets or on computer files 

if available. The advantage of storing data in computer 

files is that the data can be easily manipulati=d into month-

ly or annual reports. 

3.3.3 Step 3 Energy Use Reporting Procedures 

There are a number of ways that energy use and costs 

can be reported. Since information needs will change over 

time, a good reporting system should be flexible enough to 

allow for modifications in the future. 

The following are the elements of four energy use re-

porting systems which range from simple to very complex. A 

more detailed desciption of the systems including reporting 

forms and examples of their use is provided in the appendix. 

The appropriate choice of a monitoring and reporting system 

will depend on a jurisdiction's site, resources, and energy 

problems. 
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3.3.3.l Reportinq Monthly Energy Costs 

The easiest way to begin reporting energy use is to re-

port monthly enerqy costs for each building. This gives the 

costs of operating each building, and can be quickly ob-

tained by your accounting department. 

3.3.3.2 Reporting Monthly Energy Costs and Usage 

Since the price of energy changes over time, energy 

cost information does not accurately reflect energy use. A 

more useful system. reports both monthly energy use and ener-

gy costs for each building. Monthly energy use can be used 

to compute a monthly energy budget 1 (MEB) which can provide 

a basis for comparinq and auditing buildings in terms of 

their energy efficiency. This MEB can be calculated from 

monthly energy bills using formulas included in the appendix 

of this chapter. 

3.3.3.3 Reporting Energy Costs and Usage Over Time 

A more advanced system reports not only current monthly 

energy budgets and costs for each building, but is also a 

comparison with the same period in the previous year and in 

the base year. The advantaqe of this system is that it 

1 Monthly Energy Budget is expressed Number of British Ther-
mal Units (BTU) being used per square foot of floor space 
per month (BTU/ft2 month). 
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"tracks" energy use, thereby showing the effectiveness of 

energy conservation measures. This type of report could be 

produced by an employee spending a few hours each month ma-

nually preparing and updating information. However, a com-

puter would facilitate this system by providing easy storage 

or previous data and easy calculation of monthly energy 

budgets and costs for current usage. 

3.3.3.4 Reporting Energy Costs, Usage, and Indices Over 
Time 

This detailed system provides, in addition to the in-

formation given above, a breakdown of energy use and costs 

into end uses or into baseload, heating and cooling compo-

nents. A computer or programmable calculator is necessary 

for this type of reporting system due to the calculations 

required. Essentially an audit is performed on each build-

ing every month (See the building audit chapter for a de-

scription of the process and calculations). This system is 

useful since it provides detailed information about where 

energy is being used in each building. With this informa-

tion specific energy problems can be identified. 



3.4 APPENDIX 

s appendix will scribe SS er .. ergy llSe 

ing systems and provide forms, examples of their use 1 

can be .for reporting ses. 

3.4.l Reporting energy costs 

The m0st simple reporting would be to report 

only ene costs by ng, or by fuel by 

more detailed information were requ.i s triple cc-l·.inm 

worksheet shown table 3-1 easil~{ 

~he accounting or clerical staff as util! bills 

3 .4. 2 Re po Energy Costs and Energy Budgets 

A more complex repc procedure involves ng 

costs, broken down by d.esire·d, a.::ld a 

monthly energy budget (MEB) ~or each ng. 

ene is as all energy ) ~sed i.n a par-

ti ar rncnth, ded by the r area of the bui 

This is a very useful index ause it is an indication of 

the amount of energy used in a building independent of 

building size. Worksheet ~~ help to calculate the 

MEB, le the table 3-3 will he to organize data !or =e-
porting s. 



3.4.3 Reporting Ene Costs and MEB Over Time 

11. more st:icated ng procedure would involve 

reporting both current and past energy costs and MEB 1 s. 

Past energy costs and budgets will aid managers in making 

plans and management decisions. Table 3-4 will be helpful 

in prQviding this data. 

3.4.4 r~i!lg Ccsts a~ci 'T use ces 

A very s::icated ~repo 

energy costs and energy use indices. s sys-

~em wculd most likely require access to a micro compu~er 

since energy use indices would need to be calculated each 

month. These energy use indices are rnont:hly energy 

budget (MEB), the heating index { ), baseload index {BI) 

These ind.ices are covered 

more completely in the audir: 

a possible reportinq wc=ksheet. 
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TABLE 2 Reporting Energy Costs 
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TABLE 3 Worksheet 3-1 Monthly Energy Budget Worksheet 

WORKSHEET 3-l MONTHLY ENERGY BUDGET WORKSHEET 
Note: Use Monthly Energy Use Only 

Electricity 

IKWH 

Natural gas 

x 
x 

3414 
3414 

#therms x 51,000 
x 61,000 

Fuel oil #2 

#gallons x 92,500 
x 92,500 

Other 

.. 

= 

= 

#units x effective Btu (1) = 
per unit 

" Total Btu 

MES • Total Btu/ft 2 

= 

" 

1. Effective Btu is defined as the potential heat value of 
a fuel times the efficiency of the mechanical equipment 
(average efficiency). See table 5-1. 
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Table 4 Report Energy Costs and Budgets 
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Table 5 Reporting Energy Costs and MEB Over Time 

Month 

this yearllut yearlbase year 11 this yearflast yearibase year 

11 I 
I I I 
II I 
l l I 
11 I 
I! I 
! I I 
Ii I 
l I I 
11 l 
11 I 
II I 
11 I 
11 I 
11 I 
11 I 
11 I 
11 I 
11 • I 
11 I 
II I 
11 I 
I I I 
II I 
11 I 
11 I 
11 I 
11 I 
l I I 
II I 
It I 
11 I 
11 l 
11 l 
11 I 
II l 
11 I 
II I 
11 I 
11 I 
1 l I 
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Table 6 Reporting Energy Costs and Energy Use Indices 

Month 

Building MEB l Index Base load Cooling Cost 
-------------------~·-----------------~----------------~---thisjlastlbasel 
yearlyearlyearl 

l. See MEB calculation sheet(Worksheet l-l) 
2. See Audit Appendix 

lthisllastlyear 
jyear]yearlyear 
I I I 
I I I 
f I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I ! 
I I I 
I I I 
l I I 
I I I 
1 ! I 
l I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
l I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
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WORKSHEET 3-l MONTHLY ENERGY BUDGET WORKSHEET c t\'t ~ A-L'- Note: 
Use Monthly Energy use Only 

Electricity 

)( 3414 .. 
)( 3414 

Natural gas 

#therms x 61,000 
~\O x 61,000 

Fuel oi1 #2 

#gallons x 92,500 
0 )( 92,500 

Other 

#units x effective Btu (1) = 
per unit 

)( .. 

0 

Total Btu ,Jq).15,1;2.l 
MES " Tota 1 Btu/ft 2 

.. 11010 

l. Effective Stu is defined as the potential heat value of 
a fuel times the efficiency of the mechanical equipment 
(average efficiency). See table 5-1. 
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~M~n~Fi- \ q<f,\ 
Building Fuel ME'.B(l) Cost 

c. \\'\ \\AU- E1e.d-N.\~ l~t2!>) '~""'° ~~,J ro..,( ll) \,ClO I 10 
, 

C.111 ~i\(K:( E. \-c4.+.\c..1"' t\ ~'2'35) 1 '11S 
\~ uJ. to) )o,ll3 0 

~<KtLt00(.'C.S 
E\u..."\ri._1"J l!c\\t) --~\'Z. 

fu.ti 0\\ {o) 
');,201 0 

Do«.:. ?ou.Y\a E \(.L.+<'\l:..\\) l1q,o) \b,,0~ 
$ <\l 

1. See MEB Calculation Sheet(Worksheet 3-l). 
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th1s yearrlast yearlbasa year i I this yaar last yearlba•e vea~ 
C.11'1 ~~ __ \_1_0\o---\~3.~b"---;-~)qo-------3i~---,--~91--~--~1~-: 

\,/.\(l.kh£. 30,\?.7> '3:l 11"\3 35',l.oJ..C, ~IS (,i~ (olo'f 

';"\ I "'\:) l ~ ;r;, '1'\ I 11 
~il ,;J 81 

{\.\~<.. ~'U "' , ... (... ;.t/~53 ~l:l 
1; 
' 

~ '\i,v.'1110 16>3o;l 1 l\o.11C\1 11) l 'lS q1 91 q5 
I 



MEB l 

thisflast base; 
yeariyear year j 

r . .,. .. 1 \\AU.. 
~....,.\ 1 ~ , 

1,0,i)I \,'l~ 11~0 ! 
,, ;1 t .. { j t Ct'i\:l;iWfr :C.\~13J;r~.s, !S'i'()l'\1 

l I l 
'?l~?i.lt. t~t.t5 ~;-153! j.\,'15'"!,l )3)'-l'tl ! 

0<::4 Q°"' ... ~' \b 1)t1j t1,,>~1! n111.5 
j l 

1. 
2. 

See !Y!!:B ca~cu].a.ti~::.n 

See A\.tdi t Appendix 
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!ndex Ease load Ccoi~~q Cc st 

; ~his! last;y~ar 
!yearJyeariyear 

0 1 \'S ~,<N~ i ~llo I ~~.,! :).l:l 
i l I 

0 ";01\l'.> 0 i<.:.1S ~~;;{! 
l fJJi 

0 i 
!$/"'~~ 1;:5'-il i 112. ;n~ ~'11 

i 
0 ll.;i, 7;¢~ 0 l 

! C\l qi qs--

sheet(Worksheet: 3-:.) 



Chapter 4 

ENERGY CRITERIA IN 

4.1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

L0cal governments purchase a variety of ener~y consum-

ing products in their daily operations. An important: ele-

me.nt of an ene conservation program is to insure t:hat new· 

products are as energy efficient as possible. Two techni-

qu.es- are ·currently 1J.se·d ~c procur er1ergy efficient produc-ts ~ 

Energy specifications are ce·s or ratings can be 

;,;,sed as minimum standards in the bid process. They 

ply to selected products which are rated r man:r,...ifac-

turers. Life Cycle (LCC} is an accounting procedure 

which evaluates the relationship between the purchase price 

of a product and the cost cf operating that product. Life 

Cycle Costing can be applied t:o any energy consuming product 

or ener9y conservation action. LCC procedures require adr:ii-

tional analysis in the bid process; however, 

·work can be assigned to prospective bidders. 

39 
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4.2 INTRODUCTION 

A varie of energy consuming products, from light 

bulbs to cars to buildings, are purchased in operation 

of local gov·~rnment. Decisions about such purchases should 

be based not only on their initial costs but on their oper-

at:ing costs as well. This chapter describes two techniques 

to evaluate a product both on the basis of initial cost and 

annual energy use. The use (Jf energy specific ons and 

cycle costing are discussed below. 

4.3 ENERGY SPECI!ICAT!ONS (SPECS) 

Energy specifications are indices or ratings. ma-

nufacturers of ?arious energy consuming products are re-

quired to publish with their products. These ces or 

ratings can help in comparing the energy efficiency of pro-

ducts produced by different manufacturers. Products for 

which such ratings are available and units of the ratings 

include! 

Heat Pumps 
Air Conditioner 
Light Bulbs 
Automobiles 
Motors 
Boilers 

- Coef cient of Performance (COP) 
~ Energy Efficiencies Ratio (EER) 
- Lumin Per Watt 
- Miles Per Gallon (MPG) 
- Horse Power per Watt 

Static Boiler ficiency 
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The easiest way to use energy i .fications to 

procure energy cient products is to inc a 

efficiency standard in the product description used in 

d process. For le, a heat $C ion might re-

quire that pur::hases average a coefficient of performance of 

2.0 or greater. 

The first step in beginning a program of using energy 

specifications is to define energy standards. Products 

ct.trren·tly on market ld be in"t1estigated t-o a 

range of performance standards, a sui le standard 

W'hi ch i :s in -:::b.e mi<ldle _pe.rf ormance range of lable pro-

ducts s.hcu be sel set":.ing a :n tn1(.l-

dle range of perfor~ance purchasing 11 ha~:e some 

f lexibi in selec~ing prcducts~ 

The following is a list of , ' s:1:1 energy standa.rds .. 

While these are given for illustrative racher than prescrip-

ve purposes, they might serve as initial standards which 

can be modified by an assessment newly avail le products 

and i 

Heat Pumps - COP = l. 7-3. 0 
Air Conditioners - EER = 6~5-8.0 
Interior light bulbs (incand.) - 15-20 lumins/watt 
Interior light bulbs { fluor. ) - 60-70 lumins/1.-va tt 
Exterior light bulbs - SS-95 lumins/watt 
Intermediate sized autos 20 MPG ci 
Compact sized autos - 25 MPG 
Boilers 70-80% s st:ate 

ciency 
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The use of energy ef f i ency an advan 

of being easily handled through normal purchasing prcce-

dures. Since pt:<rchasing a9ent;3 normally use a 

tions oriented system, they do not have to initiate any new 

procedure. Specification systems have the disadvant:age of 

net being applicable r all products since not all products 

have energy ciency ratings. Another disadvantage is 

that the bid process tends to find the product with the 

cheapest purchase price having the minimum standard. It may 

be that there is a more expensive product with energy costs 

the higher purchase ?. techniqtle c led 1 i fe cycle 

coiin:.ing can he in the eva ati.::m of such a case. 

4.4 LIFE CYCLE COSTING (LCC) 

Life cycle costing is an accounting proced1.1re which 

evaluates t:he relationship between purchase p!'ice and the 

cost of operating a 

cycle costing formulas which range from simple to complex. 

This section discusses the use of the most simple life cycle 

cost formula. Examples of this formula and a more complex 

formula are given in the appendix to this chapter. 



In its term life le cos nq is a calcula-

tio:.n which adds t:he cost of operati:ig a 9rcduc"t for a speci-

time to the e ?rice of the product. For exam-

ple, for a water heater which has an expected life of twenty 

years, costs $200 to purchase, and $20 to operate each year, 

a simple LCC equation would look like this: 

LCC::::: 1:-urchase Price ($) + (#years x operating cost $) 

or 

LCC = $200 + (20 x $20) 

LCC = $600 

under consideration, the heaters could be ranked. Once 

ra.nked, selection could be m.ade of the prod11ct tvi th the low-

est life cycle cost. 

The drawbacks to s simple LCC calculation is that it 

does not account to the 11alue of money and energy . ' pr1ces 1n 

t.he future~ Accounting .for these factors change the ranking 

of products particularly for ti:ne period longer than ten 

years. A version of this lex on and an exam-

ple of its use are included in the appendix of this chapter. 
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4.4.1 Implementing a Life Cycle Cost Program 

' for completing ~,......,~ 

,W\.....~ Cal.-

' .. ' cu..La'-ions is the greatest obstacle to implemem:.ing 

program. One option for implementing a system cif life cycle 

cost: analysis is to require purcnasin·q agents to complete 

the calculations based on information requested during the 

bJ.d process. Information would include purchase price and 

a_n estimate of annual energy -::cnsumpti<:;n~ The estima-::e of 

annual energy consumption may be more difficult to obtain 

since it must be based upon the same number of ope 

hours a?:d/or amount of or -~ork .. A method of estimat-

ing annual energy consumption is included in the appendix of 

this chapter. This app requires sing agents to 

assume the r,::ile of information and analyst~ In 

many cases aigents may not ha"\1e. the t:ime to l1.andle this added 

responsibili 

A better al::ernat:ive is to require the bidder to per-

form a life cycle cost anal s, This can be done within 

eitis·ting pur::.hasing procedu.r~s a bi(!der to com-

plete a LCC analy*si s f~::rm as pa.rt the bid process. A 

sample form is inchided in the appendix of this chapter. 

This would shift the analytical role to the potenti sup-

plier. Purchasing agents would only need to supply each 

bidder with estimates the amount of t..'le product's operat-
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ing time or wo perfcrmed and the cost of applicable 

Purchasing agents could then evaluate the 

anal s .:i.t the same time ,_,ther product specifications 

are evaluated. It is important that evaluate the 

bidder's tee analysis, and there are appli laws which 

prohibit bidders from falsifying product information. rt 

would be advisable to verify the estimated energy cost cal-

once in use to see r p 0erforrnance is \Vi thin the esti-

mates of t.he s1J.pp er. If it is not.1 yot1 may be a,ble to .re·-

cover 5 the bidder 

4.5 PROCUREMENT APPENDIX 

This appendix will include two life cycle cost analysis 

equa:t:ions, one very simple and the other rly comple:.i::. 

For both equations you need to know t:he purchase price of a 

product and an estimate of annual energy use. Annual energy 

usa is n.or: a directly available from manufacturers, at 

least not in a standardized rm. 

Annual energy use is not too difficult to estimate if 

you can get an idea of the power or energy rating of the 

product and a rough estimate 



operation time. ?ewer/energy rating rmation is always 

available on each energy consuming t, and can qu-

ess abou"t. the amount of time or work you will re<;rJ.ire from 

the product. 

For ELECTRICA.L appliances, a general purpose equation 

for estimating energy use is: 

Annual Energy tJse = {Rated 
(KWH) 

For l'll\.'!UR..i\L GAS or <JIL fired, e~uipment the equation is: 

Annual energy use = (Rated inpu~ or flow rate x Estimated 
time used 

per year) :><:. Equ.ipment efficiency 

You can get the wattage or input flow rates and equip-
ment ciencies (for gas and oil units) from the manufac-
turer. You will need to estimate the amount of time a piece 
of equipment 11 be used each year by using the llowing 
eqtiation: 

Estimated time used per year = hours used each day x # days 
used 

per week x # weeks used per 
year 

It is important for you to use same number of hours 

per year of operation and the same useful fe estimate when 

calculating the energy use for pro tive product. 
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Once you have calculated the energy use for each pro-

duct, you will be able to proceed with the life cycle cost 

analysis. Information you will need for the most simple 

equation are: 

* purchase price 

* energy use 

* cost of input enerqy per unit 

* useful life of the product 

If you require bidders to complete the life cycle cost 

analysis, you will need to provide the information about op-

eration time, utility costs, number of years to use in the 

analysis. The simple equation is: 

tee= Purchase price+ [(energy use x cost of energy) x use-
ful life) 

There is a more complex life cycle cost equation which 

accounts for fuel inflation and the cost of money. For this 

equation you will need to know: 

* purchase price 

* energy use 

* cost of input energy per unit 

* useful life of the product 

* current interest rates for borrowed money 

* estimate of the annual fuel inflation rate 
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For this complex equation you will also need to provide 

bidders with interest ra.tes and fuel inflation rates if they 

are to perform the analyses. This equation is: 

tee= Purchase Price+ [(enerqy use x enerqy cost) x 
(l+fuel inflation rate/l+interest 
rate) n) 

where 
n= useful life of the product 

The followinq are two forms which can help to perform 

life cycle cost analyses. Sample calculations will also be 

included in this appendix. 
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TABLE 7 Simple Life Cycle Cost Analysis Worksheet 

?·urchase ?rice 

Estimation iaf 
Es~ irn.at-ed : 1!11E! 

Li~E CYCLE COST ~NALVSIS ~ORKSHEET 

No. of Hours 
No. of Days 
No. of ~,Je-ek s 
Usef.'1 :,.if2 

#i1l be used ~~~h y~ar. 
~ ;;ours used :ich day x :J·ays used ~.;.ch ·".zlf:!ek 
~ ;·ie;;:c; used ·'20.C.': y'8,s_r 

--·-- -· ~. ---- x -·-· -· 

Fer GAS or OIL fired products: 

Ann~al er1ergy use ~ ~~~e Time JSed per 

x Equ~pment ~f·ficiency 

x 
~--· --- ---

+ 

LCC 
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I certify that the above information is accurate and·represents 

the performance of my product. 

Signature of Bidder 

* Purchasing agent must supply thts information. 
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TABLE 8 Complex Life Cycle Cost Analysis Worksheet 

LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 

Product Company Representative 

Purchase Price No. of Hours of Operation/ 
Day 

Energy Rating No. of days Operating/Week __ _ 

Equipment Efficiency __ _ No. of Weeks Operating 

Cost of Input Energy __ _ Useful Life of Product 

Interest Rate Fuel Inflation Rate 

Equations: 

l. Estimation of time product will be used each year. 

Estimated time used : hours used each day x days used each 
week x weeks used each year. 

--- x --- x ---

2. Estimation of annual energy use: 

For ELECTRICAL products: 

Annual Energy Use • (Rated Wattage x Estimated time used/year) 
-- - - 1000 --

.. )( 

1000 

For GAS or OIL fired products: 
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Annua I energy use = (Flow rate x Time used per year) 

x equipment efficiency. 

.. 
---'- x --- x ---

3. Life Cycle Cost Analysis 

LCC = Purchase Price + (energy use x energy cost) x 

(l+f!!!l inflation .".:!!!) n 

l+interest rate 
where 

n = Useful life of the product 

Procedure: 

1. Complete the table on the fol lowing page for 

your product. Only complete the number of years which correspond to 

the useful life of your product. 
2. Add all of the annual energy costs to 

obtain the total energy cost. 

3. Add total energy cost to purchase price to 
obtain LCC. 



vear 

l 

2 

5 

6 

7 

:c 
11 
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~ Annual en~rgy costs 
' . 
;----------~------~-~i-::::::::::::::::;~~:-~---~-------·-----: 

1-------------------------------------------------------------1 
I x tl •---------------)2 • 
j-··---~-----------~-~i-::::::::::::::::~i-:------~------~~~---

l-------------------------------·~--------------------------w•-1 
! ~ (l +---------------~' z 
!-------------·---------~-----------~-----~-~---------------·--! 

x 1 ~-~---~~--------)& -
:-----------------;-:i·::::::::::::::::;;·:·------------------i 

x (l •---------------ls = 

x 11 ~---------------~' = 

x (l ·---------------

13 ' x (l ~--------------- = 1-------------------------------------------------------------1 14 x (1 ~---~--~--------
-·---~-------~----~-----~·--------~----~----------~-----~----; 15 x (l ----------------

16 ~---·---------------~-----·--~~-------------------------------1 x: ( 1 ~---------------tl "' 
17 K (l +----------~----
18 x ( 1 

1-----------------------------------19 x (1 ·---------------
20 x (1 +---------------
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LCC = Purchase Price + Total E:ner<;Y Costs 

t.CC = + 

I certify that the above information is accurate and represents 
the performance of my product. 

Siqnature of Bidder 
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4.5.1 Example Worksheets 



Purchase Price 
Energy Rati 
£quipment 
Cost of Input 
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LIFE CYCLE COST P.1,NAl'tSIS WORKSHEET 

Est~mation of t~me or~duct ~i~1 je used each 
Estmated ;;'me used per ye:ir " hours used :iay x d.1ys used >::ach .;eek 

Annual ener?v use : 
{K1ilH) •• 

Fer GAS or OlL fi~ed oroducts: 

Annual e~ergy use 

"!( 'Meeks used ::rich year 

per 

x Equipment ~fficiency 

3~ Life le Cost ,-ina1ys·is 

use .~ energy x usef:Jl ife 
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r cer:i 
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LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 

Product Company Representative 

Purchase Price tooo No. of Hours of Operation/ 
Day ~ 
Energy Rating \ll.\50 No. of days Operating/Week 5 
Equipment Efficiency \.Q No • of Weeks Operating s~ 

Cost of Input Energy . 05 Useful Life of Product ~o 
Interest Rate .lQ Fuel Inflation Rate .lb 

Equations: 

1. Estimation of time product wi 11 be used each year. 

Estimated time used = hours used each day x days used each 
week x weeks used each year. 

.. :\ x S x Sl 

2. Estimation of annual energy use: 

For ELECTRICAL products: 

Annual Energy Use = (Rated Wattage x Estimated time used/year) - - 1oon --
• l!S(Jx \CjQ 

1000 

For GAS or OIL fired products: 
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Annual energy use = (Flow rate x Time used per year) 

x equipment efficiency • 

• --- )( --- x ---

3. Life Cycle Cost Analysis 

LCC • Purchase Price + (energy use x energy cost) ~ 

{l+f.!!!ll inflation ~) n 
l+interest rate 

where 
n = Useful life of the product 

Procedure: 

1. Complete the table on.the following page for 

your product. Only complete the number of years which correspond to 

the useful life of your product. 
2. Add all of the annual energy costs to 
obtain the total energy cost. 
3. Add total energy cost to purchase price to 
obtain LCC. 



year 

2 

s 
6 

8 

12 

14 

17 

19 

energy us~ 
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'fea.:s 
( l ~ t1;,e 1 .::. n.£3.. :s:c.i on J 
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LCC :::: -~QQ ____ "' )15<i .1b ----
:cc = ),'3'5'1·l~:~L-. 

t:!"le aco,. .. "e information .is acctrrate and repr-e:sen't:s 
e: .t. ;ny prcduct. ~ 



PART 

ENERGY CCNSERTlAI'ION IN PUBLIC BUILDINGS 



Chapter 5 

CONDUCTING A BUILDING AUDIT 

5.1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

An energy audit program for bui ~~s is an essential 

first step in an energy conserva~ion program c-h des 

an information se to be used '.vhen j:;.stifying retrof:.t ac-

tions and cting future ene costs. However, most lo-

c ~;o\"'ernments .j_o not ~.i.a":/e ......... \>"";~ 
'. ....... :._ resc-l;.rces necessary to com-

plete detailed audits for every building. An alternative is 

to te an initial use survey prior to rta}:ing de-

tailed audits. An ini~ial use survey generates various en-

ergy use indices from previous energy use data. s means 

that ~he initial use survey can be completed relatively 

.-. . i '::iu.- y, without site visits. These energy use indices can 

then be used to prioritize buildings and. use this r·anking 

~t1hen schedul.ing deta.iled a1,;d_i ts~ 

Detailed building audits should then be completed by 

qualified auditors. Recommendations made upon the comple-

tion of audits should be evaluated and retrofit projects 

scheduled as part of the capital facilities improvement 

plan* 

63 
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5.2 INTRODUCTION 

An energy audit program for existing buil ngs an 

es al first step in becoming an energy ient local 

government~ Energy ts will help to tri.e energy 

consumption in municipal buildings. detailed base-

line information on energy use can help to: 

1. Better predict and budget future e-nergy 
cos-:::s. 
Se t and justify ate retrofit ac-
t:i:::ms. 

3. Make informed decisions abcu.t the future use 
of existing buildings and the construction 
new bui ldin9·s. 

·rh~re are fct.:.r in an effective audit program 

which include the~ 

1. Initial use survey 
2. Prioritizing of bui ngs 
3. Detailed building audits 
4. Selection and implementation of retrofit pro-

jects 

5.3 THE AUDIT PROCESS 

Many local ':;iOVerr,.ments have beg-'-m audit programs by 

~rying to pe~f orm 1 audits o<l all of their buildings. 

Often this can be a disastercus way to begin because there 

is no assurance that ':he most expensive energy related prob-

lems are remedied first. It is important to ~he success cf 

an energy conservation program that a few of the ' . c::;.g energy 
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wastes are located and remedied early in the program. These 

success stories will help lend credibility to the energy 

conservation effort. The initial use survey can help in lo-

cating larqe enerqy problems without the expense of perform-

ing detailed audits on all local government buildings. 

5.3.1 Step 1 The Initial Use Survey 

The initial use survey involves the collection of basic 

information about buildings and the calculation of indices. 

These indices can be used to rank buildings on the basis of 

their total enerqy use (energy budget), energy used for 

heating (engineering index}, energy used for cooling {air-

conditioning index) and monthly baseload (baseload index). 

Ranking buildings can help managers to have a better idea of 

which buildings need the most immediate attention. Ranking 

buildings should also help managers to more efficiently 

schedule detailed building audits. 

Information needed includes heated floor area, fuel 

type used in the heating/cooling systems, fuel used for wa-

ter heating, and the monthly energy consumption collected 

for a period of one year for each building. Information 

about the first three areas is very easily collected from 

maintenance records. However, dependinq on the accountinq 

system, a year's worth of energy usage may be difficult to 

obtain. 
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There are two methodologies that are useful for 

collecting usage information. Method A entails collecting 

data directly from accounting records or previous bills. 

However, if those records are difficult to obtain, Method B 

is used to collect data directly from the utility companies. 

Utility account numbers for each building (obtainable from 

previous bills) and a letter authorizing the utility company 

to release records will be needed to get the records re-

leased. Using. this latter approach will usually take a lit-

tle longer to get the data, but it can save record keepers 

time if they do not have easily accessible use data. It is 

important to note that once a year's worth of use data for 

each building is obtained, an ongoing energy accounting sys-

,..tem should be considered. Energy accounting systems are 

covered in the energy use monitoring chapter. 

5.3.1.l Energy Indices 

The four indices generated in the initial use survey 

are the energy budget (EB), the engineering heat index {HI), 

the base load index (BI), and an air-conditioning index 

(CI). The energy budget is defined as the total energy in 

British Thermal Units required of used per square foot of 

floor space each year {Btu/ft2 -year). The engineering heat 
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index is def as the amount of energy red to heat 

cne square of heated floor space per heating de-

gree day. 

notion ·that r every r thermostat setting, there 

is a definable base temperature which the outdoor 

temperature must fall befc>re heat will be required inside 

the str1.J.cture .. !'hus, annual heating da~/S i S sum 

of the pro.per a.t:ng base. ~emperature ·mir~us daily aver-

age temperature for every in the heating season. Re-

search s that heating days correla-ce 

hi th :he a.r-J.r~ual 

and are generally regarded as a valid measure of the local 

climate conditions. For p~rpcses of calculating the heating 

index.. ::he ·:-iumber of days is 

in.door thermostat seti:ing, i.e. an average ox: the daytime 

anc! ni t time i!'lcicar temperat,ures .. For example, a time 

thermos-::at setting of 68°F and a night time 7'..hermostat set-

ti:;.g of 50°E' would translate into an average thermostat set-

ti11g of S9°F~ E:t..ginee:r-:.ng indices usually range 

between 5 and 40. Tabie 5-0 i lll.:.strates the buil~:iing 

associated with high and low indices. 

The base load index is def as the energy for 

all purposes other than heating and .::ccling per square foot 

per month ( ticning index is 
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defined as energy are foot of floor 

cooling season (Btu/ft 2 -yr.). of using 

a seasonal index over a cooling degree day is that 

cooling degree days, unlike heating degree days, do not ne-

cessarily correlate very well with actual cooling demand. 

3 walk-in freezer 

8 very efficient home 

15 average home 

20 c1lder u .. nder- "a.ted home 

25 elder public/commercial building 

barr .. 

40 barn without doors 

Table 5-0. Structures Associated with Various Heating Ind-

ices 

An example of the calculation of these indices in-

c in the appendix of s 

5.3.2 Step 2 Prioritizing Buildings 

Once indices are calculated for each ld:ing, bu.i ld~ 

ings should be ranked on the basis of the indices. O=dering 

buildings will help managers to direct r~s of the.i r 
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staffs those bl.l,i which most need 

it. 

Prioritizi~g Buildings 

In order to allocate limited resources to the meat cost 

fective and ate ret.rofi t opportur:..i ties availab a 

manager must construct a ~ on process whi will assure 

cost ef Knowing annual energy use data and 

the heating indices for building is an important step 

toward good ene retrofit decisions. 

retrofit decisions 

consist:s of making -~ Leas~ two lists ranking bui ngs by 

first· lit~rt 

be a bt.J.ildi.ng ranking by annual Cn ~ru.ch 

a list the larger ~ui ~gs and the more inefficient ld-

ings with a large energy use would be ones that should 

be retro_fi !"st. However, it could be that a very large 

building is relatively energy efficient and cannot be made 

mere efficient t:hcut inves~rnent cf considerable dol-

lars in less optimal retrofit measures. !t is imper-

tant to have another measure of each lding's energy effi-

ciancy so that the most cost effective measures can be 

selected first. Rankin;; the bui in a second list by 

means the heating index we have above allows 
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the determination of the inherent energy efficiency of the 

buildings on a per square foot basis. If it is desired the 

buidings can alternatively be ranked on the basis of the an-

nual energy use per square foot. 

By comparing the two rankings potential candidates for 

the most cost effective energy measures can easily be found. 

Buildings which are at the top of both lists are candidates 

for cost effective retrofit measures. The basis for this 

assertion is discussed below. 

The heating index for a building is a measure of that 

building's energy efficiency on a per square foot basis. 

Those buildings with large indices (greater than 20) are 

quite inefficient and indicate either a serious air infil-

tration problem or a malfunctioning of the heating and con-

trol equipment. It is extremely cost effective and impor-

tant to decrease the heating index to below 20. Usually 

this can be done with a correction of serious air infiltra-

tion losses or serious heating system problems. Buildings 

with heating indices between 10 and 20 can usually be im-

proved with careful attention to closing air leaks through 

openings in the walls, floors and ceilings. It is not un-

likely that ca.reful application of caulking and weather-

stripping can change an index from 20 down to between 12 and 

15. As the heating energy cost is directly proportional to 



se s can represent a s of 

from 25 to 40 percent. 

Those buildings with large ng indices are ~sually 

~v.i t.e amenable to lo\~ cost and ef ve energy saving mea-

sures. However, if the heating index of a building is below 

, further improvements in inherent energy ef ficie.ncy 

of the ng are qtJ.ite di lt and costly Cost ef 

rovements in these bui :::gs will re·qt:ire careful 

de led audits analysis oz each measure for its cost-

Some general guidance will be given below, 
. , i,1sua.LJ..Y assure 

Highly efficient ldings should have 

indices ch a:re 'belcw 12 .. 

Usually the rnost cost effec~ive measures in a ,, ..... .1.:::u.ng 

are heating system efficiency improvements and air 

tion reduction measures These r:inds 1:;if measures are very 

cost ·effec-tiv·e and pay back_ in·~:,testments in less than one 

year. Heating sys~em improvements include tuning 

and reconditioning 

distribution sysr.ems, especially in unheated areas, and 

stalling new controls to reduce space temperature$ when 

buildings are net in use. Reducing air infiltration induces 

caulking and sealing l openings into heated spaces such as 

pipe t:Jr wire con.dtti ts, cracks at 'tJal ls and oors, spaces 
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around windows and doors, and any other sage for 

leakage. Wea~herstripping around doors and wi s as ',,1el l 

as any ven , ' • - • 'I: "- 1 LBtlOn openings WlLi aLSO rease air infiltra-

t.ion. The add: ti on of extra doonvays to create entry-ways 

or vestibules where large numbers of people enter build-

ing can not only save heating dollars, but can improve the 

comfo~t of workers a~a visitors to the buildings. 

~n ·Order t:o ve a concrete example of how di!fere~t 

measures can contribute to the energy ef ciency of a build-

ir.;,g tb.e- bre :or a :3000 square foot building of its 

heat index is -~.ten ;:;,el ·:iw. te app.~icable 

to other buildings al the ~~vall a,nd W"indov.; or dcor ccn-

tribt1tions will from building to building~ 

The hea ng index includes contributions from heat loss 

due to con·duction walls~ ceilings and rs and 

heat loss due to air leakage or infiltration. 

tion due to air leaks is somewhat easy to explain since it 

is given approximately by 4 s the of air ct.;.anges 

One air change per hour involves one 

change of the volume of air inside the building out.side 

air each hour. This means that for a very drafty building 

with 4-6 air changes per hour that the air leak contribution 

to the index is between 16 and 24. The decrease ci:E air 

leakage throuqh caulking and weat:herst:ripp::.ng can bring that 
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cf the ~eat loss down to air changes per hour and 

therefore contribution to the heating index of from 4 ~o 8. 

The conduc~icn contributions to h . . . ' eat::i.:r.g inc.ex de-

pend on thermal resistances of various sec~ions of the 

ls, floors, and ceilings of the bui ng ~ As an example, 

the table below is the heat index contributions to a modest 

~ized building with no insulation, single pane w1ndows and 

three air changes pe~ hour are contrasted with 

building with insulation, stor:-n windows and one air :hange 

De!"' hour. 
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T.~SLE GF HEATING Ir~DEX CONTRI3UTtGNS SY 3U!LOING ~-LEME~rr-~ C:XAMPLt 

'1la 11 s 
floor' 
Ceil'r:g 
'.~i ndows/Doors 
A fr Leaks 
Tota1 Index 

5 
5 
5 

l. 

2 
4 
Io 

S~75-2~CO/sq.ft 
S.50-1. sci.ft 
$,50-l .ft 
$3-6/sq.ft 
$100~500(entire job) 

As can be seen from this exarnple, by carrying out sev-

eral differerit measures '7:.he energ·y cor~su.mpticn o-f the buil.d-

ing .::an be reduce·d by 69% ( :-emernber that heating ene con-

sumption is given in Btu:s product of the heated flo·or 

area and the heating index and ~he heating degree days for 

the site and its level of heat. 

The important qu.estion which faces any manager is ho1N 

to realize the largest energy savings with the limited capi-

~al and staff time available. We can illus~rate ~ne variety 

of decisions which must be faced. 

To make the discussion concrete let us specify the 

building more fully .for a 4000 degree day climate. 



Aa_1-1 s 
Floor 
Cail ing 
Winoows/Doors 
Air leaks 

~ AssJming 
cienc_y .-;nd oi 
year \rtou-td oe 

2000 
3000 
3000 
400 
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$JJCO 
$2000 
$ 500 

15 

25 

s 15 
:; 975 
s 

is iie-~ted liit, oi 1 at 55 percent season-:d effi_.. 
at Sl.25 per gal1an~ T~e ~ota1 hea~~nq cast per 

As can be seen, ~he addi~ion of insulation and stcrm 

"!!N".indo-ws do sa~1e L~oney a:id energy / bu-:. the i.n~,,rest:ments are 

some\4I'~at capi ta1 int.-ensi ve and req-ui ;;e sect/era.I ~{ears ·t:.o re-

On the other hand the aggres-

sive cornbat:ing of ai::- Leaks can bring dramatic savings with-

out la.:::ge investment of money. The closing of air leaks may 

require mere staff time, but: it will usually pay large divi-

de!1ds, The example just sc'1..1ssed vea a building with 

no insulation initially present. If t:here is already some 

ins:.J.1 on prese:n.t 1 further in"':~'"est:nent in mo.r-e insulation is 

decidedly not cost effective. For example, consider the 

ceiling of the building above. 
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No insu 1-3 t ·j ;)fl 6. 50 cents 
6'' additiM l .1 9 cani:s cents 
6h more aad t on h 5 cents cents 

'"' 50 6~f mer(: add t on .4 3.4 cents cents 
511 more add t Jll .3 2.6 cents -50 cents 
6ll ~1dd t on ~r 2 cents 50 certs rri0r :i .c.:i 

As can be seen 

insulation to save money for each ti or:al eq'.J.al in·pest-

ment decreases drama cally. 

A first step which can be ' . accompJ.1 with existing 

staff and few resources is to do an initial anal is of 

buildings, ranking them by both total energy use 

use ;per square fcot. The buildings which are gh on both 

lists are or c;3.ndidates r simple air leak reduction 

-.ques to "'.tery -cost effecti \re, ially if the indices 

are over 20. 

The second step of an energy retrofit program a air 

leaks have been pursued aggressive is the cletai l 

This detailed t can look at heating tem £:.ca-
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tions, automatic controls for lowering temperatures, and 

cost effective additions of insulation to building elements. 

The principles of analysis are relatively simple if standard 

methodologies are followed. A wide variety of professional 

and semi-professional help is available from several sec-

tors. 

5.3.3 Step 3 Detailed Building Audits 

The next step would be to conduct detailed building au-

dits. Complete detailed audits would include an examination 

of the condition and efficiency of the building envelope, 

heating/cooling and water heating systems, lighting, and the 

operation and maintenance of the building. However, due to 

various constraints most jurisdictions will not be able to 

perform every element of a complete audit. What should be 

done is to audit those buildings and operations that can 

save the most energy. 

Detailed building audits should be completed by well 

trained energy auditors. Building audits can either be con-

ducted "in-house" or contracted out to a consulting firm. 

Consultants specializing in ~nergy analysis will generally 

have the expertise necessary to complete an audit program 

competently. However, the disadvantage of relying on a con-

sultant is that it doesn't allow a municipality to develop 

the capability of performing energy analysis in the future. 
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5.3.4 Step 4 Select and Implement Retrofit Projects 

The final step in the audit process is to select and 

justify retrofit projects. In general, retrofit projects 

that will reduce energy consumption the most should be com-

pleted first. Methods for assessinq the economic feasibili-

ty of retrofit actions are covered in the procurement chap-

ter included in ·.;his manual. 



5.4 APPENDIX 

s appendix provides worksheets whi assist in col-

lecting energy use data and completing the tial 1.ise sur-

vey. Both blank forms and an example bui ng will be in-

eluded. 

5~4-1 Collecting Energy Ude Data and Building Information 

~ne use data, for all fuels, should be collected for 

each building. r:i~ - "!, -'. .:.~.,.e roJ...1..ow:.ng forms will be l':e l i;.i. or-

ganizing and averaging fuel use by month. 
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Worksheet 5-1 Getting Started Building Data 

is heated 

hea~ing cool:nq o~~ec op~~. 

----------!---------- --------------
----------·----------!--------------

------!---~------ ----~-·---~---;~-----

,....,,,...,.. 1 
·,_>.,,,·1:~ .... 

---------- ---------- ~----~--------1------

----------1---------~1-•w-~---------

------1----------

--~-------i-------~--!--------------

used fc.r 
cal ~·;,2.a ti . .r:g (:oo-1 :.ncy 

ng lndex 

;.ar:: c; f 
base load 
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5.4.2 Completing the Initial Use 

Once basic building and energy use 

'\taric,us energy use indices can be cal,::ulate~jcW 'The rst 

step in calculating the i 

expressed in units s~ch as KWH, gallons, therms, etc., to 

BTU. This is very easy to do if the fuel is only used for 

::>ne purpo s.e. However, it is usually the case that a fuel is 

used for more than one purpose and an estimate of the por-

tion used for each use will need to be made. 

is very he _ in maki~g this estimate~ 

Procadure; 

Step 1. 

Step 2~ 

Step 3. 

Step 4 .. 

Step 5. 

Copy down men th 

Fi<ld -c.11.e t""WO lowest mcn·ths .. 
air condition one of these 

.,. .: 

.. .I.. 

two 

l..lSe 

both heat: and 
l':Jwest mcmths 

should be in the spring and the other should be in 
the fall. 

E'ind the average ::::;f t:he two lowest mcinths. s is 
an estimate cf the baseload energy not used for 
heating and :::col 

Subtract this base e mate from each mon~h in 
the heating season and add the1·e differences 
for all months in the heati~g season. The total 
is a best estimate of the heating energy. 

Sub~ract the baseload estimate from each month in 
the cooling aeascn. 
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TABLE 11 Worksheet 5-3 Estimating Breakdowns in Energy Use 

Jan 

Feb 

Mar 
Apr 

May 

Jun 

Jul 

Aug 

Sep 

Oct 

Nov 

Dec 

Worksheet 5~3 Estimating Breakdowns in Energy Use 

Monthly energy Btu 
Col. 1 Col. 2 

lowest spring/ 
summer month 

Difference between 
Monthly use and baseload 

Col. 3 Col. 4 

average 
2 month 

heating 
energy 

~D base load 

month with 
no heating & 
cooling 

possible 
cooling 
load estimate 

I 1 Q_w_e_s~t-a""'l / 
summer month 

month with no 
heating or 
cooling 

heating 
energy 

Add all heating energy numbers (winter months from Column 4). The 
sum is the total heating energy------

Add all cooling energy numbers (summer months from column 4). The 
sum is the total cooling energy------
(If there is no air conditioning, there should be no cooling costs.) 
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5.4.2.1 Step 1 - Calculate the 3aseload Index 

The baselcad index is defined as the energy BTU) used 

for purposes other than heating and cooling, divided by the 

floor area of the building. It 1s ca ated by converting 

all baseload fuels to BTU, summin<;; them, and dividing that 

sum by the floor area of the building. A baseload fuel is 

any fuel not used for heating and cooling. If a particular 

fuel is only used for baseload, the annual fuel use is in-

eluded in the calculation. However, if the fuel is also 

used for heating and/or cooling, che average monthly base-

laod estimate from worksheet 5-3 should be used. T+- :..S lrrt-

portant to noce that ~his average month:y baseload estimate 

sho1..<ld be multiplied by 12 prior to performing "'.:he baseload 

index calculation to estimate annual l tise. 
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TABLE 12 Worksheet 5-4 Baseload Index Worksheet 

Wor~sheet 5-4 3aselc1d I~~ex Works~e~~ 

Annual fuel ~sect 
An~ual Btu = for ba~eloed 

A 5l~~};Q 

x s1 .. oo::; 

~gal1ons x 92,3CO 
., 92 ~ 5;_;;] 

x 

Effect1ve 3tu {1) 
x oer- Jnit 
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STE? 2 - :ALCUL~TE 3ASEL0AD INDEX (81! 

l~ Sf';ec:i)t: sr.J is '~2~~;1~d ·lS the· pote~ti51 l1eat 'i 0lLJ~.: c;f d fuel 
timas the effic~er1cy cf t~e ·necJ1dn~ca! ~OJipmeit \av rage 3easonal 
2ffi:~ency)~ These values ~re an~y averag~s based~ :~e potentja; 
he:3.t ·1·3.. :1as Sh·:::r,4n ir T1b1e ~ ·lrti:t ~verage ·2q:,..1~pmef11: e fi:::i~n~.i 
ca0u atad by the VCCE~~ 
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TABLE 13 Effective BTU Calculations For Various Fuels 

Table 5-1 Effective Btu Calculations for Various Fuels 

Theoretical l Average Seasonal 2 
~ ~Value Equipment Efficiency Effective Btu 

Electricity 
(Resistance} 

3414 6tu/KWH LO 3,414 Btu/KWH 

Heat Pump 3414 Btu/KWH 1.7 5,804 Btu/KWH 
Natural Gas 100,000 Btu/Therms .61 61,000 Btu/Gal. 
if2 Fuel Oil 140,000 Btu/Gallon . 68 95,200 Btu/Gal • 
#6 Fuel Oil 152,000 Btu/Gallon .68 103,360 Btu/Gal. 
Propane 91,600 Btu/Gallon .63 57 ,700 Btu/Gal. 

1. Mechanical Engineers Handbook - Marks, L,s., 1951. 

2. Samuel P. Bowen, Assistant Director, Virginia Center for Coal 
and Energy Research. 
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5.4.2.2 S~ep 2 - Calculating the Bea ng Index 

The heating index (HI) is defined as the energy (BTU) 

required to heat ,;;;, building per square foot of floor space / 

per degree day. The HI .is calculated by sumxning the fuel 

used for heat during the w·inter months (usually October -

April), converting it into BTU, and then dividing that num-

ber by the area of the building and the degree days in the 

region~ If the f~el used for heating is also used for other 

purposes t:he estimate of the d«"v""erage amount of fuel used for 

heating should be used. (See Worksheet 5-3) 
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5TEP l - ::t)N'JERT TO GTU 

Genera1 formula - fJr CJnverting fue1 use into 8T1J 

Ann:~al 3tJ ~ tota1 f~el Jsecr 

=tnerms 

Fuel en' ~2 

Other 

3414 

x 61 ~GCC 
x 51 .. 0CO 

x 92.SOO 
92,50G 

x effec:ive 3tu 1, 
p~r ;Jni ~ 

pe_v- JD 
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STEP 2 - CALCULATE THE HEAT!ilG INDEX (HI) 

HI = Heating Budget/Annual Degree Days 2 

Heating Budg~t = Total Btu/floor area 

Heating Budget " ____ / ___ _ 

Heating Budget " ----

HI = Heating Budget/Annual Degree Days 

HI " _____ / ____ _ 

HI"-----

1. See Table 5-1 

2. See Table 5-2 



TABLE l 5 ree 

1 ABINGDON, VA 

THERMOSTAT SETTING 

7S.O 
74. 0 
73.0 
72.0 
71.0 
70.0 
69.0 
68.0 
67.0 
66.0 
6:). 0 
64. 0 
63.0 
62.0 
61.0 
60.0 
59.0 
58.0 
57.0 
56.0 
55.0 
54. 0 
53.0 
52.0 
51. 0 

DEGREE DAYS 

455<1.89 
4323.70 
4094.73 
3869.40 
3648.89 
3434.22 
3226.17 
3025.35 
2tU 2. 20 
2646.9? 
2469.78 
2300.59 
2.U9.2:i 
1985.40 
1838.69 
1698.58 
1564.48 
1435.67 
13ll.40 
1190.fd 
1073.09 

957.24 
842.34 
727.40 
611.43 

for Vnrions Vi ta Locatrons 

2 NORFOLK, VA 

THERMOSTAT SETTING 

75.0 
74.0 
7 3. 0 
72.0 
71.0 
70.0 
69.0 
68.0 
67.0 
66.0 
65.D 
6 4. 0 
63.0 
62.0 
6LO 
60.0 
59.0 
58.0 
5 7. 0 
56.0 
55.0 
54.0 
53.0 
S2.0 
51. 0 

DEGREE DAYS 

3598.54 
3397.13 
3205.04 
3019.90 
2840.04 
2664.44 
2492.59 
2324.41 
2160.20 
2000.48 
1845.96 
1697.39 
1555.53 
1421.00 
1294.22 
1175.32 
1064.0l 

959.55 
860.60 
765.15 
670.44 
572.85 
467.80 
349.70 
211. 79 

I 
•L ,_, 
I 



3 LYNCHBURG, VA 4 EMPORIA, VA 

THERMOSTAT SETTING DEGREE DAYS THERMOSTAT SETTING DEGREE DAYS 

75.0 5172.02 75.0 4772.52 
74.0 4929.00 74.0 4538.11 
73.0 4692.85 73.0 4310.66 
72.0 4462.60 72.0 4089.40 
71.0 4237.56 71.0 3873.79 
70.0 4017.39 70.0 3663.57 
69.0 3801.97 69.0 3458.65 
68.0 3591. 36 68.0 3259.06 
67.0 3385.80 67.0 3065.00 
66.0 3185.61 66.0 2876.68 
65.0 2991.16 65.0 2694.38 
64.0 2802.85 64.0 2518.33 I 

63.0 2621.0l 63.0 2348.74 \0 

62.0 2445.90 62.0 2185.70 N 
I 

61.0 2277.61 61.0 2029.17 
60.0 2116.09 60.0 1878.94 
59.0 1961.0l 59.0 1734.58 
58.0 1811.79 58.0 1595.40 
57.0 1667.50 57.0 1460.40 
56.0 1526.84 56.0 1328.25 
55.0 1388.08 55.0 1197.25 
54.0 1249.04 54.0 1065.25 
53.0 1106.97 53.0 929.67 
52.0 958.60 52.0 787.40 
51. 0 800.01 51.0 634.79 



5 RICHMOND, VA 6 ROANOKE, VA 

THERMOSTAT SETTING DEGREE DAYS THERMOSTAT SETTING DEGREE DAYS 

75.0 4826.12 75.0 4788.07 
74.0 4592.84 74. 0 4555.09 
73.0 4366.00 73.0 4330.31 
72.0 4145.20 72.0 4112.70 
71. 0 39.lO.ll 71.0 3901. 44 
70.0 3720.61 70.0 3695.99 
69.0 3516.64 69.0 3495.97 
68.0 3318.24 68.0 3301.17 
67. 0 3125.50 67.0 3111.50 
66.0 2938.53 66.0 2926.96 
65.0 2757.47 65.0 2747.60 
64.0 2582.40 64. 0 2573.51 I 

63.0 2413.39 63.0 2404.74 ''° lhl 
62.0 2250.40 62.0 2241.30 I 

61. 0 2093.31 61. 0 2083.12 
60.0 1941.88 60.0 1930.02 
59.0 1795.70 59.0 1781.65 
58.0 1654.20 58.0 1637.50 
57.0 1516.60 57.0 1496.BO 
56.0 1381.88 56.0 1358.56 
55.0 1248.78 55.0 1221.49 
54.0 1115.76 54. 0 1083.97 
53.0 980.96 5].0 9ti'1.03 
52.0 842.20 52.0 799.30 
51.0 696.94 SLO 646.98 



7 F'AJR~'AX, VA 8 SOUTHWEST MTS VA 

THERMOSTAT SETTING DEGREg DAYS THERMOSTAT SETTING DEGREE DAYS 

75.0 4972.96 75.0 5896.47 
74.0 4741.52 74.0 5619.32 
13.0 4515.55 7 3. 0 5352.81 
72.0 4294.70 72.0 5096.00 
71. 0 4078.74 71. 0 4848.04 
70.0 3867.68 70.0 4608.31 
69.0 3661.60 69.0 4376.27 
68.0 3460.70 68.0 4151.47 
67.0 3265.20 67.0 3933.60 
66.0 3075.37 66.0 3722.35 
65.0 2891.48 65.0 3517.52 
64.0 2713.71 64.0 331B.89 I 

~o 

6 3. 0 2542.22 63 •· 0 3126.28 .p-. 

62.0 2377.00 62.0 2939.50 I 

61. (} 2217.93 61.0 2758.30 
60.0 2064.71 60.0 2582.42 
59.0 1916.83 59.0 2411. 51 
58.0 1773.50 58.0 2245.15 
57. 0 1633.70 57.0 2082.BO 
56.0 1496.06 56.0 1923.80 
55.0 1358.88 55.0 1767.36 
54. 0 1220.08 54. 0 1612.50 
53.0 1077.17 53.0 1458.10 
52.0 927.20 52,0 1302.80 
51. 0 766.75 51. 0 1145.03 



9 STAUN'l'ON I VA 10 WINCHES'l'ER, VA 

THERMOSTAT SETTING DEGREE l)AYS THERMOSTAT SETTING DEG.REE DAYS 

75.0 5725.58 75.0 5982.43 
74.0 5471.09 74.0 5728.52 
73.0 5225.71 73.0 5478.01 
72.0 4986.10 72.0 5231. 60 
71. Q 4750.07 71. 0 4989.86 
70.0 4516.60 70.0 4753.40 
69.0 4285.48 69.0 4522.67 
68.0 ;1057 .19 68.0 4298.09 
67.0 3832.70 67.0 4080.00 
66.0 3613.27 66.0 3868.61 
65.0 3400.25 65.0 3664.05 
64.0 3194.90 64.0 I 

3466.36 '° 6 3. 0 2998.19 63. 0 3275.41 ln 
I 

62.0 2810.60 62.0 3091.00 
61. 0 263 l. 92 61. 0 2912.75 
60.0 2461.09 60.0 2740.16 
59.0 2295.97 59.0 2572.58 
sa.o 2133.15 5B.O 2409.18 
57.0 1967.80 57.0 2249.00 
56.0 17~lJ.40 56.0 2090.86 
55.0 1601.61 55.0 1933.43 
54. 0 1382.06 54.0 1775.16 
53. 0 1122.13 53.0 1614.33 
52.0 806.80 52.0 1449.00 
51.0 418.41 51. 0 1276.99 



11 DANVILLE, VA 12 CHARLOTTESVILLE 

THERMOSTAT SETTING DEGREE DAYS THERMOSTAT SETTING DEGREE DAYS 

75.0 4591.84 75.0 4947.04 
74.0 4359.04 74.0 4704.16 
73.0 4133.40 73.0 4463.42 
72.0 3914.00 72.0 4228.00 
71.0 3700.17 71.0 3999.88 
10.0 3491.59 70.0 3780.13 
69.0 3288.12 ! 69.0 3569.00 
68.0 3089.82 68.0 3366.15 i 

67.0 2896.90 67.0 3170.80 
66.0 2709.65 66.0 2981. 92 
65.0 2528.42 65.0 2798.40 
64.0 2353.55 64.0 2619.25 I 

63.0 2185.34 63.0 2443. 74 '° O'I 

62.0 2024.00 62.0 2271.60 I 

61.0 1869.60 61. 0 2103.20 
60.0 1722.04 60.0 1939.72 
59.0 1580.99. 59.0 1783.35 
58.0 1445.81 58.0 1637.41 
57.0 1315.60 57.0 1506.60 
56.0 1189.04 56.0 1397.12 
55.0 1064.44 55.0 1316.90 
54.0 939.62 54.0 1275.72 
53.0 811.91 53.0 1285.42 
52.0 678.10 52.0 1360.10 
51.0 534.36 51.0 1516.24 
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5.4.2.3 Step 3 - Calculating the Air-Conditioning Index 

Calculating the air-conditioning index (AI) is very si-

milar to calculating the heating index. The AI is defined 

as the energy (BTU) required to cool a building per square 

foot of area per year. It is calculated by summing the en-

ergy used for cooling in the summer months (May - Septem-

ber); aLd dividing that number by the floor area of the 

building that is cooled. In most cases the fuel used for 

air-conditioning will also be used for other purposes. 

Therefore the estimate of the amount used for air-condition-

ing (Worksheet 5-3) should be used. 
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TABLE 16 Worksheet 5-6 Calculating the Air-Conditioning Index 

~orxs~1~~t ~-o ~lr ~~naiti~~ir!g [:1dex (~2~ for 
electric air c0nditi~ners 

(~~',iH 1_,:::;::;rj for 
,::,:;io~i1;i ,:'-1n1~2!) 
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S.4.2.4 Step 4 - Calculating the Annual Energy Budget 

The annual energy budget is defined as all energy (BTU) 

used in a building in a given year, divided by the area of 

the building. It is calculated by converting annual e~ergy 

use figures for al 1 fuel to BTU, summing them and then di·· 

viding them by the floor area of the building. 
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TABLE 17 Worksheet 5-7 Calculating the Energy Budget 

General forinul~ ~ for conver~ing ftJel use ~o 3tu 

Dther 

f r~ct 1 •J't: 
.3 ~ \_.e 1 

)( 

Effect~v~ 3t~ cer ~n~~ Jf ~.Jel 

,~,,-. .~ ,.... ,.., 
":J( ~ .J,ju 

~f·,.2ctiv~ B::J 
;:ier 'Jn it 

t: \ 
..... j 

Total 3tu 

:r1 is ~ef~ned s the ~ct~~:ia1 hea~ v~!J~ 
m:;-nc;; the (-:f~,:: i·:n:':J ~-71 ::~:t~ :f'.(~::tir:n l Cd; '::qu 1 pn>?.'.t { ?i.Ve:~aq2 
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sr~P 2 . CALCJLAT~ ENERGY BUDGE~ 

E3 ~atal ~nnua1 Stu div~ded by floDt~ area 
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5.4.3 Example Worksheets 
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Worksheet 5-l Ce~~i:1g S~art~d - 3uilding Data 

Build:.ng Name 

'.)cod 

Coal 

:~:~-~d f~r 

CC·02.ir:.g 

---------- ----------!--------------
---------- --------~-t-~-----~------

j 

----------!---------- -------~------

----------;----------i--------------
1 

used f~r used fo~ 
calcul~~in9 cool-ng 
eng::.:-.4eerinq 

i11d.i"7;es 

p:a:t""t. rJ'f 
base:oad 



C. \"t1 \\ALL 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 -YEAR JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL 

FUELB E\«.\vh ... t"4 BTU CONVERSION: 

19 l't ).':>,I.DO lS.)00 )..~,'tl>O :,l:>,100 l!>,ooo )lo,100 ?.l,'tu. 

19 '60 ;)"\,tao ll.,~ )),'il>O l0,)00 ;15,t>oo ')),Ooo 11>,IDO 

SUB~TOTAL -ti,-.oo s1,Soo 411jOO 'tl.~00 'So,Soo Sl,100 c..S,Se>o 
AVERAGE ll,700 l'5,1SO )3,'\00 ll/)O lS,:lSO .?b,SSo 31,lSt> 

BTU "' tio.'\'110 !4;1.'h10"' il.0110"' "U,.J.1110"' 111.J..ll lb'° 'lOJ.1110'° \01.:J yfJ' 

FUEL'& f=\.\c..\ Q, '- BTU CONVERSION'& 

19 1q 
19 ~o 

SUB-TOTAL 

AVERAGE 

BTU 

FUEL'& BTU CONVERSIONi 

19 
-
19 ·-· ··--1-

SUB-TOTAL 

AVERAGE 

BTU 

TOTAL BTU 

a 9 . JO 

AUG SEP OCT 

~'-\''-I 
)o,100 ').q,~00 \C\.t>Oo 
:ii, 1()() 71,'l\>b \l,000 
5'\1too ')l, '?ioo ~.000 

l'\,"00 ,.,."() ''poo 
lbl..I w1C: '\Vh1d' c.1.$11(ct 
l\S,~oo 

II 12 

NOV DEC 

').S,()()O ~3,)00 

)J,OOo lS,100 

'4'l bbo ~~;\00 

, .. ,000 )'\l':>O 
~I.'\ vltl' l~.'i "''~ 

TOTAL 

1>1J4 1b0o 

J'\'\ ~()() 
(.,a-4 .S Ot> 

)bl.lSO 
I.a~ °I' ID"\ 

J.3,4{$0 
'.)~, )lH> 
'f S.'i 'it> 
)) £\'-0 
~-l Y fO'l 

I 
....... 
0 
.s::-
f 
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Worksheet 5.3 Estimating Breakdowns in Energy Use c. \ '\'"i \\ o.u ... Difference between 
Monthly use and baseload 

Jan 

Feb 

Mar 
Apr 

May 

Jun 

Jul 

Aug 

Sep 

Oct 

Nov 

Dec 

Monthly energy Btu 
Col. 1 Col. 2 

lowest spring/ 
summer month 

Col. 3 Col. 4 

average 
2 month 54: -~ 

l ''6000 
lowest a 1/ 
summer month 

base load 
estimate 

\\l.1S 

heating 
energy 

month with 
no heating & 
coo 1 ing 

possible 
cooling 
load 

month with no 
heating or 
cooling 

heating 
energy 

( o\ \ ~-t·d·) 
Add a11 heating energy numbers (winter months from Column 4). The 
sum is the total heating energy !If~. f)\\ ~ 

Add all cooling energy numbers (summer months from column 4). The 
sum is the tot a 1 coo 1 i ng energy I:\~., ~S """'~ 

' 
(If there Is no air conditioning, there should be no cooling costs.) 
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Wor~si1eet ~-4 2aseload 

ST:? - :oNVERT ~UP~ use TO JTJ 

~·; ect:i city 

x 

:x. 61~000 
x 61, 

x 92~500 
x 921500 

eff~c:.i·;e Stu 
oer uni: 

C:ff"ect·ive Btu 
.< per unit 

'...;..} 

TotJ1 ~t~·--·---· 
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STE? (i3I) 

SI = Ta:a·~ 3tu/f1oor area 

BI"' ~_?.'\;COO 

sr J., 3o--t 

l. ~ffec:~v~ 3T~ is ~ef~~ed as the :oten:~a1 i1sat ;~!;a o f:.e: 
t·1'1'!es th':?. 27'ficf2ric; .)f ~rv:! <nec'.<i.r ca'l 20u~0ment _;ver; se?.r~<:r1'. 
2~;:i:i.2nc These 11a1ue'S :1'1~ 0.Jril; :1Vr2r'":i;es ::as(! ~Yl c1 ;;c:~:1::L1l 
he:~: ·1a LJt:S s:iov,111 -> :1 ,...J.b 1 e i \~nj a\r'ard·]C e·~u . .:.rnen e1~·f c 21cy 
sa~u:ac~c 8y :he ~C:E~. 
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~orks~~et 5-5 (Heati 

STE? l - COMVERT 70 BTU 

Gerera formula ~ for converting t~e~ use into STU 

Annudl Stu total f~el used 

#ga_l1e;ns 
):;l,'j~Q 

'J th er 

~uni ts 

x 
x 

?414 
Jill4 

x 61,JCO 
x 1;:, 000 

x 92,500 
x 92,500 

x ~ffective 3tu (1) 
per unit 

x 



ri I 
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HI ~ ~eat~~g Budge:/A11nua1 Degree Oays 2 

Budget = Total 3tJ/floor area 

~ 7) I (2__/ 1:i S_oo_· _ 

d.o .9 
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Worksheet 5-6 Air Conditioning Index (AI) for 
electric air conditioners 

( \'N \'\ A-Ll... 
General formula 

AI = (#KWH used for 
cooling (annual) 

x 3414) divided by floor area 

AI = ( 'i;,1is x 34'!4) I a..~,ooo 

AI = 5'1 '-1/ 
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STEP l ~ CCNVERT FUEL JSE ro STJ 
<"\. 
C.\'\"'i \1 Al..l-
sene~a1 formula - for converting fuel ~Se to 3tu 

£1 eet;i '.2.; ~Y 

·fK\~H :< 
:,q];.JSO ,( 

#units x 2ffective 3tu ~:) 
per <.mi t 

x 
------~--

" 

Total 

1. t~tec ve - · is ~efj1ed s tne octeDtial !1eat ~?:Je 
o; J el ;m2s the sff1r; ,~ncy ,._.,. ':h~ "nec:;cr11c3! ..;_·~u ::-:r:ent :F~~ 
r;?ff-1 :·i(y . Se·:: t:ab1r? S-
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STEP 2 ~ -C.£\LCULATE ENERGY 3UOGE7 

Totll Annual Stu divided by ~1J8i~ area 

).\$1'10~ / ~\001) 
\O~<i_ 



Chapter 5 

BUILDI~~G 81'.fvELOPE AND 

6 .1 EXECUTIVE SU:VIMARY 

When retrcfiting buildin~ envel s eqt1ipment to 

rease efficiency of exis buildings, i~ is often 

icult to know what action to undertake rst. T:ie fol-

lowin·;r are 

-order of i 

ic measl1.res, in th~sir !:"ela 

e (cost effectiveness . 

1. Infiltration Con~rol and Energy Efficien~ Op-
eration,s 

2. H.\Jio~C Main.tenance 
3. I:ra.sulate Ceil i 

E;~i sts 
4. Window Treatments 

if Little er No Insulation 

5. Reinsulave Buildings 
6 ~ P~e·desiq·n or Ins-call New Eqt1ipme-nt Systems 

This is a general r , based on potential energy 

saved in an avera,;e building. 'This ranking, should not be 

regarded as a strict ordering, but as a general r~le 

A detailed building audit and economic 

analysis should be performed before undertaking any retrofit 

action. 

113 
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6.2 INTRODUCTION 

Building re~rofit projects are a group of actions which 

ir...crease the energy efficienc:i of ex:stir;;.g bu_ildings~ Re-

trofit projects generally fall into the categories of ther-

mal and equipment retrofit. Thermal retrofit involves the 

addition of materials to the building envelope which in-

crease its ability to retain heated or cooled air. 

retrofit projects would include the addition of insulation, 

storm or insulated windows, and air infiltration controls. 

Equipment retrofit in-;;.rol~,/es actions which i:icrease the e i-

ciency or energy consuming ipment, as heating, cool-

lighting, and wa~er heating s s. -rhere are marry 

pcter:.ti ret~ofit projects and ' ... l. \_., is often_ diffict:lt to 

to do Wh::.le ioricies for specific build-

ings should be determined by building audits/ s chapter 

gives 0 .;: 
' .... typ.'...c retrofit priorities based on 

cost effectiveness. More detailed information about heat-

ing, ventilating, and r conditioning (HVAC) equipment, 

control s s, lighting, and wa~er heating systems are 

left to the chapters which 
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6.3 RETROFIT PRIORITY 1: ENERGY EFFICIENT OPERATIONS 

The most cost-effective group of actions involve infil-

tration controls and energy efficient building operation and 

maintenance. 

Air infiltration is often the greatest source of e.nergy 

loss in a building, accounting for up to 60 percent of the 

heat loss. Infiltration can be significantly reduced by 

treating any openings or cracks in the building envelope a.nd 

entranceways. Efficiently operating buildings can also cut 

energy costs by as much as 20 percent. Efficient building 

operations begin with reducing excessive levels of space 

conditioning (heating and cooling), lighting, and water 

heating. 

The following is a list of the most effective actions 

that can be taken to reduce energy costs. While they may 

seem rather trivial, they are the actions which will save 

the most energy and money per dollars spent. 

6.3.l Infiltration Control 

- Caulk and weatherstrip all windows, doors, and any 
openings or cracks in exterior surfaces. 

This is an action which must be done every 
3-6 years since weatherizing materials harden 
and lose their effectiveness over time. 



6.3 2 

l ga in ~lectric outlets located on ex-

A significant amcunt of air leaks into a 
building through these ou".:lets, and rubber-
ized gaskets are very ef tive in reducing 
-;:his loss. 

Ins~all air Lock entr:yways on all main doo~s~ 

In public buildings 
opened hundreds of ~ 

loss can be reduced by 
doors~ s 

n doors are often 
s dai:.y.. :nfilt.ration 
instal:ing double 

lves a ::'ar 
expense than t:;.ose ~ned a.b·o~7e and s:r4(;,uld 
be justified by a careful analysis of the 
number of door openi;,.gs during va.ricus ".:imes 
of the year and t:he lt:ration and 
heating and cooling loss 

Condi t.ic;nir:g ration 

aeduce winter daily thermostat settings to °F or 
' Lower. 

redt1ce heat costs This ca~ significantly 
by reducing the amount of heat requi=ed by 
the bl1i 

- Reduce summe!." 
higher~ 

ly ~hermostat se~tings to 7S°F er 

Aga1n 1 this will reduce cooling costs by re-
ducing the cool ai:.::- going into the buildir..g. 

- Reduce space conditioning :.evels at 
unoccupied ~imes. 

ght and during 

By reducing space condi~ioning levels, the 
effective daily thermostat setting is actual-
ly reduced. For example, if a building is 
heated for 12 hours at °F out ~hen ~he 
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~ ' ,., - i.,).. l-

thermostat.: is 
the effecti"le 

y be 

ed to 30°F for 12 hoursf 
daily thermostat setting would 
~esulting from them. 

Lighting Operation 

Reduce li·;rhting levels by :::emovir:g unnecessary bulbs 
and fixtures~ 

?edi.J.C i:"l.g li ;rhting le\~e.~s car: si 19·11ificant: y 
lower consump~ion of electricity. A detailed 
methodology to lower li levels is in-
cluded in the lighting chapter. 

Replace older bulbs with ~ew, lower t·tt1bs. 

There are new bulbs, both fluoresce~t ' . ano.. :.n-
candescent,, market which can ~~duce 
energy con by lights by as much as 20 
perce~t. (See the ligh~ing chap~er.) 

Reorganize offices to advantage of task -~ ing 
practices and na~ural ~ign~. 

General li~;hting levels can be reduced by re-
arran<;ing employees 'to coiJ.centrate ac ties 
near windows or existi~g 1 high intensi 
lighting fixtures. 

Water Reati.ng 

- Reduce the temperature of water heaters to 
lower. 1 

0°F or 

i These ?:'ecornmen(:iatior:s are included 11.e~e fer ::;rganiz 
purposes a~cl should not necessarily be regarded 
priority actions ~han EVAC ~odi:ications. 
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Most water heater thermostats are set at un-
necessarily high levels. 120°F is the maxi-
mum temperature recommended for water heaters 
in public buildings. Note: If an automatic 
dishwasher is operated, water temperature 
should be set at 140°F to insure proper sani-
tation. 

- Install timers on water heaters. 
Timers can also be very helpful because they 
reduce the number of hours a water heater op-
erates by automatically turning it off when 
not used. 

Insulate water heater tanks and hot water pipes, par-
ticularly recirculating pipes. 

The addition of insulation will increase the 
efficiency of water heating by reducing the 
heat loss through the body and hot water 
pipes. 

6.4 RETROFIT PRIORITY 2: HVAC MAINTENANCE 

A second step in building retrofit efforts should be to 

increase the efficiency of existing heating-, ventilation and 

air conditioning- (HVAC) equipment. This is the largest en-

erqy use in buildings, and most older systems are very inef-

ficient. The following is a list of actions that can help 

increase the efficiency of HVAC systems. More detailed in-

formation regarding HVAC systems and system maintenance is 

included in the HVAC chapter. 

- Install a new burner in older oil systems. 
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~Jew 1 high eff.ic enc~/ bl.i!:'~ers -are 20-30 per ... 
cent mere effic ent older, worn out bur-
ners. 

Have the system cleaned 

A trained boiler mechanic remove heat absorb-
ing deposits f rorn the boiler and adj~st 
burner using a carbon oxide or oxygen 
ciency testing kit. 

- Repair and insula"'.:e EVAC ducts/pipes. 

Losses through leaky or uninsulated ts can 
signifi(:an-::::;l red"J.,::::e efficier:cy of -i::he 
H\lfa.C sys~em'" ·rrMe lack (:Jf ins1.1la.ti·:<r1 can lead 
to serious losses in bo s~mmer and winter, 
especially if the air conditioning ducts run 
-through an uninsulated at::l.c o,!"' -~.:eil 

- Install system contro:s. 

Installing ther~ostat, timing, and damper 
con~rols can great:y red~ce HVAC cos~s~ The 
control systems chapter contains on 
about these various 

Install controls to create separate heating a~d cool-
ing zones~ 

By creating separately controlled zones space 
conditioning can be rnore easily managed. It 
creates the option of closing off er reducing 
the conditioning of a narticular space of the 
l")Ui lding ~ 

Readjust ventilation levels and consider installing a 
heat recovery system. 

Most older buildings were designed to use 
more outside air for ventilation than is ne-
cessary. Generally reducing ventilation lev-
els can save energy (see -t:he BVAC chapter). 
In addition, installing a heat r 
either near the bai:er t:ue or on tb.e '\/en"ti-
lation damper can retain heat while pr"'viding 
aciequate e.xhaust and ~.lentilatic'ln. YVi th sucri 
exchanges the heat from boiler gases or 
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heated air being vented to ~he c~tside are 
used t.:; p c'°ir being brou<;ht in for ~.)'·e,n-

~ilation purposes 

6. 5 RETROFIT PRIORITY 3: INSULA'!E CEI:.INGS 

The next most important step is to insQla~e any u~insu-

lated cei li.:-.gs. first few inches cf =eil ir:su:ation 

are the most effective. When insulating 'J.ninsulated ceil-

ings, a level of R-30 or greater should be itstalled-

6.6 RETROFI'r WINDOW '!'REATMENTS 

Since rnost ic buildings contaic large g1~ss areas, 

energy lesses tt" .. rough glass areas car .. be ,qui :.e ·.high,. The 

follo\v~i:ig is a list of ac-r:ions ~which ,::;an ~educe ens~gy loss-

es through windows. Wi ""::h tr ... e exc 

these actions are very expensive to implement and may re-

q~ire modifications cf interior or exterio= of ~he 

build.ing. 

ing these measures, it is appropriate to hire someone to do 

a complete economic feasibility analysis before u~dertaking 

the project. 

- install storm ~1vindows ~ 
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!n a smal er public building or those having 
regular :=: zei:i w.i.ndcws, storr:i. \4indows ·:nay be 
appr te. Storm windows will the 

rmal resistance a:n.d l·et::iuce the 
tion of windows and can easily be installed. 

-- Install insul glass. 

!f windows currently have single plate glass, 
the ~hermal resistance can be doubled by in-
stalling insulated glass. Insulated glass 
comes in a variety of forms (see new 
buil chapter) and is relat ... vely expen-
sive since t}1e e:<i sting window mt:. st be ccm-
pleT.:ely rerrlo\red. 

- Thermal covers 

Heat loss through windows can drastica.11~1 

reduced by installing -chermal CO\"ers r,lhich 
are generally placed over ass areas at 
ni·:;ht ~ These c~vers are made of insulative 
material and can increase the thermal re s-
tance of covered areas by a factor o~ 5 to 
10. 

RETROFIT PRIORITY 5: REHYSULATE WALLS ?,ND Fl:.iOORS 

A next priority is to reinsulate walls and floors over 

ur.heated spaces in that order. Fiber insulation (iiber 

glas:s, reek or mineral wood, etc.) sho1J.ld be used whenever 

possible. However, rigid insulation may be used in walls if 

the cavity between the interi<J.r and exterior walls cannot be 

reached. In Virginia, buildings :should be i.nsulated to the 



llowing levels. 
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'wal s 
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R-30 
R-
R-<<0 - ~ 

or greate:r 
or greate!" 
or greater 

In general, insulating to those levels w!ll pay for it-

self in less than 5 years. However, a detailed economic 

anal s should be done before re-ir.sulating a building. 

The procurement chapter of this ma~nual contains such a 

procedure. 

5 .. 5 ?~2TROFI:.' PRIOR: 6: R~DESIGN OR INSTALL NEW SYS~E~S 

As a final step in a buildi~g retrofit program, exis~-

ing systems should be evalua~ed to see if replacing them 

with more efficient systems is justified. This would be 

particularly true for older E"VAC sys<:ems or for bui2.d1ngs 

with la.!'ge expendi :.u:r-es for lighting <::lr water hea " T=ie 

this manua: disc~ss energy ef~icien~ designs for ~hese sys-

tems~ 



Chapter 7 

HVAC OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE 

7.1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Beating and cooling buildings are one of the larqer ex-

penses for a local government. Two strategies to reduce 

heating and cooling costs are~ 1) reducing levels of space 

conditioning, 2) adjusting and maintaining heating, ventila-

tion and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems. Reduced space 

conditioning, particularly at night and when the buildings 

are unoccupied can significantly reduce heating and cooling 

costs with no expense. EVAC maintenance programs will re-

quire capital outlays but should pay for itself relatively 

quickly since most systems were designed at a time when en-

ergy was relatively inexpensive. System adjustments and the 

replacement of old inefficient equipment can double or even 

triple the efficiency of older systems. Included in this 

chapter are checklists which can help managers and mainte-

nance personnel to more efficiently operate and maintain 

HVAC systems. 

123 
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INTRODUCTION 

The heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (SVAC) 

sy .. stem is the n·umber t:>ne energy co.nsurner in gc't1srnmen-': 

buildings. 3 In fact, the EVAC system accounts for up to 60 

percen~ of the energy used in public bui ngs. There are 

two strategies which can lp reduce heating and cooling 

costs. One strategy is to reduce the ls of space condi-

tioning, and the other is to tis~ ErVAC sys~ems ~ 

The ::nost e£ ve way ~o reduce space c 

costs is ~o lower thermos~at levels in the win~er, raise 

them i:i the summer, and reduce sys~em operations r:.ight. 

Th.e fellowing are specific ~Na.·y·s of doing ~ .. 

* :ewer daytime winter thermostat se~~ings to 65°F or 
lower+ As a general rule for smalle~ buildings (un-
der 5000 square feet) i!l Vi rgi::i a, S percent o.f the 
annual heating bil: can be saved for every degree t~e 
ther~ostat setting is reduc~d~ 

* In the winter time, reduce thermostat settings -::o 
S5°E or lower at nigh~~ 

* Increase caytime summer ther.wosi::at set: 

* On summer e·veni!lgs, use ~ight air to coo.l -che bui l·d-
ing. 

1 A Guide to Reducing Energy wse 3udget Costs, .l'.i.pri:i. 1978, 
p. 61 .. 
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* Relax dress codes to allow r warmer 
eratures in the summertime and lower 
the winter. 

!lg temp-
ture s in 

* Delay s:{stem s·t,artups in mo ng, an·= shut s~lS-
tems down before the building closes except in ex· 
treme \Veat·her.. s can sign.ific,ant.l~l reduce the am-
ount of time systems operate. 

7. 4 INCREASING 'THE E~E ICIEt.lCY OF h'v7AC SYSTEM 

The second way ~o reduce heating and cooling costs is 

s in-

valve modifications and adjustments to heating plant and 

di ion and control sys~e~s, including: 

* Tuning •-:Jr replacing hea~ing plant eq1.J t to in-
crease its operating efficiency~ ( Ses the apper ... dix 
of t:1.is chapter for specific reccmmendations .. ) 

clean and HVAC fans, mo~ors 
pumps. 

* Inspect cooling systems for leaks and levels of re-
fric;erar.t. 

* Clean and inspect :-1.VAC stribution systems for 
leaks, lack of insulation, and inoperable valves and 
dampers. 

Most adjustments to these tems re~~i re 

of well t.rained !·{"ti,.L.C technici.~~tns, and unfor·tunately most le-

cal governments do not have such an indi?idual on staff and 

must rely on help from outside. The appendix which follows 

discusses basic HVAC types and 



will help increas~ t·em effici It w:ill not ex-

plain how to determine ch adjus~ments are neces s.1nce 

+-"' ' - - ~ -..nJ. s mus .... be done by trai personnel: but it does de 

checklists of appropriate acti~ns~ These checklists should 

in writing good service contracts. 
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7.5 HVAC APPENDIX 

Appendix4 

7.5.1 HVAC GENERAL SYSTEMS INFORMATION AND MODIFICATIONS 

The only way to determine the efficiency of a heating/ 

cooling system is to have the entire system tested and ba-

lanced by a qualified professional. The most prevalent 

types of systems and steps which can be taken to make them 

more energy efficient are discussed as follows: 

7.5.1.1 Single Zone System 

A zone is an area or group of areas in a building which 

experiences similar amounts of heat gain and heat loss. A 

single zone system is one which provides heating and cooling 

to one zone controlled by the zone thermostat. The unit may 

be installed within or remote from the space it serves, 

either with or without air distribution ductwork. 

* In some systems air volume may be reduced to minimum re-
quired therefore reducing fan power input requirements. 
Fan brake horsepower varies directly with the cube of air 
volume. Thus, for example, a 10% reduction in air volume 
will permit a reduction in fan power input by about 27% 
of original. This modification will limit the degree to 
which the zone serviced can be heated. or cooled as 

4 Taken directly from "A Guide to Reducing Energy Use and 
Budget Costs," USDOE, April 1978. Source: National Elec-
trical Manufacturers Association and National Electrical 
Contractors Association, Total Energy Management, First 
Edition, (Washington, D.C.: December 197S)pp. 25-27. 



* 

compared to curren~ c abilities. 
Raise supply air ratures during che cooling season 
and reduce ~hem during heating season. This proce-
dure reduces the a~ount cf heating and cooling ch a 
system must p cie,.. bu't, as th -air ~.101-ume ~eductic~n 1 
limits heating and cooling capabili~ies. 
Use the cooling coil for both and coo1 by mo-
difying the piping. T};.i s will enable rer::tcval of the 
heating coil, which provides energy savings in two 
First, air flow resistance cf the entire is re-
duced so that air volume !"equirements can be met by low-
ered fan speeds. Second, system heat-losses are reduced 
because surface area of =coling coils is much larger than 
that of heating coils, thus enabling lower water tempera-
ture reqtiirem.ents.. Ee coi .l re·rno--.;al i .s not :::ecom_-

if humidity control is critical in the zone ser-
viced and alternative humidity control measures will not 
suffice .. 

7.S.1.2 Multizone System 

A multizone system heats and cools several zones --

each tt1i th di_f ren·t load requi re·ments - - f:;:orrl a single 1 c-en-

1=ral tini t .. A thermostat in each zone controls dampers at 

the unit which mix the hot and co air to meet varying load 

requirements of the zone involved. Steps which can be taken 

to improve energy efficiency of mul zone systems include: 

* 

Reduce hot deck tampe!"atures and increase cold -desk temp·-
era~ures. While this will lower energy consumption, it 

system's heating and cooli~g capa-
bilities as c to current capabilities. 
Consider installing demand reset controls which will re-
g-i;late hot and cold deck temperatures according to de-
mand. When properly installed, and with all hot deck er 
cold deck dampers partially closed, the control will re-
duce hot and raise cold deck temperature progressi·1ely 
until one or more zone dampers is lly open. 
Consider converting systems serving interior zones ~o va-
riable volume. Conversion is performed by blocking off 
t~e hot deck, removing or diaconnec mixing dampers, 
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and adding low pressure variable volume terminals and 
pressure bypass. 

7.5.l.3 Terminal Reheat System 

The terminal reheat system essentially is a modifica-

tion of a single-zone system which provides a high degree of 

temperature and humidity control. The central heating/cool-

ing unit provides air at a given temperature to all zones 

served by the system. Secondary terminal heaters then re-

heat air to a temperature compatible with the load require-

ments of the specific space involved. Obviously, the high 

degree of control provided by this system requires an exces-

sive amount of energy. Several methods for making the sys-

tern more efficient include: 

* Reduce air volume of single zone units. 
* If close temperature and humidity control must be main-

tained for equipment purposes, lower water temperature 
and reduce flow to reheat coils. This still will permit 
control, but will limit the system's heating capabilities 
somewhat. 

* If close temperature and humidity control are not re-
quired, convert the system to variable volume by adding 
variable volume valves and eliminating terminal heaters. 

7.5.l.4 Variable Air Volume System 

A variable volume system provides heated or cooled air 

at a constant temperature to all zones served. VAC boxes 

located in each zone or in each space adjust the quantity of 
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air reaching each zone or e depending on its load re-

rements. for conserving energy b:/ 'this 

system .include: 

Reduce the volume of air tem to that 
point which is minimally 
Lower air supply temperature to 't.hat point which will re-
sult in the VAV box serving the space th most ex-
treme load being fully open. 

* Consider installing static pressure controls for more ef-
fecti·,,re regul on of pressure ss (inlet) dampe:::-s. 

* Consider installing fan inlet r control systems if 
none rt.CW e:x:ist .. 

Constant Volume 

Most constant volume s ei 

system -- typically dual duct systems or serve to provide 

precise air supply a~ a constant volu~e. Oppo ties r 

' ' conserving energy consumea such systems include: 

* Determine the minimum amount of airflow which is satis-
factory and reset the constant volume device accordingly. 
Investigate the possibility of converting the system to * 
variable (step cont:i:-olled) const:ant vol\,;,me operation by 
adding the necessary controls. 

I41'.'lduction terns 

- d ' ' ' in uc~ion sys~ems ccrnpri se an air handling unit which 

supplies heated or cooled primary air at gh pressure to 

irlduction uni 'CS locater-1 on the outside 'Nalls of each space 

gh pressure pr air is discharged wi n 

the unit i:hrough nozzles inducing rcom air through a cooling 
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or heating coil in the unit. The resultant mixture of pri-

mary air and induced air is discharged to the room at a 

temperature dependent upon the cooling and heating load of 

the space. Methods for conserving energy consumed by this 

system include: 

* 
* 

* 

Set primary air volume to original design values when ad-
justing and balancing work is performed. 
Inspect nozzles. If metal nozzles, common on most older 
models, are installed, determine if the orifices have be-
come enlarged from years of cleaning. If so, chances are 
that the volume/pressure relationship of the system has 
been altered. As a result, the present volume of primary 
air and the appropriate nozzle pressure required must be 
determined. Once done, rebalance the primary air system 
to the new nozzle pressures and adjust individual induc-
tion units to maintain airflow temperature. Also, in-
spect nozzles for cleanliness. Clogged nozles provide 
higher resistance to air flow, thus wsting energy. 
Set induction heating and cooling schedules to minimally 
acceptable levels. · 
Reduce secondary water temperatures during the heating 
season. 
Reduce secondary water flow during maximum heating and 
cooling periods by pump throttling or, for dual-pump sys-
tems, by operating one pump only. 
Consider manual setting of primary air temperature for 
heating, instead of automatic reset by outdoor or solar 
controllers. 

7.5.1.7 Dual-Duct System 

The central unit of a dual-duct system provides both 

heated and cooled air, each at a constant temperature. Each 

space is served by two ducts, one carrying hot air, the oth-

er carrying cold air. The ducts feed into a mixing box in 

each space which, by means of dampers, mixes the hot and 
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cold air to achieve that sir temperat~re required to meet 

load co!"'!.di tior~s in tl'1e space or zc1ne ir1vol .... .red .. :V!ethods ror 

improving the energy consumption characteristics of this 

system ir .. c 1.ude: 

* Lower ho:: deck temperature and raise cold deck tempera-
-:ure. 

* When no cooling loads are present, close off cold duc"C.s 
and shut down the cooling system. Reset hot deck accord-
ing to heating loads ar.d operate as a single duct system. 
When no heating loads are present, fo3...low the same proce-
dure for heating ducts and hot deck. :t should be noted 
that opera-r.ing a dt..lal-1i1.J.ct s:l·sten1 as a si1J.gle ·::lt1ct system 
reduces air I~ow, resulting in increased energy savins 
thrcugh lowe:::ed fan speed requirements. 

7.S.l.8 fan Coil Sys-tem 

,,~ fan coil s usually comprises several ~an coil 

units, each of which consists of a fan and a heating and/or 

cooling coil. The individual ~nits can be located either in 

or remote from the space or zone being served. 

for reducing energy consumption of such systems inclQde: 

* Reduce air flow to mi.::i.mally satisfactory levels. 
* Balance water flows to minimally satisfactory levels. 
* When heating and cccl~ng loads are minima:, shut off fans 

so enabling the {;oil to act as a con\rect::)r .. 
* 

* 

Consider installing interlocks between the heating and 
cooling systems of each unit to prevent simultaneous 
heating and cooling. 
Consider face zoning two-pipe systems from four-pipe cen-
tral system to avoid changeover losses. 
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7.5.1.9 Self-Contained Systems 

Energy consumption of self-contained systems, such as 

roof-top, window, through-the-wall and other heating and/or 

cooling units, can be modified as follows: 

* If multiple units are involved, consider installation of 
centralized automatic shut-off and manual override con-
trols. 

* If units are relatively old, consider replacing them with 
more efficient air-to-air heat pumµs or similar units 
having a higher equivalent efficiency rating. 

7.5.1.10 General 

Regardless of the type system currently installed, con-

sider adding to the system portable electric baseboard, 

unit, infrared or other types of supplemental heating units 

to overcome cold conditions which cannot be overcome by the 

current system, or to heat remote or occasionally-used areas 

which otherwise could be heated only through activation of 

all or substantially all of a central system. 

7.5.2 HVAC Maintenance Procedures 

The following guidelines should be followed to bring systems 

up to efficiency. They should be continued on a regularly 

scheduled basis. 
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7. 5 .. 2 .1 Fans, Pumps-' an1:i Motors 

* Check for excessive noise and vibration. 
cause and correct as necessary. 

* Keep fan blades clean. 

Determine 

* Inspect drive belts. Adjust or replace as neces-
sary to ensure proper operation. 
of belts is critical~ 

Proper tensioning 

* Inspect inlet and discharge screens on fans. They 
should be kept free of dirt and debris at all 
times .. 
Inspect fans for normal operation. 

* Pumns 

* Check for packing wear which can cause excessive 
!eakage. Repack to avoid excessive water wastage 
and shaft erosion. 
Inspect bearings and drive lts for wear and bind-
ing. ust, repair or replace as necessary. 

* Motors 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Check a~ighnrnent ::Jf motor :;,o equipment cri "l.7eri ~ 
Align and ~ighten as neces 
Check for loose connec~ions and bad contacts on a 
regti.lar basis. Correct as necessary. 
Keep motors clean. 
Eliminate excessive rations. 
Lubricate motor and drive bearings ;:;in a regular ba-
sis. This will help reduce friction and excessi\le 
torque which can result in ove::-heating and power 
losses. 
Tigt-J.ten belts and p1-llleys to -elirriinate excessi·ve 
lesses. 

* Check r overheating. It could be an indication 
of a f;.ulcti,:;)nal problem or lack of adequat.e venti-

* 

* 

Balance three-phase power sources to motors. An 
imbalance can create inefficient motor operation 
and use of more energy. 
Check overvoltage or low voltage conditions on 
motors. Correct as necessary~ 
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7.5.2.2 Air Handlit:.·g Eqtlipment 

Inspect ductwork Seal all leaks by tap-
ing or caulking. 

* Inspect duct:.work insulation. Repair or replace as neces-

* 

* 
* 

sary. 
Utilize ductwork access openings to check for any ob-
struct:ons such as loose hanging insulation (in lined 
ducts), loose turning vanes and accessc·ri es, and c losecl 
fire dampers. Adjust, repair or replace as necessary. 
Inspect damper blades and linkages. Clean, oil and ad-
just:. them on a regular basis. 
!:lspect air valves .in dual due i.: mi;dng boxes to insure 
full seating and ~inimum air leakage. 
Inspect. mixing -dampers £'er p:r-oper cperaticJn~ Adjust as 
necessary. 

* Clean or replace air filters en a regular basis. 

* 

* 

Inspect 
for cle 
t~l.lre of 

air heating, cooling and dehumidification coils 
iness. Coils can be kept clean by using a mix-

detergent and water in a high pressure (500 psig) 
portable cle unit. 
Inspect for leakage around coils or out of the casing. 
Seal all leaks. 
Inspect all "!:Oor:t air outl.ets a:ld inle-ts (diffusers, re-
gisters and gril:es). They should be kept clean and free 
of ~11 dirt and obstructions. Clean and remove obstruc-
tions as necessary. 
Inspect air washers, and evapo::::-ative air cooling eq...tipe-
ment for proper operation. Clean damper blades and link-
ages if sc equipped. Inspect nozzles and clean as neces-
sary. 
If electronic air cleaners are installed, check them re-
·gularly for excess.ive accumulations on the ionizing and 
grounding plate section. Replace !ilter media if neces-
sary. Follow manufacturer's written instructions wh'2:n-
e~ler adjustme~·t or mai:J.tenance is requir-ed .. 
Inspect. l:.umi,didf er/c:iehumid:. ai ~ darripe~s,, f a,n par~s / 
spray chamber, diffuser / ccin·crols .1 st!:ainer- and elimina-
tor~ All must be t f=eg of ,di rt" lint .and other for-
eign particles. Clean eliminator wheel by directing a 
high pressure stream of water between blades. 
Adjust all VAV (variable air ~1olume) boxes so they r:iper-
ate precisely. This will prevent overheating or over-
cooling, both of which was~e energy. 



Refriqer.3.tion Equipment 

* I !1spect rr.ci stt1re-l d indica,tcr on a regula~ ba-
sis.. If the color of -:he refrigerant. i cates 
"wet,~ it means there is a moisture in the system. 
This is a particularly critical problem because it 
ca~ cause improper opreation or costly damage. A 
competent mechanic should be called in to perform 
necessary adjustments and repairs immediately. 
Also, if three are bubbles in the refrigerant flow 
as seen through the moisture-liqJid ator; it 
may indicate that system is low in refrigerant. 
Call in a mechanic to add refrigerant if ~ecessary 
and to i t eqi.lipmen-t f c;~ pcissit<Le refri gez-ant 
leakage, 

* Use a leak dector to check for refrigerant and oil 
leaks around shaft seal, sight glasses, valve bon-
nets, flanges, flare connections, relief valve on 
the condenser assembly and at pipe j<:/ir~ts to e-~1-.1ip

ment1 valves and instrt:.mentation. 
* Inspect ec1uipmer.t fi::;r any~ sual changes such as 

oil spo~s on connections or on the floor ~nder 
equipment~ 

* Inspect the liquid line leaving ~he strainer. •p 

i~ feels cooler than the l line entering ~he 
strainer, it is clogged. If it is very badly clog-
ged, sweat or frost may be visible at the strainer 
outlet. Clean as reqi.J.ired. 

* Observe the noise ::-tade by the syztem. ,t:.,ny unusual 
sounds could indicate a problem. Determine cause 
and correct. 

* Es~ablish what normal operating pressures and temp-
era~u~es for the sys~em should be. Check all gaug-
es ,freqtlentl.y to ens'"Jre 7..hat sign conditions are 
being met. Increased system pressure may be due to 
dirty condensers.. ch will decrease system effi-
cienc~r. Hi•;h d.:..scharge ternpera~ures oft.en are 
caused by defeccive or broken compressor valves. 

* Inspect tension and aligt'..ment of all belts and ad-
just as necessary. 

* Where applicable, lubricate ~otor bearings and all 
rr1cving parts acco!:"ding to ma:r::ufact1.Jrer, s recommen-
dacions. 

* I.:lspect insulat:i..an en suction ar:d li 1:r..1:..d lines~ 
Reoair as necessary. 

* Compressor 
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* Look for unusal compressor operation such as conti-
nuous runninq or frequent stoppinq and starting, 
either of which may indicate inefficient operation. 
Determine the cause and, if necessary, correct. 

* Observe the noise made by the compressor. If it 
seems to be excessively noisy, it may be a sign of 
a loose drive couplinq or excessive vibration. 
Tighten compressor and motor on the base. If noise 
persists, call a competent mechanic. 

* Check all compressor joints for leakage. Seal as 
necessary. 

* Inspect instrumentation trequently to ensure that 
operating oil pressure and temperature agree with 
manufacturer's specifications. 

* Air-Cooled Condenser 

* 

* Keep fan belt drive and motor properly aligned and 
lubricated. 

* Inspect refrigeration piping connections to the 
condenser coil for tightness. Repair all leaks. 

* Keep condenser fan face clean to permit proper air 
flow. 

* Determine if hot air is being bypassed from the fan 
outlet to the coil outlet. If so, correct the 
problem. 

Evaporative Condenser 

* Inspect piping joints and seal all leaks. 
* Remove all dirt from the coil surface by washinq it 

down with high velocity water jets or a nylon 
brush. 

* Inspect air inlet screen, spray nozzle or water 
distribution holes, and pump screen. Clean as ne-
cessary. 

* Use water treatment techniques if local water sup-
ply leaves surface deposits on the coil. 

* Follow guidelines for fan and pump maintenance. 

* Watercooled Condenser 

* Clean condenser shell and tubes by swabbing with a 
suitable brush and flushing out with clean water. 
Chemical cleaning also is possible, although it is 
suggested that a water treatment company may be 
consulted first. 



* 
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Cooli~ Towers 

?erform chemical analyses to determine if solid 
concentrations are being maintained at an accepta-
ble level. 
Check overflow pipe clearance for proper operating 
wa:t:er level. 

* Check fan by listening for any unusual noise or vi-
bration. Inspect condition of 'i/-bel t. Align fan 
and motor as necessary. 

* Follow guidelines for fan maintenance. 
* Keep the tower clean to minimize both air and water 

pressure drop. 
("'11' • 4-. 1 ' • 
~~ean in~aRe s~ra1ner. 

* 

* 

Determine if there is ai= bypass .from tower outlet 
back to inlet. If so, bypass may be reduced 
through addition of baffles or higher scharge 
stacks. 
Inspect spray 
proper nozzle 
sary. 
Inspect spray 
proper nozzle 
sary. 

filled or distributed towers for 
performance. Clean nozzles as neces-

fil or 
performance. 

stributed towers for 
Clean nozzles as neces-

* Inspect gravity distributed towers proper nozz-

* 
* 

le performance. Clean nozzles as necessary. 
Inspect gravicy distributed tower for even water 
depth in distribution basins. 
Monitor effectiveness of any water treatment pro-
gram which may be underway. 

* Chillers 

* 

* Chillers must be kept clean. Inspect on a regu.lar 
basis. Clean as necessary. 
Inspect for evidence of clogging. A cr~alified me-
chanic should be called in to ser"Ti·=e e~inment in 
accordance with manufacturer 1 s specifica~iOnsw 

ll . .bsorotion E~ipment 

* 
* 
* 

Clean strainer and seal tank on a regular basis. 
Lubricate flow valves on a regular basis. 
Follow manufacturers instructions for proper 
maintenance. 

* Self-Contained Units. Windows and through-the-wall 
units; heat pump, etc.) 



* 
* 

* 

* 
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Clean evaporator and condenser coils. 
Keep air in~ake louvers, filters and controls cle-
an. 
Keep air flow from units unrestricted. 
Caulk openings between unit and windows or wall 
frames. 
Check voltage. Full power voltage is essential for 
proper operation. 
Fellow applicable guidelines suggested for compres-
sor, air-cooled condenser and fans. 

Heating Equipment 

Tl!ere are numerous different k:na.s of heating systems 

installed in existing office buildings and retail stores. 

Certain common maintenance guidelines to i.mprove efficiency 

of operation include the following: 

* 

* 

Inspect boilers r scale deposi::::s, accummulat:ion 
of sediment: or boiler (::ompounds on ater side sur-
faces. Rear portion of t:he boiler must be checked 
because it is the area most susceptible to forma-
tion of scale. (Scale reduces the efficiency of 
the boiler and possibly can lead to overheating of 
furnace, cracking of tube ends and other problems. 
Fireside of the fur!'lace and tubes must be observed. 
Soot on tubes decreases heat transfer and lowers 
efficiency. (If your boiler does not now have one, 
consider i:r;.stallation of a ::::hemornet:er in the vent 
outlet~ It can sa·"\le inspection time and often can 
prove to be more accurate than visual inspection 
alone.) If gas outlet tempertaure ~ises above nor-
:nal, it can mean that -::ubes need cleaning. Evi-
dence of heavy sooting in short periods could be a 
signal of too much fuel and not enough air. Ad-
justment of the air/fuel ratio is required to ob-
tain clean burning fire. 
Inspect door gaskets. Replace them if they do not 
provide a tight seal. 
Keep a daily log of pressure, temperature and other 
data obtained from instrumenta~ion. This is the 
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best method available to determine the need for 
tube and nozzle cleaning, pressure or linkage ad-
justments, and related measures. Variations from 
normal can be spotted quickly, enabling immediate 
action to avoid serious trouble. On an oil-fired 
unit, indications of problems include an oil pres-
sure drop, which may indica"Ce a plugged strainer, 
faulty regulating 'valve, or an air leak in the suc-
tion line. An oil temperat;.ire drop can indicate 
temperture control malfunction or a fouled heating 
element. On a gas-fired unit, a drop in gas pres-
sure can indicate a drop in the gas supply pressure 
or malfunctioning regulator. 

* Note firing rate when log entries are made. Real-
ize that even a sharp ~ise in stack temperature 
does not necessari mean pcor combus on or fouled 
waterside or fireside. During load change, stack 
temperatures can vary as much as 100°F in fiv·e mi-
nutes. 
Inspect stacks. T:"le·v shcu.ld be free of haze,. If 
net, it probably indicates that a burner adjus~ment 
is necessary. 

* Inspect linkages periodically for tightness. Ad-
j ~....ist when slippage <Jr jerk~{ movements are obser~led. 

* Observe the fire when the unit shuts.down. If the 
fire does not cut off immediate.Ly, it co1J.ld -indi-
cate a faul~y solenoid valve. Repair or replace as 
necessary. 

* Inspect nozzles or cup of oil-fired units on a re-

* 
* 

qt.::.lar basis. Clean as necessary. 
Check burner firing period. If it's improper, it 
could be a gn of faulty controls. 
Check boiler stack -:emperature. If it is too high 
(more than 150°F above steam or water temperature) 
clean tubes and adjust fuel burner. 
Check analysis of the flue gas on a periodic basis. 
Check oxygen and carbon monoxide as well as carbon 
dioxide. Oxygen should be present to no more t.han 
l or 2%. There should be no carbon monoxide. for 
a gas-fired unit, C0 2 should be present at 9 or 
10%. For #2 oil, 11.5-12.8%; for #6 oil, 13 to 
13.8%. 
The air-to-fuel ratio must be maintained properly. 
If there is insufficient air, the fire will smoke, 
cause tubes to become covered wiuh soot and carbon, 
and thus lower heat transfer efficiency. If too 
much air is used, unused air is heated by cow.bus-
t.ion and exhausted up the stack, wasting heat ener-



* 
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* 
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gy. Most fuel service companies will test your 
unit free of charge or for a token fee only. 

* Inspect all boiler insulation, refractory, brick-
.work, and boiler casing for hot spots and air 
leaks. Repair and seal as necessary. 

* Replace all obsolete or little-used pressure ves-
sels. 

* Examine operating procedures when more than one 
boiler is involved. It is far better to operate 
one boiler at 90% capacity than two at 45% capacity 
each. The more boilers used, the greater the heat 
loss. 

* Clean mineral or corrosion build-up on qas burners. 

Boilers (Fuel Oil) 

* 
* 
* 

Check an repair oil leaks at pumpt glands, valves 
or relief valves. 
Inspect oil line strainers. Replace if dirty. 
Inspect oil heaters to ensure that oil temperatures 
are being maintained according to manufacturer's or 
oil supplier's recommendations. 

Boilers (Coal-Fired) 

* Inspect coal-fired stokers, grates and controls for 
efficient operation. If ashes contain an excessive 
amount of unburned coal, it's probably a sign of 
inefficient operation. 

Boilers (Electric) 

* Inspect electrical contacts and working parts of 
relays and maintain in good working order. 

* Check heater elements for cleanliness. Replace as 
necessary. 

* Check controls for proper operation. Adjust as ne-
cessary. 

Central Furnaces, Make-Up Air Heaters and Unit Heaters 

* All heat exchanger surfaces should be kept clean. 
Check air-to-fuel ratio and adjust as necessary. 

* Inspect burner couplings and linkages. Tighten and 
adjust as necessary. 

* Inspect casing for air leaks and seal as necessary. 
* Inspect insulation and repair or replace as neces-

sary. 



* 

* 
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Follow guidelines suggested f:::ir fan and motor 
maintenance. 

Radiators, Convec~orss, Baseboard and Fi~ned Tube . . . 
ur.;..11=.S. ---
* Inspect for obstructions in front of the unit and 

remove whenever possible. Air movement in and out 
of convector unit must be unrestricted. 

* Air will sometimes collect in the high points of 
hydronic units. It must be vented to enable hot 
water to circulate freely throughout the system. 
Otherwise, the units will short cycle (go on and 
off quickly), wasting fu.el. 

* Heat transfer surfaces ~o radiators, convectors, 
baseboard, and finned-tube unit.s must be kept clean 
for efficient operation. 

Electric 9eatin9 

* Keep heat transfer surfaces of all electric heating 
units clean and uncbsr.::ructed. 

* ~eep air movement in and out of the units unob-

* 
structed. 
Inspect heating elements, controls and, as applica-
ble, fans on a periodic basis to ensure proper 
f .. u.nctioning .. 

* As appropriate, check reflectors on infrared heat-
ers for proper beam direction and cleanliness. 

* Determine if electric heating equipment is operat-
ing as rated voltage as necessary. 

* Check controls for proper operation. 

7.5.2.5 Bot and Chilled Water Piping 

* Inspect all controls. Test them for prope::?: operation. 
Adjust, repair or replace as necessary. Also check 
for leakage at joints. 

* Check flow measurement instrumentation for accuracy. 
Adjust repair or replace as necessary. 

* Inspect insulation of hot and chilled water pipes. 
Repair or replace as necessary. Be certain to replace 
any insulation damaged by water. Determine source of 
water leakage and correct. 

* Inspect strainers. Clean regularly. 



* 

* 
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Inspect heatinq and cooling heat exchangers. Larqe 
temperature differences may be an indication of air 
binding, clogqed strainers or excessive amounts of · 
scale. Determine cause of condition and correct. 
Inspect vents and remove all clogs. Clogged vents re-
tard efficient air elimination and .reduce efficiency 
of the system. 

7.5.2.6 Steam Pipinq 

* 

* 

Inspect insulation of all mains, risers and branches, 
economizers and condensate receiver tanks. Repair or 
replace as necessary. 
Check automatic temperature-control system and related 
control valves and accessory equipment to ensure that 
they are requlatinq the system properly in the various 
zones -- in terms of buildinq heating needs, not sys-
tem capacity. 
Inspect zone shut-off valves. Their failure to oper-
ate correctly can have a siqnificant impact on the 
overall efficiency and energy consumption of the sys-
tem. Several different tests can be utilized to det-
ermine operations. 

* Listen to the trap to determine if it is opening 
and closing when it should be. 

* Feel the pipe on the downstream side of the trap. 
If it is excessively hot, the trap probably is 
passinq steam. This can be caused by dirt in the 
trap, valve off stem, excessive steam pressure or 
worn trap parts (especially valve and seats). If 
it is moderately hot -- as hot as a hot water pipe, 
for example -- it probably is passing condensate, 
which it should do. If it's cold, the trap is not 
working at all. 

* Check back pressure on downstream side. 
* Measure temperature of return lines with a surface 

pyrometer. Measure temperature drop across the 
trap. Lack of drop indicates steam blow-through. 
Excessive drop indicates that the trap is not pass-
ing condensate. Adjust, repair or replace all 
faulty traps. 

* Inspect all pressure-redueinq and requlatinq valves 
and related equipment. Adjust, repair or replace as 
necessary. 



* 
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nspect condensate t.ank vents. Plumes of steam are an 
ndication of one or more defective traps. Determine 

which traps are defec~ive and adjust, repair or re-
place as necessary. 
Check accuracy of recording pressure gauges and ther-
mometers. 
Inspect pump for satisfactory operation, looking par-
ticularly for leakage at the packing glands. 
Correct sluggish er uneven circulation of steam. It 
usually is caused by inadequate drainage, improper 
venting, inadequate piping, or faulty traps and other 
accessory equipment. 
Correct any excessive noise whi.ch may occur in the 
system to provide more efficient heating and to ?re-
vent. fi t"tir:gs from bei!'lg rrrp'C:J.::ed by "t;;ai:e:r harruuer ~ 

Check \Tac;uum re~arn system :":)r leaks.. Z.l..i r drawn into 
the system causes ~nnecessary pump operation, induces 
corrosion and causes the entire svs~em to be less ef-
ficient~ 

7.5.2.7 P~euma~ic Air Compressor for Con~rola 

* 

:nspec~ all connections for air leaks using a soap so-
lution. Seal as necessary. 
Neta operation. If compressor seems to run ex~essive
ly, it could be a sign of pressure loss at the con-
trols or somewhere in the piping system. Determine 
cause and correct. 
Inspect air pressure in supply tank and pressure regu-
lator adjustment in supply line for proper limits. 
Check belt tension and alignment. 
Inspect air compressor intake fil~r pads and clean or 
replace as necessary. 
Lubricate e:ectric motor bearings acccrci~g to manu-
facturer 1 s recommendaticms. 
Descale system at least once per year and set "PH" 
level to minimize scale build-up. 
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7.5.3 rt"v.AC Distribution Systems Modifications 

A distribution system comprises the equipment and ma-

tarials necessary for conveying the heating and cooling me-

dia -- water, steam or air. Most ·v~ersicns of the nine gen-

eral systems previously discussed employ one or more of the 

following distribution systems. 

7~5-3~1 Eydronic Systems 

Eydrcnic systems are those '.Vhich utilize water for 

transferring heating and cooling. Some of the modifications 

which can be made to these systems ilre as fol.lows: 

* Install insulation on all hot and chi.lled wa::er pipes, 
f i '7:.tings and ~1al ve-s passing through uncondi ticned 
spaces to minimize heat losses and heat gains. 

* Replace fine mesh strainer baskets with ones naving 
the largest pratical openings to reduce pressure loss-

* 

* 
* 

es.., 
Remove orifice plates not regularly used for flow mea-
surement. 
Balance hydronic systems to attain minimally satisfac-
tory temperac~re and water flow. 
Trim impeller to actual size reg-wired on pump curve 
after terminal <.mi t flows are reduced to the minimum. 
This will enable reductions of power requiremer .. ts of 
actual load. 
Install flow measurement instrumentat_ion t11here none 
now exists. ( E'actory-asserr.bled pipe-mounted instru-
mentation can easily ba cut into the system.) 
Check sizing of valves, filters and pipe sections. 
All those which are undersized should be replaced. 
Check all pipe fittings. Replace those which are in-
efficient. 
Consider adding a parallel small-GPM pump to handle 
heating load for dual temperature changeover systems. 
Consider adding a variable speed drive. Although this 
will conserve energy, it will limit the pump's ability 
to handle flow to the farthest terminal units. 
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7.5.3.2 Steam Systems 

Steam systems are those which utilize steam as a heat 

source. The steam can be provided either by an on-site 

boiler or by district steam. Methods for modifying the 

steam distribution system are as follows: 

* Install insulation on all mains, risers, and branches, 
economizers, water heaters, and condensate receiver tanks 
where none now exists. 

* Add additional shut-off valves for more efficient zone 
control~ 

* Install recorder pressure gauges and ~hermometers where 
none now exists 'to enable continual toring of t!:e 
systam. 

* Modi equipment: as necessary to :::-ecover heat ::..ow ,:;roing 
to the sewer. Such reclaimed heat can be used to heat a 
por~icn of the ldi~g or to preheat wa~er being sup-
plied to the domestic hot water heater or be ~eturned to 
i:he boilers. 

7.5.3.3 Air Distribution Systems 

Air distribution systems are these which 'J.Se a .;.,,... .... ;. for 

heating and/or cooling. Ways in which air distribution sys-

terns can be modified to e££act energy conservation are~ 

* Test, adjust and balance entire air distribution sys-
tem in accordance with methodology suggested in the 
1973 11.SHRAE Handbook and Product Guide. 

* Insulate all ductwork carrying conditioned air through 
unoccupied spaces with at least 1-1/2 11 of fibrous in-
sulation or its thermal equ,ivalant. 

* Reduce system resistence to air flow to a minimum by 
replacing those duct sections and fittings which im-
pose unnecessary resistance on the :system; :replacing 
dirty fi l ter:s with adeqtJ.atel y sized filter media which 
has high efficiency and low air flow resistance; remo-
val of unnecessary dampers and other obstructions from 
ductwork and replacing high resistance inlets and out-
lets with modern grilles and diffusers prividng low 
resis'C.ance. 
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* If air volume has been decreased to effect enerqy 
savinqs, determine resultinq load on the fan motor. 
If it is less than 80% of name plate ratinq 1 consider 
replacinq motor with a smaller one. 

* Relocate air outlets or rearrange ductwork so that air 
enterinq the space does not first come into contact 
with hot surfaces. 

* Descale system at least once a year and set "PH" level 
to minimize scale build-up. 

7.5.4 Adjustinq HVAC Controls 

The controls originally installed in your building pro-

bably were designed more in light of initial costs than they 

were for their ability to conserve energy. In addition, 

just five year's use without adequate maintenance -- which 

seldom is performed -- can cause controls to go out of cali-

bration, becoming even less sensitive. A program of control 

adjustment and modification should consider the following 

guidelines: 

* Adjust controls at the time of testing, adjusting and 
balancing of all heating and cooling systems. 

* Check operation of entire heating/cooling control sys-
tem, including control valves and dampers. Correct 
all. improper operations. 

* Check control system for instrument calibration and 
set point, actuator travel and action, and proper se-
quence of operation. 

* Inspect and calibrate pressure controls on dual duct 
system to obtain minimum static pressure during low 
demand and less leakaqe. 

* Adjust controls where applicable to prevent simultane-
ous operation of heatinq and cooling systems to ac-
hieve desired temperature. 

* Add controls to enable up to 100% shut-down of air and 
water to unoccupied space. 

* Inspect locations of thermostats. Relocate if they 
currently are positioned near outside walls, in areas 
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that are seldom used, or if they are subject to 
outside drafts. 
Consider installation cf key-lock plastic covers over 
thermostats to prevent buildj.ng occupants from adjust-
ing set-tings. 
Consider replacing pilots of gas burning eg>J.ipment 
with elec~ric ignition devices. 
Limit the use of reheat to areas where humidity con-
trol is needed because of equipment needs. 
Install thermostats for control of all heating equip-
ment where none currently exist. 
Consider installation of ght set-back and morning 
star-t-up controls which er1able you to schedule heating 
and cooling operations for zone en the is of 
occupancy patterns. Such contro_s easily can save 
from 10% to 30% on fuel consumption. A ccnsu:tant 
should be utilized to determine when start-up should 
take place to er-sure comfort for occupants when they 
arri't1e r work. 
Consider installation cf program ~ cks :nanual o?-
ercall tim.e:=s in ::::ontrol ,::::.ri:ui ~3 -:o enable sa~Iiiigs 
t~rough schecu:ed opera on of fans, refrige~ation 
equipment, heating equipment and so on. .:..ddi ticnal 
savi~gs may result 
maintenance. 

from decreased costs 

:f a chil~ed water central 

... ... ~ "' o:: .Laoor a.net 

i ~3 used "":o 
provide cooling, deter~ine if the chiller plan~ can 
shut down when outdoor ::empera:::ure ls below 50°E'. 
Add ccn~rol valves and con~rollers which low lled 
water to flow from chil rs to condenser wa~er cooling 
tower to enable ti free cooling. H Similar controls must 
be added to condenser water system. 
Adjust automatic timers t?r add time clocks to deacti-
vate heating and cocling systems du.ring evenings, 
weekends, holidays and other periods when che building . . . is "'Ltnoccupiea .. 
Consider adding an automatic draft damper control to 
reduce heat loss thrcttgh breaching when -cr1e gas or oil 
burner is not in operation. 
Consider installation of automatic door close~s on 
swinging doors leading to the exterior. Also consider 
such devices for garage and loading platform door op-
erations. 
Consider adding a s~ep-controller to electric heating 
systems wi~h resistance elements to permit staging, 
resulting in more effective heat control and demand 
management. 
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Consider use of op-:1mizing controls to operate equip-
ment in most efficient models of operation. 
A central control system should be investigated if 
your building comprises more than 200,000 square feet 
and as uti ty bills (electricity plus fuel) of 53,000 
or more per month. Central controls i:::i.vo all ex-
isting controls being wired into one central panel. 
In some cases other kind of controls can be included, 
such as those for safety, security, etc. In some cas-
es these controls are monitored by a person. In other 
cases they are monitored by computers. Typical func-

ons performed by the system include monitoring of 
temperatu:::-e and humidity of inside and outside air, 
and automatically adjusting dampers ::c pro1'.:ide "Cl:at 
percentage ::)f ou~side ai.r ·.,,rJ::ich will :ninimize heating 
or cooLing load. The system also can ~cnitor electri-
cal loads and shutoff noncritical loads (determined by 
owner) whenever peak demand is approached. :n many 
cases, central units are used ~o ~onitor not only 
h.V.AC; ::iut also 1~hting 1 elavators, electrical system, 
fire prctec~ion, security, and so on, integrati~g all 
systems and ng :na.x:imum er.ergy ficiency, 

Reduc Ventila~ion :evels 

Air brought into a bui ;i,g for "!v·entilation must ·be 

heated or cooled and often h1;;.midified or dehumidified. Ven-

tilation systems account for an estima~ed 10 percent of a 

building's overall energy consumption, vet it is generally 

agreed t!lat. most building codes demand levels of ventilation 

in excess of what is actually needed to provide for the 

safety and comfo~~ of building occupants. 

Building code ventilation standards should be examined 

to ensure that they are realistic in their appraisal of 

health and safety needs. Consider the foll 1;:)Wing venti.:ation 

guidelines 1:'ecommended by the National Bureau of Standards: 
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Oxygen Supply ............... 3 CFM/person 
Cafeterias .............. 10-J.2 CFM/person 
Smoking Areas ........... 25-40 CFM/person 
Odor Control ................ 5 CFM/person 
Toilet Exhaust .... 10-15 air changes/hour 



Chapter 8 

CONTROL SYSTEMS 

8.1 EXECUTIVE SUMi.'\!ARY 

Control systems are devices which optimize the perfor:-

mance cf energ:x ... consumption pment~ Currently available 

control devices range trom single timing devices to complex 

computer systems. ::ontrol devices can significant::..y reduce 

energy use with only a small ~o ~oderate expendi~~re. 

151 
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8.2 INTRODUCTION 

A control system is any device which attempts to optim-

ize the performance and efficiency of a energy consuming 

device. Controls currently available on the market range 

from simple mechanical timers to sophisticated computerized 

controls. Properly designed controls can help you to con-

serve significant amounts of nergy. Controls discussed her 

* Timers 
* Photocells 
* Setback ·::.herni.cstats 
* RVAC damper co:n::~c'l s 
* Jemand controls 
* Computerized controls 

these ::::ontrols will be 

and applications. 

8.3 TIMERS 

A timer is a device which controls the time energy con-

suming equipment operates. Timers can be very effective in 

reducing energy use by limiting the number of hours ec;ru.ip-

ment runs. They can be either mechanically or electronical-

ly operated and can be either single cycle (one on-off cy-

cle) or multi-cycle in design. Timers are relati·vely 

inexpensive and can be purchased at a ~ardware or electrical 
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supply store. They can be used to regulate water heaters, 

lights, and heating and cooling equipment. 

8.4 PHOTO CELLS 

Photo cells are devices which observe the presence or 

absence of light and cycle equipment dccordingly. Their ma-

jor application is for exterior and street/parking lot 

lighting. They conserve lighting energy by turning on 

lighting only when it is dark enough to require illumina-

tion. They can be purchased at most electrical and lighting 

supply houses. 

8.5 SETBACK THERMOSTATS 

Setback thermostats automatically increase or decrease 

the temperature of a building at any given time and are 

especially useful for controlinq nightime reductions in 

space conditioning. There are two general types of setback 

thermostats. The least expensive thermostat automatically 

increases and decreases building temperatures at a predeter-

mined time. A more expensive type not only allows you to 

increase and decrease building temperatures, but can control 

the HVAC system for a nighttime shut down. 
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8.6 HVAC DAMPER CONTROLS 

There are two types of damper controls which automati-

cally regulate HVAC outside air intake vents. An economizer 

is a control which allows outside air to cool a buildinq 

once the outdoor temperature falls below indoor tempera-

tures. An entha.lpy control is the same as a economizer ex-

cept that it also measures and limits the use of very humid 

outside air. These controls should only be installed by 

trained professionals and can be purchased at a HVAC supply 

house. 

8.7 DEMAND CONTROLS 

Demand controls do not necessarily save energy per se. 

They work by shuttinq off nonessential equipment during per-

iods when peak electricity use miqht exceed a contracted 

limit thus savinq the money paid for surcharges. These con-

trols should also be installed by trained service personnel 

and can be purchased at any electrical supply house. 
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8.8 COMPUTER CONTROLS 

Computerized controls are the ultimate in control sys-

tems. They can regulate almost any enerqy consuminq device 

in a building includinq liqhtinq, heatinq and coolinq, and 

water heatinq systems. Computer systems are most appropri-

ate for large.r buildinqs or buildinq complexes. These con-

trols have various components controlled by a central compu-

ter which regulates the building. 

Most computer control companies offer an initial rental 

plan in which they operate the central computer and guaran-

tee that the energy saved will be greater than the rental 

cost for the system. After that first year, they recommend 

that the equipment be purchased and self-operated. Renting 

under these circumstances is usually very prudent since the 

system can be judged without a formal commitment. 

A new development in the computer field has been micro 

computers. These computers can perform many of the same 

functions as "larqe" computers but cost much less. Many 

firms are beqinninq to market packaqes which include a micro 

computer and the software necessary to perform enerqy man-

agement functions. Generally the capital investment for a 

micro computer will be higher than that required to rent a 

computer·and recruit someone to operate and maintain them. 

However, a micro computer can pay for itself within a few 
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years and would be more cost-effective the long term than 

most rental plans. 

8. 9 FACTORS TO CONS !DER BEFORE PTJRCF.AS ING CONTROLS 

Two things to consider before buying a control system 

are cost effec~iveness and performance. A life cyc!e ~est 

analysis (desc in t.be procu~ement sect,io.n) can pra"=-.r::de 

an indication of cost effectiveness. It is more difficult 

i::o predict the performance of ccntrcl systems. Eqttipmen·t 

should be bought from able dealers~ :t is often possi-

ble to get the names of ether building :nanage;:s who have 

purchased simi units and to contact one of these managers 

to get more detailed information about the rmance of 

the contr·ol,, 

The ability of the system to handle future expansion 

and modification is another consideraticn. Any system 

should be flexible to respond to future needs. 



Chapter 9 

BUILDING LIGHTING 

9 . 1 EXECUT ! VE SUMM...?\RY 

Building lighting accounts for up to 30 percent of the 

electricity demand i:c local government ldings. Most 

liqhting systems were designed at a time when energy was re-

lati "lely inexpensi v1~L Many systems provide excessive light:-

include: 

~ -. Lowering lighting levels. 

2. .Replacing older bt1lbs and li·qhting :ixtures r,,..;i tb. 

more efficient bulbs and fixtures. 

3. Redesigning lighting systems. 
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9.2 INTRODUCTION 

Lighting is one of the largest consumers of electrical 

energy in local govern.-nent buildings accountinq· for up to 30 

percent of a building's electricity demand. 'I'h.e three most 

common lighting problems are excessive lighting, the use of 

inefficient light bulbs and lighting fixtures, and ineffi-

cient relamping techniqlles. 

9.3 EXCESSIVE LIGHTING 

9.3~1 Design Considerations 

Overligh'cing is probab the largest waste of electri-

cal energy in office buildings. Most: lighting systams were 

designed at a time when energy was relatively inexpensive. 

Older sys~ems were designed to deliver a uniform level of 

light throughout the building. This usua:ly means that most 

buildings are illuminated as though the whole building were 

a work space, which is generally unnecessary. Systems can 

be made much more efficient by re-adjusting t.'iem to a more 

appropriate level for the tasks they serve. To reduce 

lighting to appropriate levels, all that is needed is a 

light meter and. some standards to go by when modifying 
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lighting levels. General lighting standards developed by 

Illuminating Engineering Handbook are included in the appen-

dix of this chapter. These standards are listed in terms of 

footcandles, a measure of light intensity. Footcandles can 

be measured using a normal photographic light meter equipped 

with a special fitting. Light meters and footcandle fit-

tings can be purchased at any well stocked photographic sup-

ply house. 

There are a variety of simple techniques that can help 

in re-adjusting lighting systems with little or no cost. 

These include bulb and lamp removal, the installation of 

task lighting, and the lowering of lighting fixtures. 

Bulb and lamp removal techniques are probably the easi-

est and most inexpensive way to reduce lighting levels. A 

simple procedure for doing this is to place a light meter on 

the desk, work space, or hallway floor nearest the lighting 

unit. Then remove bulbs until the light intensity is close 

to the level recommended by the standards in the appendix. 

In addition, clustering work areas can reduce the floor area 

that must be maintained at high illumination levels. 

Many fluorescent fixtures have 4 or more bulbs operat-

ing in pairs. If one bulb is removed, the use of its 

matched partner may be lost. There is no way to help this 

unless the fixture is completely rewired. In addition each 

flourescent bulb (or pair of bulbs) will have a ballast. 
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Ballasts are themselves energy consumers that are used to 

!!start" the bulb. Removing the bulb to reduce lighting lev-

els is merely a first step. The unused ballasts should also 

be disconnected by an electrician or lighting designer. 

Once the bulbs are removed from a fixture, the fixture 

naeds to be marked to remind maintenance people how to re-

la.rnp the unit. Colored tape placed in a inconspicuous place 

on t..he xture is a very easy way to do s .. 

9.3.2 T:~sk =..igh~ing 

Task li·ghting can also 11elp .red.lice lighting le't,Jels 

wi t.hout incorr~1enience to !4ar-kers. Task lighting means that 

the background lighting levels can be lowered to appr,:.;xi-

:!'lately 10 - 20 footcand.les, while high intensity f.ixtures or 

desk lamps are installed over work areas. This is an e:ffi-

cient way to light work spaces since ;:he task lights only 

need to be tu!"'ned on when the space is in use. Again, ex-

perimenting with a light meter and with the fixtures in the 

area while fitting the work space with task lights may be 

helpful. Consideration should be given to moving or clus-

tering work areas in order to create centralized task areas. 
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9.3.3 Lowering Lighti_ng Fixtures 

In many older gov~ernment buildings, li9hting fixtures 

are installed from 10-20 feet from the floor level. Being 

further from the work surfaces, lights must deliver more 

light. By lowering t:he fixtures, the amount of energy used 

to light the area can be reduced without necessarily reduc-

ing lighting levels. In fact, consideration should be given 

to a suspended ceiling. This would not only lower the light 

fixtures but would also reduce the space which must be heat-

ed. 

9.3.4 Operation Efficiency 

Another cause of ·overlighting is the prac~ice of lea_\,t-

ing lights on when i:hey are not needed. Two approaches 

which can be employed to reduce the t:ime that: lights are 

left on are control systems and employee training programs. 

9.3.4.1 Com:ro l Systems 

Exter.ior lights can be controlled by timers or photo-

cells. Timers, whether mechanical or electronic, are the 

most inexpensive way to control exterior lights. However, 

to be truely efficient they must be regularly reset to com-

pensate for the natural changes in the amount of daylight. 
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A more expen3ive alternative is a photocell which autcmati-

cally senses darkness and i:urns exterior Lights or.i.. 

Interior lighting can also be controlled by ~-· . ..... 1m1ng dev-

ices. However, you must be careful to make sure that these 

timers can be manually overridden so as not to create a 

safety hazard. A more effective and expensive control unit 

can automatically turn off every light in a building at a 

predetermined time.. T.hi s cor~trol uni -t: ls designed to allow 

remaining occupants to reactivatei their lights irnmediately 

after the automatic shu~ off. These control units can be 

~ent corporations. 

Another 9roblem with many li9hting systems is -::hat they 

are not equipped with indi ~1idual swi -cches .. 7his often means 

that rooms and even entire floors must be lighted in order 

for one employee to work. Installing individual switching 

can help reduce lighting costs. However, this usually is a 

relatively expensive action that should probably be i:mple-

mented in the later stages of an energy management program. 

9.3.4.2 Employee Training Programs 

A more cost effective way to reduce lighi:ing costs is 

by efficiently operating lighting systems. Employee train-

ing programs can be used to help employees behave in ener,gy 
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efficient ways. Such a traininq proqram would cover a wide 

ranqe of energy efficient.behaviors includinq the encouraqe-

ment of employees to turn off lights. These programs could 

also help encouraqe maintenance and security men to turn off 

unnecessary lights when making their rounds and closinq the 

building. This could be accomplished with very little time 

and effort and thus take the place of expensive control dev-

ices. 

It is important to note that once lighting levels are 

reduced complaints about inadequate lighting often arise. 

It may be necessary to use a light meter to prove to employ-

ees that the light in their offices is within recommended 

levels. Of course, the effects of lowered lighting will be 

most severe at first, and complaints should drop off once 

employees get accustomed to the new levels. 

There are ways that lighting levels in an area can be 

increased without increasing energy use. Bulbs, fixtures, 

lenses, and painted surfaces should be kept clean. The ef-

ficiency of lightinq fixtures can be reduced by as much as 

50% by the accumulation of dust on fixtures. Lights should 

be cleaned regularly as part of normal maintenance proce-

dures. Another way to increase lighting efficiency is to 

make better use of daylight. Often simple rearrangements in 

the office can take advantage of natural light. Of course, 
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keeping windows, skylights, and painted surfaces around win-

dows clean will increase the effecti'veness of natural light. 

Changes in office decor can also help increase lighting 

efficiency. When repainting, choose light colored paints, 

particularly for the ceiling. The use of lighter colored 

carpet, tile, and furnishings is also helpful. Removing un-

necessary partitions, or at ieast any lighting fixtures lo-

cated directly over them, will also reduce lighting costs. 

9.4 LIGHT BULBS AND LIGHTING FIXTURES 

9.4.1 Light Bulbs 

Incandescent and fluorescent bulbs are the two basic 

types of light bulbs currently used in most government 

buildings. Incandescent light bulbs are the type commonly 

used in fixtures such as desk lamps, exterior building 

lights and floor lamps. Incandescent bulbs give out a white 

light which renders an accurate color balance, and these 

bulbs do not require a special ballast to start them. How-

ever, incandescent bulbs are the most inefficient bulbs. 

Fluorescent bulbs are much more efficient. However, 

they do not render quite as accurate a color balance. They 

also require special ballasts to "start" the light bulb. 
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Thus from an energy efficiency point of view uorescent 

lights are desirable. However;' total fluo·rescent lighting 

systems can adversely affect individuals suffering from epi-

lepsy and rr.igrain headaches. A possible solution is to mix 

fluorescent lighting with some incandescent light and day-

light. This would increase lighting efficiency while safe-

guarding the health of bu1lding users. 

The fo 1101,ving are a f-::w tips about light bulbs that can 

help increase the efficiency of lighting systems. 

* Incandescent fixt~res 

Reduce the n1..1rriber .,:-:;f .incandescent f.i.:~tures .. 
Using one fixture with a higher wattage bulb 
can be more efficient and deliver more light 
than 2 or 3 fixtures with lower wattage bulbs. 

- Install energ:rr sa~ler li·ght b··ulbs ~fih:i.ch d.eli\.ter 
more light with less energy. 

- ,.;void using multi-watt lamps ( 50-100- :'..50) . 
Single wattage lamps are more efficient. 

- Avoid using extended service lamps. Extended 
service lamps re~'1lire more energy than normal 
light bulbs to deliver the same amount of 
light. 

* Fluorescent lights 

- Use lower wattage fluorescent lamps. 40 watt 
fluorescent lamps can be replaced by 35 watt 
fluorescent lamps which are 20 percent more 
e£ficient with only an 18 percent reduction in 
illumination. 

- Replace older, low power factor, high wattage 
ballasts wi ~h low wattage high power f act•or 
ballasts. Older ballast stems are less than 
half as efficient as new low wattage ballasts. 
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The efficiency of lighting systems can also be in-

creased by replacing the lenses of older fixtures with newer 

prismatic glass or ,,>ii th plastic lenses. These lenses allow 

more light to leave the intei~ior of the lighting fixture. 

When replacing older light bulbs with more efficient 

bulbs , it is more effec~ive to replace bulbs at once. This 

technique is called gang lamping and saves both energy and 

relarr~ping costs~ 
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9.5 BUILDING LIGHTING APPENDIX 
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TABLE 18 

SUGGESTED ILLUMINATION LEVELS 

Office Buildings: 

Private Offices 

E'ootcandles 
Maintained 

Readinq handwritinq in hard pencil or on poor 
paper, readi~q fair reproductions ...•...........•. 100 

Readinq handwritinq in ink or medium 
pencil on qood quality paper ....................... 70 

Reading hiqh contrast or well-pritned materials ...... 30 

Conferring and interviewinq .......................... 30 

General Of fices 

Readinq handwritinq in hard pencil or on 
poor paper, readinq fair reproductions .....•...... 100 

Readinq handwriting in ink or medium pencil on 
qood quality paper, intermittent filinq ............ 70 

Bank Lobby 

Wri tinq Areas .....................•..........•.•..•.. 70 

General Areas ............................... · ......... SO 

Dental Offices 

General Opera tory ..•......•..•....................... 70 

Wai tinq Rooms •....................................... 30 

Doctor's Offices 

General Examination and Treatment ..•........•........ 50 

Wai tinq Rooms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 0 

Conference Rooms 

Conferring ................. 11' •••••••••••••••••••••••• • 30 
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Note-taking during projeci:ion (variable) ............. 30 

Rest Rooms and Wash Rooms ............................... 30 

Corridors, Stairways, Elevators ......................... 20 

Storage Rooms 

Active Medium Materials ........................... 20 

Active Rough, Bulky Materials ..................... 10 

Inactive Storage ...................................... 5 

Stores: 

Merchandise requiring close inspection because 
cf detail, fine.ness, .or high value .. ~ .. ~,.,. ... ~~ .. ~~~"~.~~ 100 

General Merchandise Areas ............................... 50 

Alteration rooms, fitting rooms, dressing areas ......... 50 

Circulation areas, stockrooms ........................... 30 

IlluminatiQn levels above are :::rom Illuminating Engin-eering 
Socei ty Handbook, Sth Edition, exactly as t...11.ey appear in To-
tal Energy Management: A Practical Handbock on Energy Con-
servation and Management, National Electrical Contractors 
Association, 2nd Edition, 1979. Guidance for special situa-
tion and more difficult and critical tasks may be found in 
the Handbook. rt will be noted that most of the higher lev-
els therein are intended to be provided by locali.zed light-
ing involving relatively small amounts of energy. Consider-
ation should also be given to the lighting needs of older 
worke:::s with regard to illumination levels and minimum 
glare. 
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Chapter 10 

WATER HEATING 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The first action to take to reduce water heating costs 

is to complete the low cost/no cost actions. These include 

reducing thermostat settings and installing insulation, flow 

limiters, and timers on each water heater. Decentralizing 

systems to more efficiently match heating capacity with hot 

water needs should then be considered. Finally, considera-

tion should be given to the use of waste heat and solar en-

ergy when replacing systems once they have reached the end 

of their useful lives. 

170 
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10.2 INTRODUCTION 

Heating water is not usually one of the largest energy 

uses in public buildings; however, it is an area where there 

is a major opportunity to save energy with little expense, 

particularly by lowering the tempe:!'.'ature of water heaters 

and increasin•q their thermal efficiencies. 

10.3 LOW COST ENERGY SAVING TECHNIQUES 

* Reducing tll.e Therir:ostat Setti·ng o.f ~·Va te-t" Hea~ers ~ 
A setting of 120°F or lower is the recommended tempera-
ture for water heaters ~ct used for automatic dishwash-
ers~ '!he lowe.r -=-he set~int;j J the :nore energy sa--r .. red. 
Howe~~ter, i.f an at;..tomatic disl1wasr.i.er is operated i~ the 
building, the temperature of ~he water heater serving 
the dishwasher should be kept a;:: 14·0 °F to insure th.a:: 
dishes are properly sanitized. 

*' I:i.sulate the Water Heater. 

Insulating the water hea~er body and its extending hot 
water pipes is also an energy saver. 

* Install Flow Restricting Devices. 

Flow restricting devices installed in faucets and show-
ers can significantly reduce the amou:nt of hot water 
used ¥li tl1out reducing '.'water pressure. 

* Install Timing Devices. 

Timers will reduce enerqy use by reducing the number of 
hours the water is heater is operated. 

The above techniques should significantly reduce water 

heating costs. However, other changes should be considered 

if there is a fairly complex heating system. 
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10.4 DECENTRALIZED WATER HEATING 

If a building has various hot water uses like showers., 

cleaning operations, and cafeterias, it may be appropriate 

to decentralize the water heating. This means that the cen-

tral system is divided into several smaller systems which 

are better matched to each need. In general, a smaller unit 

should be installed anywhere water hotter than that ~sed for 

hand washing is reql.iired. '!hus , the :nain water heating 

system can be set at 120°F or lower. For example, consider 

the following decentralized approaches: 

10.5 

* Install a small water heater to deliver 14Cc? 
water for dishwashers. 

* Ins l a sma:l heating unit to "boos~" water to 
140°F r:or dish1va.shers~ 

* Install a water heate:!'.' in shower areas wh.:'...ch has 
a timer set to deliver hot water only when hot 
water is needed. 

* Install smaller water heaters in areas which re-
quire very hot water. 

PERFCRi.l\'.I!NG A WATER HEATING AUDIT 

Before considering decentralization, a survey of exist-

inq water heating needs and capacities is needed. The first 

step in such a survey is a flow diagram o.f the water heating 

system. This is a sketch on the floor plan ,'::If the building 

of the loca~ion of water heaters and water outlets (showers, 

faucets, etc.). The next step is to estimate how much hot 
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water each outlet requires and when hot water is needed. 

Questions which can lead to such an estimate include: 

* How many showers are taken each day and when are 
they.taken? 

* How long is the kitchen open, and how many times 
are the dishwashers run? 

* When is laundry done, and what are the hot water 
requirements? 

* How much hot water is required for handwashing? 

The example audit included in the appendix to this 

chapter has sample calculations which can help in estimating 

hot water requirements. With an idea of hot water use, a 

water heater to meet these needs can be sized. 

The final step in decentralizing a hot water system is 

determining the economic feasibility of each action. To 

determine cost effectiveness, estimates of the cost of in-

stalling each decentralized water heater and of the energy 

saved are needed. An example payback calculation is includ-

ed in the appendix. 



10.6 SYSTEM RE?LACEMENT 

There are several energy saving alternatives to consid-

er when the time comes to replace a water system. The first 

alternative is decentralization. Another alternative is to 

use waste heat either from the heating plant or from a near-

by industrial operation to pre-heat or heat water. The fi-

nal alternative is to install a solar water heating system. 

These systems can sa~.re a si ficant amount of energy. The 

solar chapter of this ma.r:ual describes various systems and 

has a simple set of calcul.aticns that can be used when eval-

uat a building's po~ential r solar wa=er heaters. 
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10.7 WATER HEATING ,X.,,PPENDIX 

The following forms will help in collec"ting the infor-

mation necessary to complete a water heating audit. There 

will also be a set of calculations for an example building 

that should help to clarify the use of t.hese forms. The 

first step would be to use Worksheet 10-1 to sketch out the 

water heating system. -rhe next step would be to evaluate 

and record the capacity of cu:::-rent wa'!::er heaters and esti-

mating hot water use. Worksheets 10-2 and 10-3 respective-

ly, are very useful in doing thia. Sketching the system and 

estimating water a"ting r:::ap·aci ties and d·emands t;;ill P"'Ccvide 

the inf··:)rma ti ~n needed to retrofit a,nd pcssibl y redesi.:;·n fwa-

heating systems. 
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TABLE 19 Worksheet 10-1 Hot Water System Sketch Plan 

Hot Water System Sketch Plan 

Sketch a rough floor plan with the locations of hot water heaters and 

the outlets they serve below. 
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TABLE 20 Worksheet 10-2 Hot Water Output Information 

Hot ~ater Output Information 

Location of Uses at this location Number of hot 
Outlet water outlets 
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TABLE 21 Worksheet 10-3 Water Heater Infonnation 

fT-:c.':'.t ,,, ... n I ~f :,:i~~r l Hsater 

I 
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10.7.1 Example Worksheets 
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Hat Water System Sketch PIJn 

Sketch a rough f~cor plJn Nith the 1ac~ti0ns of hot ~ater heat2rs and 

the outlets they serve below. 
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Chapter 11 

NEW BUILDINGS 

11.l EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

When building a new facility, local governments have a 

unique opportunity to construct an energy efficient building 

which will not become an energy liability in the future. 

Energy conserving building practices to consider when de-

signing a new structure include: 

1. Insulation 

2. Energy efficient window design 

3. Infiltration control 

4. Energy efficient control systems 

5. Efficiently designed HVAC systems 

6. Energy efficient site plans 
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11.2 INTRODUCTION 

When designing new buildings, there is a unique oppor-

tunity to be able to incorporate energy efficiency. It 

makes little sense to build a new building that will be an 

energy and cost liability in the future. The most efficient 

building practices and systems that are cost effective 

should be used. Elements of an energy conscious design in-

elude: 

- Thermal insulation 
- Energy efficient window designs 
- Infiltration control 
- Control systems for energy efficient operations 
- Efficiently designed heating and cooling systems 
- A site plan which allows for the use of solar 

energy in winter to reduce heating costs and for 
the shading of the sun in summer to reduce air 
conditioning ~osts. 

This chapter gives only an overview of the energy con-

siderations. The retrofit chapters address in more detail 

the separate demands of an energy efficient design. 

11.3 INSULATION 

When designing a new building, the building envelope 

should be as resistant to heat loss as possible. In Virgi-

nia, ceilings should be insulated to a minimum level of 

R-30, and walls and floors to a minimum of R-19. 
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11. 4 WINDOW DESIGNS 

An energy efficient window design should minimize the 

use of glass in new public buildings, particularly for walls 

not oriented to the south. The glass and steel giants that 

were common during the 1960's and 1970 1 s may not: be afforda-

ble to operate in the 1980 1 s and 1990 1 s. In general, glass 

will let about 75 percent more heat pass through ~han a 

properly ~nsulated wall, and an efficient window design 

would have a glass area cf less than lS per-cent of -:be gross 

wall area. 

building have a southern orientation in order to allow for 

the use of solar energy~ T~is means having its long axis 

pointing east and Nest. Glass area should ~e maximized on 

the southe!"n side cf the build::.ng and :imi"'.::ed on the other 

three sides .. Proper <.'.lverhangs over these south windows wi 11 

l~mit summer heat gains~ 

Consideration shculd also be given to tbe type of glass 

to be used in wi~dow designs. Most large buildings use 

ei"!::her place, thermal pane, heat absorbing, or heat reflect-

ing glass. Plate glass is the most inexpensive but the 

least energy efficient. Thermal pane ·;lass is more expen-

sive and roughly twice as resistant to heat less as plate 

glass. Heai: absorbing glass is very expensive and reduces 

heat gains in ~he summer by absorbing up to 45 percent of 
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the available solar energy. It is also available in thermal 

pane glass. Heat reflecting glass is also very expensive 

but can signficantly reduce cooling costs by reflecting up 

to 90 percent of the solar gain in the summer. However, 

this glass does reduce the amount of winter solar gain by 

one-half. 

11.5 INFILTRATION 

Outside air infiltration is a major source of heat loss 

in buildings. 0£ course all new buildings should have ade-

quate caulking and weatherstripping on all exterior doors 

and windows. A significant opportunity for reducing poten-

tial infiltration losses in new buildings is the use of dou-

ble door air locks for all major entrances. 

11.6 CONTROL SYSTEMS 

Major energy consuming equipment in new buildings 

should have control units that optimize their operation. 

Examples would include timers for lights and water heaters, 

HVAC controls, and possibly micro processor or complete com-

puter control systems. These units are covered in the con-

trol chapter of this document. 
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11. 7 HEATING, VENTILATION, A.i.\lD AIR GOND IONING EQUIPMENT 

A new building, should have <::he most efficient EVAC 

system available since heating and <:ooling is the l.argest 

energy use in a building. Normally this means a variable 

air volume {VAV} system with automatic damper and ~empera-

ture regulation controls. Another choice regards which fuel 

to use for he~ting new building. There is no fast and easy 

ans·1#./er to s gi..lesticn. Currently natural gas and coal 

fired systems cost Less to operate than electric and . , 
Ol.J... 

systems~ s competi ti~"'~e edge may be :.ost wi ~h 

fut~re .. An important consideration is the future availabil-

ity of the fuel chosen~ Again there is nc ~a answer, a!"ld 

this decision will require some anal s and planning. 

Heat pumps are very ef£iciem: alternatives to electric 

resistance heati~g. A heat pump can be to 2 times 

as efficient as electric resistance ng over a heating 

season. However, a heat pump should only be i:i.stalled in a 

building which has adequate i~sula on levels and efficient 

window treatments covered early in this chapter. 
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11.8 SITE PLAN 

Enerqy costs can be significantly reduced if a site's 

characteristics are considered in the site and buildinq de-

sign. As mentioned above one of the lonqer sides of the 

buildinq should face due south to take advantaqe of solar 

enerqy. The buildinq may not have a solar heatinq system 

but studies have shown that buildinqs with this southerly 

orientation use considerably less energy for heating and 

coolinq. 1 And with this orientation the future installation 

of solar systems is more feasible. 

Landscaping on a new site can also help reduce energy 

costs. Trees and shrubs planted on the northern, eastern 

and western sides of the buildinq and/or aqainst pr.evailinq 

winter winds can reduce heat loss while shadinq the building 

in the summer. Consideration may be given to earth berms or 

actually constructinq the buildinq partially into the earth 

to reduce thermal loss. 

1 See Hammond, J., et. all. A Strateqy For Energy Conserva-
tion; Davis California, 1974. 
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1L9 THE DESIGN PROCESS 

This overview indicates many opportunities for reducing 

energy costs when designing a new building. 'There two 

general approaches that can be used to make sure a new 

building is energy efficient. One method is to provide con-

tractors with a list of specific energy related specifica-

tions for the bid process. An alternative is to specify an 

energy budget (Btu/ft 2/year) r the bidder to incorporate 

into a design. This puts the contractor into the role of 

energy expert, requiring him to specify ene:::«;ry saving st::-a-

tegies and justify them. Once the bi are submitted ~he 

·gr~s sho-uld be ar .. alyzed to insure that they include de-

sired levels of energy eificien~y. 

Hcwever, energy costs are not the only considera~ian 

when designing a building. Each department within your •::ip-

eration may have special needs which will affect energy con-

serva.t:ion reconunendations. A committee formed of represen-

tatives of each department can help identify these needs and 

actually write specificat for the new building .. 



Chapter 12 

SOLAR ENERGY IN PUBLIC BUILDINGS 

1.2 ~ 1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Solar energy is a renewable resource which can econcmi-

cally provide 0~1er 50 percent of the annual heating needs of 

a building. Solar energy is a viable alternative for exist-

ing buildings but is a particularly cost effective option 

for new buildings. Solar systems vary in complexity and 

cost~ This chapter 

lable solar systems, and outlines a decision making orocess 

that can be used to assess the feasibility of solar retro-

190 
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12.2 INTRODUCTION 

Energy costs are quickly becoming a major factor in the 

municipal operations budget. Solar energy can be a very 

cost effective alternative to conventional energy sources. 

!n fact a properly designed solar heatinq system can deliver 

50 percent of annual heating requirements of a typical Vir-

ginia building while paying for itself within 10 years. 6 

This chapter provides an overview of solar energy fundamen-

tals, a method for identifying buildings which are good can-

didates for solar retrofit, and some of the steps to take 

when undertaking a solar project. 

12. 3 SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS 

Solar energy reaches earth in the form of short wave 

electro-magnetic radiation. All that is needed to catch 

this energy is a solar collector, which can be as simple as 

a dark surface. In general, the bigger and the darker it 

is, the better. 

One problem with the use of solar energy is storage. 

Heat from the sun can be stored in mass areas such as water 

containers or rock/cement walls and floors. A distribution 

system is also needed in active systems to transport the 

6 Taken from a course manual for Community Energy Planning 
by John Randolph, Virginia Tech, 1981. 
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heat from the collector to the storage area and then to the 

heating area. 

Solar energy systems vary drastically in met.hods 

they use to collect, ~ranspcrt, and s~ore energy, Basic al-

ly, solar systems are divided into two major categories: 

passive systems, and active systems. 

Passive Solar Systems 

A passive system is by definition a system which col-

lects and stores energy wi the use ~f a mechanical 

rt system to move ~eat ene arcund the system. In 

the simplest system the sun enters south-f aci:lg windows dur-

ing the day and the windows are ir:.sula"C.ed at r.i t using 

curtains or more elaborate ces .. This is a "free" system 

for any public building with south-facing glass, and it only 

requires that the windows be left unobstructed during the 

day in the heating months. In order to improve the perf or-

mance of a passive system, particularly for bui ngs with a 

large amount south facing windows thermal mass must be 

provided to prevent overheating during the day and to store 

the energy for nighttime use. 

The sun shines through the glass area onto the outside 

of the mass area, and the energy is absorbed by the mass 

without an appreciable increase in temperature. Because the 

physical characteristics of the mass (rock, cemen~. water, 
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etc.), the energy collected during the day is gradually re-

leased into the building at ght. Fans can be used to move 

heat from this storage further into the bu!lding. The exact 

size and thickness of the mass must be calc':llated in order 

to insure neither under nor overheating. The most popular 

passive systems are mass walls, often refered to as Trombe 

walls, and solar floor slabs. The major problem with pas-

si \le S~t~stems is 

sto~age mass areas. s is a particularly a problem for 

is often expensive to instal..l Trombe 

\'1al ls and solar ·~ ' . :3J..Ci.DS ln ldings not orginal designed 

for them. :iowe~J"er / tl"1.ere a.!;e buildings vli th due-south fac-

ing walls, passive retro ~ be e.xami:r.ed more closely. 

12.3.2 Act!ve Solar Systems 

Active solar systems collect and store energy by use of 

a moving exchange medium, ly water, a liquid chemical 

mixture, or air. The system operates by moving the exchange 

medium through the collector where it is warmed by the sun.. 

The warmed mediu.m is then transported either directly to 

storage or into a heat exchanger where its transfered into 

storage. There are several types of ac~ive collectors usu-

ally te!'med as low temperature collectors and high tempera-

t:ure collect·ors. 
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. 3. 2. 1 Low Temperature Collectors 

Low temperature collectors are ~he simplest and most 

widely used collector design. These collectors are typical-

ly glass-covered rows of black a.:.um1num or copper tubes 

which carry the liquid. Air lectors are similar but con-

tain baffles which transport the air. Flatplate collectors 

are all black in color, and the surface may be painted with 

ack enamel; or 'to impr(:J''Ve perfo.rmance, the surface be 

electronically plated with a selec'T.:ive surface which effi-

ts solar energy and holds it better ~han 

paint. 

An important ~onsicieraticn for liquid in the 

c~.ferheating or freezin~;r cf -::.he exchange medium~ Cornman pro-

tection methods include designing the collector to drain its 

liquid at night in extreme conditions, ,::;r more commonly, us-

ing a chemical/water mixture capable of wi~hstanding extreme 

temperatures. A closed system wi a heat exchanger must be 

designed if a chemical mixture is used. 

12.3.2.2 High Temperature Collectors 

High temperature collectors are not widely used because 

of their high cost. They are usually designed to focus the 

rays of the sun on a single point. T:':le aluminum or copper 

tubes are often covered by glass; the surface is reflec-cive; 

and the exchange medium is a chemi non-boiling mixture~ 
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Two common collector designs are parabolic and hemispheric 

in shape. These systems deliver very hi temperature 

(above 200°) water which is a much higher temperature than 

is required for most municipal needs. 

12.3.2.3 Transport and Storage Systems 

Liquid transport systems usually employ com.-non :house·-

ho piping and pumps to move l The pipes must be 

sized by a trained professional to insure that they are ade-

quate to collector. from 

the collector is fed i~~c a ~eat :::-· whi 

heats water for space and/or domestic water hea1:ir.:g. The 

sclar heated water is stored in a well-insulated storage 

tank which must be s:ized to :iandle the amount of hot water 

the collector will deliver and maintain it between 

110-200°F. 

Air systems use ducts to move the heated air into a 

rock bed which is usually located in or under the building. 

The exact size the bed and pebbles are dete ned by the 

amount of energy that is to be stored and by the collector 

area. The fans which move the ai::- from the collector into 

the rock bed must also be sized to insure proper airflow 

into the collector and control the pressure drops caused 

by the ducts, collector, and rock bed. 

Heat then ~adiates or is blown through the rock bed 
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into the living space. If radiant heat exchange is desired, 

the rock bed must be in contact with a relatively bare con-

crete slab .. This would be very di cult and expensive to 

do in a retrofit situation. The prcbem wi'th removing heat 

from the bed using fans is that it comes out at relatively 

low temperat1J.res ( 70-90°) which may feel uncomfortable to 

those indoors. The alt:ernative is to design an _ndirect 

ventilating system or t:o add additional heat to the r be-

fore it enters t~he li,~1ing spa.ce ~ 

.. 3 ~ 3 The Sc l a_ri u::t se or The Hybrid System 

Greenhouses are a snecial ·:::ase because can in(: l ude 

elements o.f both passi 1"v1'e and ac-r:.i ~;e systems .. A green..~c:;use 

is a larq·e space which may be attached or unattached to an 

existing building. Solar energy enters the space directly 

through the glass and into a :nass area. (mass wall or solar 

SJ..a.0). In addition, 1..i.p t:o one-third of direct gain energy 

can be removed with fans and stored in a rock bed. TI'..e 

problem with greenhouse systems is that they require large 

amounts of land and are fairly ,expensive to build. 
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12.4 SOLAR ENERGY: !\N AL TEP.NP.. TI VE 

There are several factors which must be considered be-

fore deciding whether or not solar energy is a cost effec-

tive alternative. A review of the characteristics of solar 

systems indicates that for existing buildings active space 

and water heating are the most viable alternatives for most 

municipal needs for the following reasons: 

1.. The cc st cf retrofit is usuall"Y less~ 

2. TJ:-J.e space reqtiirement:s are less~, 

3. They in~erf ace bet~er wi equipment. 

are 't_7::::;r11 for ~ew s~ru~tures and 

s~1ould be caref~lly considered subseqt;.en:: cons;::ruction 

pro j ec'Cs .. These systems are less expensive to build and 

cheaper to op-erate ar:d mai!'ltain .i.n nert1 buildings~ Passive 

systems can also be very cost effective in existing bui:d-

ings if -:hey have a large south ::acing wall. These walls 

can be retrofit to become fairly good solar collectors. 

How much solar energy can be collected? This depends 

how big the ,::;ollector is and how much solar energy falls in 

the area during the year (Oct.-Apr.). 'I'he amount of solar 

energy which falls on an area is called the solar insola-

ti.on. The insolation varies over the heating season with 

the lowest values in December and the :'lighest usually in 

July. Solar insolation can be obtained on an average month-

ly basis from weather stations or frcm solar litera~ure. 
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,r...ny amount of energy can be collected as long as there 

is the space and money to build a big enough collector. 

Since this is not possible, collectors should be designed to 

contribute a reasonable portion o.f the annual heat load; or 

the point where the total cost of the solar system is less 

than the cost of conventional fuels over the same time per-

iod. In Virginia between 40-6C percent o . .t the annual space 

heating needs and between 70-80 perent of the water needs 

can be economically collected. 

A Decision Making ?~ccess 

The fol ng process can help to gather information 

that wil.i. be useful 'tNhen assessing th,e applicability~ of so-

lar energy. This process and the calculations included in 

this document were adapted by P!'ofessor Robert N.S. Chiang 

from the workshop manual of the Hone7well Solar Heating and 

Cooling Workshop, held in 1980, and sponsored by the United 

States Department of Energy (DOE). 

12.4.1.l Step 1 Assessing Building Orien~ation 

A southerly orientation is essential for solar retro-

fit. Walls facing due south are the most desirable, but a 

south-southeast or south-southwest -orientation may be accep-

table. It is best if one of the longer walls of the build-

ing is oriented to the south, especially if passive retrofit 
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is desired. A rough sketch the site plan showing the or-

ientation of the building will be very useful to evaluate 

building orientation. 

12. 4:. 1. 2 Step 2 Assessing Solar Access 

Solar access refers to nwindow 11 through which the su.n 1 s 

rays would pass to shine on the collector. This window is 

defined by the movement of the sun over the season and 

throughout the day. 's changing ~ota-

tional sunks positior:. . ' ·..t-1 in :...ne chac.ges .in azi-

titude _ the day over the year. Solar 

attitude indica-tes how hi.gh st1n is abo·v-ioe the horizon_, 

while azirriuth cates the po t.ion of the sun ,along the 

r ... crizon. The sun is lower in the in. -the wiriter a.nd 

higher in s umi."n er • The northern hemisphere gets mere so-

lar radiation in the summer than in the winter. 

This means that collectors need to have a grea"ter tilt 

in the winter and less i!'l the sumn1er to maximize col.lection, 

since in optional orientation the collector surface is per-

pendicular to the suns rays. When designing an active space 

heating system, it is more important to design an angle to 

maximize the winter collection since this is the time when 

the heat is really needed. Usual this angle is the lati-

tude 0 + 15° ~ For Virginia the latitude is 36-39°, so t.'1-ie 

angle would be 51-54°. Solar hot water systems, since w":l.ey 
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operate ar round,{ need a CtJllector tilt eqt.lal tc:> t.he la.ti-

tude in your area. 

To assess solar access, look from the building, specif-

ically from where solar collectors are to be located, and 

note any obstructions such as trees, buildings, etc. between 

southeast and southwest. If there are obstructions due 

south above 30° from horizon~al, there may be a severe 

winter shading problem. rf south is clear, but obstruc-

tions extend above about 20° from t.he horizontal when look-

ing southeasc: or southwest, the::::-e may be morning or after-

noon (respect:ively) shading. 

12. 4. l. 3 Step 3 Collector Sizing 

To det:ermine a rough estimate ~he act.i ~ve collector 

area _n,eeded, size -cne collector for the mo.nth January, 

The monthly heat load of the buildinq, or an estimate the 

amount of hoc water used per year 11 be needed to estimate 

collector size. January heating and water heating loads can 

be obtained from ::he audit procedures outl in t'he build-

ing audit and water heating chapters of this manual. Daily 

solar insolation data will also be required for this esti-

ma~e. Multiplying the monthly energy lead times 80 percent 

and then dividing it by the solar energy falling on 1 ft 2 of 

collector area will derive an estimate of collector area. 

An assessment can now be made as to whether or not there is 
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sufficient space for collectors. 

12. 4.1. 4 Step 4 Storage Sizing 

When designing an active system, enough storage should 

be provided to supply the building with heat. or hot water 

for two days. To estimate how much water (gallons) or rock 

(lbs.) needed, simply multiply the expected collector area 

times a storage factor. This storage factor is 0.135 for 

water and 0.7 for rock. This will give an estimate of the 

storage space (cubic feet) needed. 

12. 4 .1. 5 Step 5 Mechanical System Interface 

When a building is retrofitted with a solar system, the 

solar system becomes the primary heating or water heating 

system, and the existing heating system will be used for 

back-up. The major concern here is that the heat system of 

the solar and back-up systems are similar, in order to con-

trol solar retrofit costs. For solar water heating this is 

no problem, although it can be a problem for older space 

heating systems. What is needed to deliver heat from solar 

storage is either a water-based radiator or fan-forced duct 

system. If these transport systems already exist, it will 

be very simple to modify them. However, if the building 

currently uses space heaters and has no distribution system, 

solar retrofit would become more expensive. 
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12.5 TEE !:JEXT STEP 

If the answers to the above qu.estions a:r-e positive, 

then the building is probab a good candidate for solar re-

trofit. However, a :nore detailed analysis of t;he building 

and the site must be done to verify the estimations. At 

this point, a reliable solar contractor can make a site ana-

s and system recommendations. 

A detailed economic anal s should be performed using 

techniques such as £-chart r active solar systems or an 

accounting procedure ,:;alled li!:e cycle costing. se tech-

analy .. sis of buildir:g and ci:)ll.ector performance~ l~\ proced11re 

life cycle costing is included in the procurement chap-

ter in this manual. 

Of course/ simply knowing where suitable buildings are 

does not mean that they could all be designed for retrofit 

immediately. This would entail decisions by the council 

board of supervisors due to the relatively high cos-:: in-

rt may, fact, require planning staffs to !!sell 

the idea" to decision makers by including design advantages 

and by highlighting the favorable economics of good solar 

retrofit. It should also be pointed out that state and fed-

eral solar funding programs already exist f·::tr qualifying 

municipalities, and this may be a source for project fund~ 

ing .. Solar retrofit can be a viable, economical alternative 
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to increasing f'.J.el costs and should be carefully considered 

in capital budget planning. 
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12. 6 SOLAR APPEl'-ID 

This appendix 11 include calculatilJns and forms that 

can help to col'.:.ect the informatic)n needed to comp the 

seven steps discussed in the solar energy chapter. Also in-

eluded here will be a set of example calculations based on 

the assessment of applicability of solar heating and water 

heating for a hypothetical building. This building is lo ... 

cated in Blacksburg, Virginia and has the following charac-

te sties. 

• Building is oriented due south 

• No obstructions are solar 

• Bui.:.ding has 10,000 square f ee-c space 

• Building has a thermal index of :s 
and a heat load of l million BTU in January 

• Occupants use 200 gallons of hot wa~er each day which 
req~ires 4 mil on BTU of ene~gy to heat each month 

• Both the exis-cing heating and water ating systems usa 
pipes and are suitable for solar retrofit 

• Solar collec\:ors cost $40 per square foot ins1:alled 

• January solar insolati<m is 27 / 000 BTU/month/!t 1 for a 
collector tilt of 37 1/2 degrees. 
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TABLE 22 Solar Assessment Worksheet 

The following is a completed solar assessment worksheet. Exam-

ples of the use of this form will ~e included at the end of 

this appendix. 

Solar Assessment Worksheet 

~ 1. Is the building properly oriented: 
Procedure: Using a compass make sure that one side of the 

building is facing generally south. 

2. Is the solar window clear of obstructions? 

3. Is there enough space to accomodate a collector bank? 
Procedure: Calculate collector area 

Collector ~rea = Energy Required X .BO I 
Solar insolation in January X system efficiency 

= ( x .80)/ x .40 
:= • (:= x .80)/:= x .40 

4. Is there enou"gh space in the building for a solar storage sys-
tem? 
Procedure: Calculate storage area 

Liquid Storage Area =Collector Area X 0.135 
(square feet) 

Rockbed Storage Area = Collector Area X 0.70 " x 0.135 == = ==x 0.10 
5. Is the existing heating or water heating system suitable for 

solar retrofit? 
Procedure: Make sure heating system and solar storage system 

transport systems are compatable. 
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12.6.l Example Worksheet 
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The following is a completed solar assessment worksheet. Exam-

ples of the use of this form will be included at the end of 
this appendix. 

Solar Assessment Worksheet 

~ 1. Is the building properly oriented: 
Procedure: Using a compass make sure that one side of the 

building is facing generally south. 

~2. 

~3. 

w-4· 

~5. 

Is the solar window clear of obstructions? 

Is there enough space to accomodate a collector bank? 
Procedure: Calculate collector area 
Collector Area= Energy Required X .ao I 

Solar insolation in January X system efficiency 
)\"); "' (lto-.1d' x .80)/ )1,U)O x .40 ::g:c = (~ x .80)/~ x .40 

Is there enough space in the building for a solar storage sys-
tem? 
Procedure: Calculate storage area 

Liquid Storage Area =Collector Area X 0.135 
(square feet) 

Rockbed Storage Area = Collector Area X 0.70 
~ = ~,~~ x 0.135 
tm..=~X 0.70 

Is the existing heating or water heating system suitable for 
solar retrofit? 
Procedure: Make sure heating system and solar storage system 

transport systems are compatable. 
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Chapter 13 

FLEET (;'.L.~AGEMENT 

13 .1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The cost of gasoline for municipal fleets is a ma]or 

expense for most local governments. These costs can be sig-

nificantly reduced by replacing older vehicles with newer 

more efficient vehicles a~d by improving the performance of 

existing fleets. The following chapter will desGribe a 

procedure fer replacing various vehicles al owned by 

local goverr..ments and outline procedures and prc,ducts ch 

can help manage 'tc ~educe gasoline c,~nsu:npt.ion .. Tc;>ics ir1-

eluded in this chapter include: 

- Preventive Maintenance Programs 

- Efficient Routing Trip Planning 

- Puchasing New Vehicles 

- Radial Tires 

- !uel Allocation and Accounting Programs 

- Driver Training Programs 

209 
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13.2 INTRODUCTION 

The typical local qovernment, operates police, fire, 

maintenance, qarbaqe and school bus fleets. Gasoline and 

oil for these vehicles is a significant portion of the annu-

al budqet. The followinq are several ways to reduce trans-

portation energy costs. 

Operations and Maintenance Procedures 

• Preventative Maintenance Procedures 

• Efficient routing - trip planninq 

Equipment Renlacement 

• Downsizing of fleets 

• Replace older gasoline powered trucks and buses with 

diesel powered vehicles 

• Use of radial tires 

Management Procedures and Employee Training Programs 

• Gasoline/fuel allocation and accountinq proqram 

• Driver training programs 
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13.3 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS 

Keeping fleets properly tuned and maintained can great-

ly reduce qaso ne use. A good preventive maintenance pro-

gram can reduce energy costs, by as much as 12 percent while 

also extending vehicle life. Useful actions include tune-

ups, regular oil changes, and proper tire inflation. Proper 

tire inflation is a ve important action since 1 percent of 

a vehicles fuel efficiency is lost for every every 2 pounds 

~he tires are under ated. 7 An extensive preventive 

maintenance checkl.:st is included in the appendix of this 

er .. 

The best way -:o '.Jegin a maintenance program is to ini-

tia.te a regular ser'\li<::e sch·edule .. vities such as check-

ing oil levels and tire inflation be done daily. 

Tune-ups should be scheduled by se-ctinq a mandatory mileage 

limit (between 2,000-4,000 miles) over which cars must be 

tuned. 

1 "Saving Energy and Money with Your Car 11 , Virginia Energy 
Extension Service fact sheet, July 1981. 
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13. 4 EFFICIENT ROUTING - TRIP PLANNING 

A very effective way to reduce gasoline costs is to re-

duce the distance vehicles travel and to increase the number 

of riders in each vehicle. The following is a list of tech-

niques which can help to more efficienty route or provide 

trip planning for municipal fleets. 

13. 4. 1 Garbage/School Bus Fleets 

Garbage trucks and school buses perform vital services, 

and most administrators would be hard pressed to reduce the 

level of these services. However, the cost of providing 

these services can be reduced through efficient routing 

practices. In general vehicles should travel the shortest 

possible distance with the greatest load. Therefore, over-

lapping routes, back tracking, operating vehicles on main 

roads during rush hours, and maintaining routes with less 

than full capacity should be avoided. 

Reroutinq vehicles "in-house" may not be a manageable 

task unless the garbage and school bus fleets are relatively 

small. There are, however, consulting firms which have com-

puterized programs that can help to route fleets more effi-

ciently. A quick way to assess the applicability of a com-

puterized routing program would be to sketch routes on a map 

and determine the normal load for each route. This informa-

tion would be required by the consultant anyway, and would 
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give an idea cf potential for savings. 

13.4.2 Police/Emergency Vehicles 

Police and emergency vehicles do not normally travel a 

given route and by nature must be able to move quickly, so 

they are not particularly good candidates for routing and 

trip plar ..... "'ling programs. However, gasoline usage in police 

vehicles can be signi~icantly reduced by instituting a poli-

cy of parking pcilice vehicles for an hour or more each day. 

Various jurisC.ictions throughout t:he country have ac:com-

ished s by parking police cles :n high c=ime areas 

5 or more minutes each hour. 

13.4.3 

Utility vehicles are also net very good candidates for 

routing or trip planning programs. Generally, the only op-

port~nity for conservation is to try ~o limit the number of 

vehicles sent to a single location. 

13.4.4 Passenger Vehicles 

Trip planning and using smaller vehicles can signifi-

cantly reduce gasoline consumption in vehicles which trans-

port employees and supplies. Many jurisdictions have a po-

licy that all employees regularly assigned a car receive 

sub-compact vehicles, unless they can demonstrat.e to a re-
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view board that they need a larger car. This review board 

should lude some of the directors and managers in the 

jurisdiction~ Valid reasons r using a larger car include 

the need for a high speed car or the need to transport large 

packages or more than two people. Car assignments should 

also be reviewed to reduce the number of employees perma-

nently assigned a car. 

Jurisdicticns with large passenger car fl.eets ha\re in-

s"t:i t-;.i tad ~;ehic assig?L1!\ent ·;;!"'ograms t..vhich assign mo::-e effi-

ciently daily requests for 'let:..i.cles from employees not regu-

:.ar assigned a car~ requ.ires t!:e completion 

and processi:J.g (J[ a request fo~m ,.vvhic;h spe,ci::ies number of 

passengers, dest~nation, reason for trip, and times re-

qtiired .. A sample request form is incl~ded in the appendix 

tci this chapter~ !his information can help managers to de-

c:ide how large a car to assign and combine trips where pos-

sible, putting trips in the same general area and time frame 

together. 
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13. 5 PURCHASING NEW VEHICLES 

Replacing older, full sized cars and trucks with small-

er, higher mileage ·;ehic les is the most important way to re-

duce transportation energy costs. It makes very little 

sense to continue to buy and operate large, inefficient veh-

icles if they are not needed. Of course, some large vehi-

cles will be needed fer transporting :;.a.rge numbers of pas-

sengers or bulky loads. The following is a list of actions 

that will help when buying energy ficient vehicles. These 

suggestions will be related to purchasing the mos~ icient 

vehicle or group of vehicles. However, a comparison o= ~ne 

cost effectiveness of each option should be done when buying 

a new car since there will be many different models and spe-

cifications available. Such a purchasing procedure is 

eluded in the procurement chap~er of this document. 

13.S.1 Garbage/School Bus Fleets 

Garbage trucks and school buses are vehicles which are 

designed to carry heavy loads and as a general rule, should 

not be downsized. On 't:he contrary, smaller trucks and buses 

should be replaced with larger capacity vehicles and reduce 

the number of vehicles operated . 

.Another way to can reduce transportation cost:s in this 

area is to buy diesel powered vehicles. A diesel engine is 

much more efficient than gasoline engines, are cheaper t:o 
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maintain, and last longer, however, a source of diesel fuel 

should be secured since the lability of diesel fuel has 

been a problem in the past. Diesel powered vehicles are in-

itially expensive and more difficult to get. cycle 

cost analysis (included in the procurement chapter) should 

be performed to justify this larger initial expense. 

:3.5.2 Police/Emergency Vehic s 

Gasoline usage in po ce and emergency vehicles can be 

significantly reduced by downsizing these fleets. 

course, emergency ven1c1es like fire trucks and emergency 

services trucks, cannot be downsiz.ed, but intermediaT::e and 

compact vehicles can be used for patrol and perscnnel trans-

per~. Most jurisdictions have found that intermediate sized 

vehicles can perform the same duties that full sized vehi-

cles can, with siqnificant reductions in gaso:J.ine use. More 

efficient, compact sized vehicles can very effectively 

transport support and supervisory personnel and sho•.;.ld be 

used for the delivery of court orders and community rel.a-

tions activities. Small, three-wheel vehicles for traffic 

control and parking meter patrols is also an option to be 

considered. 
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13.S.3 Utility/Public Services 

When purchasing new utility vehicles, a mix of small 

and large trucks as desirable. Smaller trucks are much more 

efficient than full sized trucks and can be used on service 

calls which do not require the transport of large equipment. 

Gasoline usage can be significantly reduced by primarily us-

ing smaller trucks. 

Diesel trucks are a possible option when replacing full 

sized pick-up trucks. They are much more efficient than ga-

soline powered trucks but are more expensive initially. 

Electric vehicles are an option that many other local go-

vernments in the United States have adopted. These experi-

mental vehicles are relatively new and would be fairly dif-

ficult to sell to some local governing bodies. However 

electric vehicles are a valid energy conservation opportuni-

ty which will not only save energy but will serve as an ex-

ample to citizens of your commitment to energy conservation. 

13.S.4 Passenger Vehicles 

When replacing passenger cars most jurisdictions have 

begun by purchasinq high mileaqe, compact or subcompact 

cars. Most jurisdictions already have some relatively new, 

full sized cars which can meet the need for larger cars. 

Ultimately, what is desirable would be a fleet which con-

tains a mix of vehicle sizes with a large percentage of 
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small cars and smaller percentages of intermediate and full 

sized cars (station waqons). 

13.6 RADIAL TIRES 

Properly inflated radial tires can also help save gaso-

line. Bias ply tires are less efficient because they tend 

to roll less easily by nature of their construction. Radial 

tires roll more easily and thus save energy. Radial tires 

are more expensive initially; however, the gasoline savings 

very quickly makes up the difference in initial cost between 

radial and bias ply tires. 

Older tires should be replaced with radial tires, par-

ticularly on relatively high use vehicles such as school 

buses, garbage trucks, police cars, and utility trucks. 

However, it is important to note that all of the tires on a 

vehicle must be replaced with radial tires because radial 

and bias ply tires are incompatible. 

When buyinq a new car or truck, radial tires should be 

included in the bid. It is much cheaper in the long run to 

buy radial tires initially rather than to purchase bias ply 

tires and replace them later. Most passenger cars now use 

radial tires as standard equipment, however, they will pro-

bably have to be ordered when purchasing a truck or bus. 
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FUEL ALLOCATION AND ACCOUNTING PROGFJl.MS 

Knowledge of energy consumption and expenditures is 

key to an effective vehicle energy conservation program. 

Accurate records of current gasoline use, can locate ineffi-

cent vehicles, project future gasoline needs, and justify 

energy conservation actions. By requiring employees to re-

cord gasoline usage, ~t will help them to be more aware 

~heir own energy use. It will also give managers a bet~er 

idea cf where gasoline is be consumed. Many jurisdic-

tions ha"\re also fou:ld that such re\:.~rding p.roced"'J.res !"'educe 

"t:he amount of ga.scl.in.e :fered from publi: gas pumps. 

In the si::nplest form, a gasoline acccunting in-

volves the ng cf mileage and qasol usage on record 

cards. However, \:.his me'thod is ly unreliable because 

even the most well-intentioned emplc can forget to record 

data. A better ternative would be a program which :::--:-

quires both the driver and gasoline pump operator to record 

:nileage and gasoline usage. This would give managers the 

•:::ipportuni ty to double recordings for inaccuracies. 

Gasoline use for general use vei:iicles {vehicles not regular-

ly assigned) could be kept on vehicle request forms while 

usage for regularly assigned vehicles could be kept on a 

special form designed to be turned i:n. at the end of each 

month. Examples of these for:ms are included in the appendix 

to s chapter. 
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13.8 DRIVER TRAINING PROGRAMS 

The driver of a vehicle can qreatly influence the per-

formance of that vehicle. Rapid starts and excessive speeds 

and idlinq can greatly reduce vehicle efficiency. The driv-

inq habits of employees is something that cannot be directly 

control. However, drivers can be encouraged to drive more 

conservatively through education programs. The Driver Ener-

gy Conservation Awareness Training (DECAT) is one such pro-

gram. It invo1ves the use of a simulator which helps dri-

vers learn to drive more efficiently. These simulators are 

quite expensive, and most jurisdiction may not be able to 

afford one. However, it may be possible to purchase one in 

cpoperation with the other jurisdictions in the planning 

district. 

Another expensive option would be to hold a mandatory 

meeting with all employees to outline gasoline saving driv-

ing techniques. These techniques include: Driving Tips• 

• A light steady pressure on the gas pedal helps to min-
imize the amount of fuel wasted by the accelerator 
pump. 

• Anticipate traffic conditions. Unnecessary use of the 
brakes should be kept to a minimum. The "jackrabbit 
start," the "jackrabbit stop" is a major contributor to 
inefficient driving. 

• From 'Driving Tips to Save Dollars', Society of Automotive 
Engineers. 
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• Lf your car has a manual transmission, shift up as soon 
as possible and use the highest geat the engine will 
accept without "lugging." 

• If your car has automatic transmission, it's still im-
portant to get into high gear q'..lickly. Just press very 
lightly on the accelerator and the transmission will do 
the rest. 

•When traveling uphill, it's generally best to maintain 
your speed. This is especially true in a heavy car 
with automatic transmission, since torque converter 
s ppage causes lower efficiency when your speed drops. 
However, don't "lug" the engine at wide open throttle. 
In a light:er ·~::- less powerful car allow the speed to 
drop slightly. With a manual~transmission car, ft 
down it necessary. 

• ~lhen tra~1eli::i.g dt.JWnhi 11 1 a'\"loid using -:he accelerator~ 

s in speed are wasteful. Most aut~ 
rnanu.facture1:·s sell cruise cont·.ro· ls for their fuel ·econ-
omy value. But: if your car ism't equipped with such a 
device, be your own 11 cru.ise control" by keeping a 
steady foot on the gas and periodically c:-iecking the 
speedometer .. 

• If you see t.hat a traffic signal is going to turn red 
before you reach it, begin to slow down as soon as pos-
sible and ease up to the light gradually. 

• When you come upon a "merge a.head 0 sign, check your 
speed, traffic spacing and the length cf t:he accelera-
tion lane. Merqe as smoothly as possible without in-
terrupting your momentum any more than necessary. 

• Take your foot cff the gas well in advance of a curve. 
This avoids unnecessary use of the brake and is espe-
cially true on winding roads,. where it is generally 
best to drive at a steady pace instead of r'..lshing from 
one curve to the next. 

There is no assurance that employees will drive more 

conservatively, even after an education program. However, 

employees can be encouraged to use these techniques by hold-
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ing an employee conservation award programs which reinforce 

energy efficient driving habits. 
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13.9 FLEET MANAGEMENT APPENDIX 

The f ollowinq worksheets are to be used to help account 

for vehicle and qasoline use. Worksheet 13-3 can be used to 

help assiqn general purpose vehicle in an efficient manner 

by providing information which can facilitate combining 

trips. Worksheets 13-l and 13-2 are useful. in accounting 

for gasoline use and provides a "double-check" system which 

collects gasoline use data. 

In the final portion of this appendix is a preventative 

maintenance checklist which can be used by maintenance per-

sonnel to locate possible mechanical problems and energy 

conservation opportunities. 
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TABLE 23 Worksheet 13-1 Gasoline Consumption Record 

Gaso 1 i ne Consumat ion Record 

Odometer Read!ng Where gas purchased # gal~o~s Cwst 

i 
------·----·--·-----·----' ---·--~ _J 
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TABLE 24 Worksheet 13-2 Gasoline Allocation Record 

*7h~s f'.)rm ~S ~ jail; 1cg Sh£.et t0 be kept for e•/ery fj.iStJ1 ~ne 
::iump 
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TABLE 25 Worksheet 13-3 Motor Pool Request Form 

Motor ?oai Request F~rm 

ng 
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13.9.l Example Worksheets 
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Gasoline Consumption Record 

Name 

~~ ~().\~~ 
Vehicle · 

:JUM--.. \ °' ~ \ 
Month 

Odometer reading on 
the 1st day of the 
month 

Odometer Reading Where gas is purchased H gallons Cost 

lCl, ~cso e,,~ \-\J..l \Q.:;:a. -
~."too ~1~Afi \"'\."\ -
::li,(oS\ WutW"t-.-c.o ~.1 1'4.'lS 

li,'UO c\.a., ~ \$."\-

-
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Gasolire A11ccatlon ~ecard 

C.1"t'i \;. 4U,.., 
Pump t.D. and LGcaiion 

(bt'\,(. fo\11.l~ 

~\4\:u. \\,6°'.:J \ \o.1 
~ 1;,:i I ~'1,<1.iD t.fl .2. 

*!h s ~arm 1s daily log 5heet ~o be kept for every gas0l~ne 
JlJ!T!J 
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3 

\O'.OS 
ng T ~me \Jtrt 
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13.9.2 Maintenance Checklist 

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

CHECKL!ST9 

Manufacturers' PM Inspection Recommendation: 

UNDER THE HOOD -- ---
Gasoline and Diesel 
l. Fuel, oil, and exhaust leaks--inspect 
2. Oil and f.uel lines--examine for c:hafinq and kinks 
3. Automatic transmission--inspect oil level 
4. Radiator core, water pump, cylinder head, block, heater, 

hoses, and connections--inspect for leaks 
5. Power steering pump reservoir--check fluid level,inspect 

for leaks, add if required 
6. Inspect all belts, codition and adjustment 
1. Electrical connections and mounting bolts of starter, 

generator, alternator--tighten 
S. Generator commutator and brushes--inspect 
9. Alternator-generator and regulator--test and adjust with 

voltameter 
10. Steering qear housinq--inspect lubricant level 
11. Steering gear housing bolts--tighten 
12. Clutch and/or brake master cylinder--inspect fluid lev-

el--add? 
13. Battery--remove cables, clean terminals, reinstall ca-

bles, coat with petroleum jelly--test voltage of each 
cell 

( POS) l 2 3 4 5 6 (NEG) 
14. Battery--test cells specific gravity with hydrometer 
15. Battery--examine level of each cell, add distilled water 

if required 
16. Radiator--inspect coolant level and add water if re-

quired 
17. Radiator coolant--inspect for signs of oil or combustion 

leakage 

9 Source: Eguipment Manaqement Manual, Part 3: "A Preven-
tive Management Program, 11 Institute for Equipment Services 
and the APWA Research Foundation; Chicago, Ill.; American 
Public Works Association, September 1975. 
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18. Cooling system--pressure test 
19. Engine oil--inspect level. Change if at change period 

or add 
20. Governor air cleaner--clean 
21. Air ccmpressor--adjust, cut in ·~--No.; cut out __ No.; 

tighten mounting 

Gas Only 
22. Crankcase breather and oi, filter cap air cleaner--clean 

and/or replace 
23. Fuel filter--clean or replace (replace paper element al-

ways) 
24. Fuel pump--test and record pressure; pressue --·No.; 

vacuum No. 
25~ Carburetor air cleaner--clean or replace 
26. Spark plug--rernove, inspect, clean or replace and gap. 

Torque with new gaskets 
27. Distributor--inspect contacts fer corrosion and cap for 

cracks,. Inspect \4ir condition and pcints--inspect 
rotor for burning/crack 

28. Cylinder compression--tezt and record: 
Dry : __ _ 2 3 --- 4 --- 6 --- 7 
8 ----Wet 1 2 3 5 6 --- --- --- ---8 ----29. Manifolds--inspec-:: for leaks, tiq'ht:en nuts, with engine 
at normal operati~g temperature 

30. Cylinder head bolts--torque 
31. Positive crankcase ventilator ve--remove, clean er 

replace 
32. Valves--run engine at proper idle, inspect overhead sys-

tem and adjust valve lash if required 
33. Valve cover gasket--~eplace 
34. Carburetor--adjsut idle mixture and RPM 
35. Ignition timing--set with light 
36. Use tachome~er and record top engine RPM 

Diesel Onlv 
37. Radiatorshutters--inspect to see they are open before 

starting engine and close as air pressure builds up aft-
er starting engine 

38. Shutter-stat--lubricate 
39. With engine operating at proper temperature--tight:en ex-

haust manifold and exhaust pipe flange nuts. Tighten 
air inlet system hose clamps. Inspect for leaks. 

40. Air box drains and crankcase breather tubes--with engine 
running, see t.'-:lat they are open 

41. Primary and/or secondary fuel. fil ters--open pet~ock and 
drain water 
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line--(iisccnnect at 
RPM. ---engine at 

tank or ctr;.er con,ien.ie.nt 
Fuel return should be 

approx. quarts per minute. Observe fuel for ap-
pearance o air bubbles or gases 

43. Primary fuel fil~er--clean. Secondary fuel filter--re-
place it at change period. 

44. Engine and oil cooler lines--inspect for leaks 
45. High pressure lines and clarnps--inspect, tighten or re-

place 
46. Fuel jumper lines--tighten if required 
47. Valves--inspect for proper clearance 
48. Injector nozzles--inspect and clean as requ.ired, set pop 

pressure 
49. Injectors--check and adjust fer proper heigh;; setting. 

Inspect overhead system and adjust rack. 
50. Air cleaners--clean and refill reservoir with engine cil 
51. Emergency stop control--test with engine off 
52. Throttle, accelerac:or, 3b.ut-off and choke co.ntrols--test 

opel:"ati<:in 
53" .No·- lead high speed sett:ing--test and reco.rd 'RPM 

Test idle speed se~ting and ~ecord RPM 

WALK-A.ROUND 
1. Front sheet metal, pain~ and bumper--inspect for appear-

ance/accident 
2~ Front lights and directional signals--inspect 
3~ Left front tire--inspect fer c~ts er unusual wear, tor-

que ~Nheel nuts 
4. Left hand side of cab--inspect for appearance and condi-

ti on 
5. Left side door binges and latch--lu.bricate, adjust if 

necessary. Wir:dow ::egtllators and 'J"ents test operation. 
6.. Fuel tank mour1tings--tighten if reqt1ired. 
7. Battery--examine box cover clamps. Inspect level of 

each cell 
8. Left side of body and frame--inspect for appearance and 

condi ti•Jn 
9,. Left rear tires--examine for cuts or signs of unusual 

wear. Torcp.l.e wheel and axle flange nuts. 
10. Fifth wheel mountings--tighten if required 
11. Rear of vehicle--inspect for appearance and condition 
12. Cab sheet metal--inspect for appearance and condition 
13, Right rear t.ires--examine for cuts O!'" si,:;ns of unusual 

wear. Torque wheel nuts, 
14. Right side cf body and frarne--inspect for appearance and 

condition 
15. Right side door h.inges and latch--lubricate, adjust if 

necessa:-y. Window regulators and vents--test operation. 
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16. Right front tire--examine for cuts or unusual wear. 
Torque wheel nuts. 

17. Front ball joints--inspect on both wheels for excessive 
looseness 

18. Front kingpins and bearings--inspect on both wheels for 
looseness 

19. Front brake linings, anchors, locks, wheel cylinders and 
drums--inspect, blow out drums and shoes. Lubricate 
shoe anchors and cams--wedge type brakes, clean and lu-
bricate actuating components. 

20. Front wheel bearings--clean, repack and adjust for both 
front wheels. Replace grease retainer. 

21. Rear brake linings, anchors, locks, wheel cylinders and 
drums--inspect. Blow out drums and shoes, lubricate 
shoe anchors and cams; wdge-type brakes--clean and lu-
bricate actuating components. 

22. Wedge type brake systems--remove brake drums, clean and 
ubricate adjusting components 

23. Rea.r wheel bearings--clean, repack and adjust. Replace 
grease retainer. 

24. Front wheel caster and camber--inspect to see that it is 
within specifications 

25. Toe-in--adjust as required 

UNDER VEHICLE 
1. Chassis--lubricate according to correct lubricating 

chart 
2. Front tires--examine for cuts or unusual wear 
3. Front springs--inspect for shackle looseness and wear. 

Inspect leaves for breakage and misalignment. 
4. Pitman and steering arms, drag link and tire rod--in-

spect 
5. Power steering cylinder--inspect for leaks 
6. Propeller shaft--inspect, including all brackets, flang-

es, hangers and center bearings 
7. Rear springs--inspect for loose or worn shackles, broken 

or misaligned leaves 
8. Engine oil--replace oil, filter element and gasket at 

change period 
9. Engine pan gasket, front and rear crankshaft seals--in-

spect 
10. Engine mounts--inspect for deterioration or looseness 
11. Clutch controls-examine for any abnormal condition. In-

spect clearance and adjustment. 
12. Front U-bolts--tighten to specifications 
13. Transmission--inspect for leaks. Inspect the lubricant 

level. Add? 
14. Automatic transmission cooler lines--inspect for 
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15. Automatic transmissionlinkage--adjust 
16. :::'ransmission support and strut rod--adjust if required 
17. Dri ~le line-type pa1 ... king brake-- ins·pect linin·g condition 

and adjust 
18. Auxiliary or transfer case--inspec~ for leaks. 

breathrs are net restricted. Tighten. 
See that 

19. Transmission; auxiliary of transfer case linkage pivot 
points-- lubricate 

20. Center bearing, brackets, U-joints and flanges--ti9hten 
as required 

21. Rear axle--inspect lubricant level, add if required. 
Clean breatht::r. 

22. Rear axle differential housing--inspect for lubricant 
leakage and pinion bearings for looseness. See that 
axle breather is free of dirt~ 

23. Rear tires--examine for cuts and unusual wear. 
24. Rear axle carrier housing and pinion cage bolts--tight-

26. 
27. 

en. 
Rear U-bolts--tig~ten to specifica~ions 
Ai~ brake valve clevis pin--lubrica~e 
Brake hose, lines, valves, c.hambers, etc. --inspect fo:::-
leaks~ Examine cross shaft, cables{ linkage for abnor-
mal wear. 

28. Air tanks--drain 
29 ~ Frame and crossrnembers--e;-tanli:ie 
30. Exhaus~ pipe, muffler, tailpipe and hanger bracketa--in-

spect 
31 Cab I:old-down-bclt. i:r;.sulatcrs--inspect, tighten bolts i.: 

required 
32. Ecdy mounts--tighten if required 

CAB/DRIVER ITEMS 
1. Cab interior--inspect for appearance and condition 

3. 
/\ 
~-
;;:; 
.J • 

Seat adjustment--cper.ate. I~1spect seat cu.shions .. 
Window regulators and vents--cperate 
Mirrors--inspect for cracks, discolorati.::.m and tightness 
All lights, horn, tell-tale lights and dash instru-
ments--test 

6. Wipers--inspect for correct operatin and wear. Adjust, 
repair, or replace as necessary. 

7. Washers--operate 
8. Radio; heater and directional signals--operate 
9. Steering wheel--inspect steering gear play 
10. Service brake pedal--test for action and adequate re-

serve 
11. Parking brake--test for action and adequate reserve 
12. Transmis.sicn le\1er--shift throu·;rh l gear positions 
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13. Clutch pedal--test for action and adequate free play 
14. Fire extinguisher--inspect r leakage and sec1Jre mount-

ing 
15. Fire extiw:;ruishe-r--refill or recharge if needed 
16. Tools--see that those regularly assiq·ned are in the ~1eh-

icle 
17. Engine emergency stop--test with engine off 
:!.8. Thrott and accelerator controls--test for binding 
19. Chcke--tast for binding 
20. Seat belts-securely anchored and in good condition 
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Chapter 14 

SOLID WASTE 

14.1 EXECUTIVE StJMY.'iARY 

Disposal of solid wastes can ca a very serious problem 

for many loc go'-ternments due t·() the cost of providing col-

lecti·:::m ser'Iices and the lack of landfill space. This chap-

ter it1i 11 desc methods to ~eJ.:iuce ~::o llect.ion costs. and 

c:.ie a summary of 5.lter.nati'fles to land.:i.ll.s~ :t w:.ll 

also describe a decision making process ~Nhich can help.- local 

go\1er:n .• i-nents· to collect adequate info.rma-cio!1 t<"J make futu=e 

plans regat"(:ling use of alternatives to land-

238 
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14.2 INTRODUCTION 

The disposal of solid waste is a major concern of many 

local governments. Recent increases in the price of gaso-

line and continued population growth in Virginia have caused 

a dramatic increase in the cost of operating garbage collec-

tion vehicles and landfills. Landfill space is becoming in-

creasinqly less available. Many localities are beginninq to 

realize that they need to reduce the cost of collecting sol-

id waste and possibly to look into alternatives to landfills 

for disposal. This chapter will discuss actions which can 

help both to reduce gasoline costs and to find an energy 

conservative way to dispose of refuse. 

14.3 REDUCING THE COST OF OPERATING COLLECTION VEHICLES 

The cost of collecting garbage can be reduced signifi-

cantly by instituting some simple changes in collection 

methods and in vehicle maintenance and purchasing proce-

dures. More detailed information regarding the purchasing 

of new vehicles and the maintenance of collection fleet is 

included in the fleet management chapter of this document. 

A summary of these actions is listed below: 

- Institute a preventive maintenance program for 
garbage trucks. 

- Promote conservative driving habits through dri-
ver education and incentive programs. 

- Evaluate and modify routes to be more energy 
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efficient. 
Purchase larger, more energy ef cien~ 
trucks. 
Use radi rather than bias pl::ir tires. 

es el 

Mcdifying collecticn procedures is also a very effec-

tive way to reduce gasoline use. Effective actions include: 

- Reduce the number of times per week service is pro-
·vided. 

By collecti~g garbage one time per week as 
opposed to two, collection costs can ::::e re-
duced by as much as 50 percent. 

ctlrbsicie .Pickup procecilires. 

Requiring cit~zens to place garbage curbside 
can reduce beth labor and gaao!ine costs (by 
reducing idling ~ime). 

:r:..sti tuti.ng one-sicie cu~bside pic.:L<:up p~ocedures ~ 

This can e~1en f"Jrther redu·::e idlin-g time Cu.r-
ing gar~age collection. Trash can be placed 
on one side of the route by citizens or em-
ployees can be sent out ahead of the truck to 
,group refuse~ 

Placing dumpsters in high density subdivisions and 
apartment: complexes. 

This c.an reduce c:::;sts by all 
pick up garbage in one location rather than 
moving down every side street. 

Reduce the number of dumpster locations in rural ar-
eas. 

Rural collection routes and idling ti:ne can 
be reduced if large green boxes or several 
small dumpsters are placed in centralized ar-
eas rather than using m.:.:merous, smaller, de-
centralized dumpsters. Such consolidation, 
however, may increase roadside dumping. 
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- Constructing transfer stations. 

A transfer station is a place where smaller 
garbage trucks can deposit solid waste. This 
eliminates the need for every truck to travel 
to the landfill to deposit wastes each time 
they are full. Refuse from transfer stations 
can then be moved to the landfill using a 
very large garbage truck. 

ALTERNATIVES TO LANDFILLS 

Landfilling municipal waste is a very inefficient dis-

posal method. It uses valuable land and wastes potential 

sources of metal, glass, and energy. Several jurisdictions 

throughout Virginia and the United States have started pro-

cessing municipal solid waste (MSW) to extract its valuable 

resources. By doing this, they are not only conserving and 

recycling materials and energy, but they are also dramati-

cally reducing their needs for landfill space. 

Waste recovery systems range from simple incineration/ 

waste heat recovery systems to very sophisticated systems 

which process MSW into liquid fuels, natural gas, or solid 

fuels. A brief description of the available recovery pro-

cesses is included in the appendix to this chapter. Recov-

ery system options will largely depend on the amount of MSW 

generated and the market for products in the local area. 

Most local governments in Virginia would probably be classi-



fied as less than 100 ton per day solid waste generators. 

This is only a fraction ,::Jf the waste most sophisticated sys-

tems would need to process each to be economically feas-

ible. Therefore, incL1.eration and heat recovery of waste is 

probably 'Che most feasible recovery process for Virginia lo-

cal governments. In fact, there are at least four incinera-

tion systems currently operating in Hampton, Norfolk, Ports-

14~4~: A Decision Making ?recess 

There is a rather strai process to fol!cw 

when considering incineration heat recoverv as a so d was~e 

alterna-tive# 

14. 4. 1.1 Step l Market Ana s 

Incineration processes generate steam or hot water 

iNhich ma·y be used directly i.n an indi.1strial proc~ss O·r in 

genera~ing electricity. A heac recovery plane should either 

be near an industrial operation which can use the generated 

steam or constructed as a municipal electrical generating 

facility. Thus, the rst step should be to locate markets 

for steam or electrici 
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14.4.1.2 Step 2 Feas li Stu.dy 

The next step is to contract with a firm to conduct a 

feasibility study. may be somewhat expensive once 

completed, the consultant will be able to tell how much 

steam/electricity can be generated, the cost of the plant, 

and whether or not the plant will be economically feasible. 

In most cases incineration processes can be economical in 

rginia unless the jurisdiction produces too litt solid 

waste. It may be prudent to consider combining resources 

with nther neigh.boring j cticns to build a regional 

?lant. Costs to ant would poss ly 

increase, bu~ indivi capital indebt:ednezs would be sig-

nificantly less; and the plant would be more cost effective~ 

.14.4.l.3 Step 3 Contract a ?2.ant Design 

The next step to hire an architect and engi-

nee ring rm to design a plant. One firm can usually do 

bot:h the feasibility study and desiq·n work. 

14.4.1.4 Step 4 Secure Markets 

If the results of the feasibility study are favorable, 

industries er customers for the product steam/electricity 

must be secured. A f crmal agreement should be drawn up bet-
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ween the ar industry and the municipality. Most go-

verning bodies would ly need this type of assurance 

before approving construction of such a facility. 

1'!.4.1.5 Step S Project Approval and Financing 

The f ina~ step before actual construction would be to 

rec final approval for the project the governing 

body and to get financial backir;g for the plant. Most muni-

c lities would probably find that is munic l bonds 

would be much cheaper than s f inanc 

cial source" This would mean that the governing body 1,;ould 

of ccn.structi::'lg -:.he plant~ Whether or not this would c 

for a public referendum would denend on ~he legal re-

men~s of the jurisdiction. 

A waste recovery system is not necessa ly a good op-

tion for every local government. However, it may be the 

only on for those local go\1ernmer:ts '!'Hho lack suffi,::ient 

landfill space t:o meet the needs of their jurisdictions. 
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14.5 APPENDIX 

The following is a brief description available 

resource reco·v·ery techniqu.es. Inf orma ti on regarding axi st-

ing plants can also be obtained in the National Association 

of Counties publication n .t.... G1.lid.e to Reducing Energy Use 

Budget Costs," Volume II. 
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14.5.1 Mass Incineration System 

Incineration systems burn either raw or shreaded MSW to 

convert water into steam. This steam can then be used di-

rectly in an industrial process or passed through a turbine 

to generate electricity. These systems are most useful for 

small applications (less than 200 tons per day of MSW) since 

they are available in smaller module units. 

14.5.2 Refuse-Derived Fuel Systems (ROF) 

This system basically processes MSW into a more useful, 

higher energy content solid fuel. The process works by 

shreadinq the MSW and then using various separations to re-

move as many noncombustible materials as possible. The fi-

nal product is a powdered or bricked mass of organic matter 

which can be used as a fuel in boilers. An interesting note 

is that some RDF processes use wet based shredding and clas-

sification processes which allow for the mixing of organic 

sludge from sewage treatment plants. This could be an at-

tractive feature in some cases. 
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14.5.3 l is 

Pyrol s recovery processes are very sophi cated 

systems that basically di 11 MSW in"to c t.ible gases, 

liquids, and solids. Pyrolysis systems require ext en-

sive separation of MSW be re processing. This is expensive 

but yields recyclable !!tetal and glass. The products of py-

rolysis can oe processed f~r"ther to yield na~ural gas, meth-

anol 7 ammonia, vr f~el oil or can Ce ccrr~usted to generate 

steam of elec cit}" en site~ This is a very expensive pro-

cess and generally best suited ~or large scale uses. 

Anaerooic ~igestors 

se systems 1.;.Se Oacteria to convert Y!SV4 ir:-r:o me"Cha.ne 

gas. The methane gas can t~en be bur~ed ~o e staam or-

elect:ricity. It is fairly efficient process ai~ce it lows 

na-cure to do most of t.he work. Eowever,. demonstration pro-
. ...... J ec a..S had problems wi1:h toxins in MSW killing the ne-

cessary bac'Ceria. ~his process has not been widely used and 

should be explored further. 



Chapter 15 

STREET LIGHTING 

15.l EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Street lightinq can be a major electrical eonsumer for 

many local governments. Street lighting costs can be signi-

ficantly reduced by implementing modifications to the exist-

ing street lighting system. This chapter will outline a 

process to locate conservation opportunities and describe 

potential conservation actions. 

248 
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15.2 INTRODUCTION 

The liqhtinq of streets and parking areas makes up a 

significant portion of the electricity used in local govern-

ments. The two major problems with existinq street liqhtinq 

systems are the use of inefficient liqht bulbs and over-

liqhtinq. Street lightinq systems are either owned and op-

erated by the local government which pays for the electrici-

ty consumed, or they are owned by the local utility and the 

local qovernment pays a user fee. Under the first arranqe-

ment local qovernment may have a qood opportunity to reduce 

electricity costs by usinq more efficient liqht fixtures or 

reducing the liqhtinq level in over lighted areas. Under 

the second arrangement, however, the systems are controlled 

by the utility and usually the only way to reduce costs is 

to remove lights; and conversion to more efficient fixtures 

may actually increase user fees. This chapter will provide 

a description of actions and products that can help reduce 

street lighting costs, particularly if the system is govern-

ment owned. 

Most street liqhtinq systems were designed at a time 

when energy was relatively inexpensive. The fixtures are 

generally old and use inefficient incandescent lamps. The 

systems themselves are also inefficient in that older de-

signs did not necessarily match liqhtinq levels with light-

ing needs. This has often resulted in the operation of un-
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necessary lights and overli ng. Unnecess 

ficient bulbs, and overlighted areas can be located by eval-

uating the sting ng 

15~3 IMPLEMENTING A STREET LIGHTING CONSERVATION PROGRAM 

sting System 

is to inventory the street li 

sys.:em, loc each .street li !1g ::he lamp 

type and wattage in each fixture. This information should 

then be trans to a map cf the juri ction .. 

15.3.2 Step 2 ng Needs 

The next step is to 0:::lassi!y portions of the jurisdic-

tion into four lighting c ries: commerci al, 

residential, and s locations. Thes 1.= categories were 

by the Illuminating Engineers Society (ISS) in an 

effort to help better match ghting conditions to various 

needs. Each category has specific lighting requirements and 

opportunities conser-v·ation. Once these lighting zones 

have been specified, t.he lighting system ·::an be adjusted to 

match specific needs. 
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15.3.2.1 Commercial Zones 

These locations are characterized by high levels of 

traffic during the early evening and include facilities such 

as shopping centers, airports, and office buildings. A high 

level of lighting is usually required in order to insure the 

safety of pedestrians and slow moving traffic in the area. 

IES engineers have defined the standard level of illumina-

tion in commercial zones to be from .9 to 2.0 footcandles 

with a uniformity ratio of less than 3 to 1. 10 

Opportunities for conservation in commercial zones in-

elude the following actions: 

- Relamping or replacing the fixtures with a high pres-
sure sodium lamp/fixtures. 

These lightbulbs are up to three times more 
efficient than normal incandescent bulbs. 
See the appendix to this chapter for a com-
parison of light bulb characteristics and ef-
ficiencies. However, they do require the 
installation of a special ballast which may 
require the modification or replacement of 
the street light head. 

• Install timers or photocells. 

Since most commercial zones only need to be 
lighted during the early evening, timers and 
photocells can. be a very cost effective way 
to control lighting. Timers can turn lights 
on when needed and turn them off after 

10 A FOOTCANOLE is a measure of light intensity and is de-
fined as the amount of light that one standard candle po-
sitioned one foot over a space will provide per square 
foot. A UNIFORMITY RATIO is a measure of the evenness of 
illumination in a qiven area. 
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business hours. Photocells will turn lights 
on when it is dark enough to require them but 
will not turn them off until daylight. It 
would be a good idea to install timers on 
circuits serving most lights and photocells 
on a few lights in order to provide some se-
curity lighting around commercial areas. Ex-
ceptions to this would be office buildings 
especially in the early mornings of winter 
and 24-hour facilities where a more sophisti-
cated timer may be needed to ensure safety. 

- Require shopping centers or merchant associations to 
operate lighting systems. 

Merchants requiring lighting services may be 
asked to pay for them. The local government 
might actually service the fixtures, but 
merchants would pay the lighting bills. This 
alternative would probably meet with stiff 
resistance but is a valid option. 

15.3.2.2 Arterial Zones 

Arterial zones are the areas over and around the main 

traffic routes. Lighting is needed to improve safety and 

orderly traffic flow. The IES recommendations for these ar-

eas is an illumination level of .6 to 1.4 footcandles with a 

fairly low uniformity ratio of less than 3 to 1. It is im-

portant to note that even lighting provides better driving 

conditions than uneven lighting even if the even lighting 

levels are low. 

Opportunity for conservation in arterial zones include: 

- Relamping or replacing fixtures with high pressure 
sodium bulbs/fixtures. 
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In t:ion to sa~1ings :ro-m t.lse of 
more efficient lbs, the use of sodium 1 
may enable the removal of some. f since 
the remaining ones 11 deliver more light. 

- Install timers. 

Consider lighting some the roads only 
during hi;h traffic periods. This will re-
duce lighting costs but may also reduce 
ver safety. 

Residential Zones 

Residential zones inc both higher densi~y large 

lot: areas. r:i.aj or ~em with residen~ial 11 ng :..s 

that street lights only serve these homes located rectl:l 

adjacent to the fixtures. s lirn.i ts use lness of re-

icular-

ly in low density areas. IES standards recommend 11 ng 

lev·els of . 2 to 1. 0 for residential areas, with a un.iformi ty 

ratio of ss than 6 to 1. 

Opportunities for conservation in residential areas in-

elude: 

- Relamping er replac:.ing 
lamps/fixtures. 

xtures with more icient 

Mercury vapor, metal halide and high pressure 
sodium lamps are all more efficient than in-
candescent lamps. Hor.vever, they l require 
special baLlasts which will require the modi-
,fica.tion or replacement of fi;<tures ~ 

- Removinq 
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Since res al li,;hting .is of l 
,,falue to the gener public, removing these 
lamps from se:cvice may be a consideration. 
If residents in the araa $till require street 
Lighting, provisions earn be rr.ade r resi-
dents to pay the cost cf lighting. P•,gain 
this might be a pol:i tic ly sensitive issue 
which :nust be carefully considered. 

15.3.2.4 Safety Zones 

These are areas which require very gh levels of illu-

mination in orcier provide high c·rime and auto accide~t 

prone areas s.af 9r lighting c:cndi tions ~ se areas can be 

located inter·-.ri public officials or collec ng 

from highway and police departments. The IES recommended 

li 

with a 

l1~~1el ""'·""""'- a.re.as ' s () 4 to ' 0 J,.,.~J.,_ ,;. andles 

·uniformi 1~a tio c""'·;:; J:.. less 3 to Opportuni es 

Relamping er replac 
ororii1•m 1~mo•/¥4vh•rcs 

fixtures with hiqh pressure 
.;;J ...... _ ...... ...... o. '"- ~ _,,..,,.11-...,.....,;. o,;;,;;: .. 

These lamps yields gher level of lighting 
wi less However, they also req,;dre 
the modification of· fixtures,. 
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15.3.3 Step 3 Implement Conservation Actions 

There are two ways to implement changes to street 

lighting systems. One is a basic trial and error method 

lamps are removed and replaced, and the system is adjusted 

by the maintenance department. This method can be quite ex-

pensive in the lonq run, and errors may actually endanger 

public safety. A better alternative would be to hire a con-

sultant to redesign the system. By conducting the inventory 

and defininq liqhtinq zones in house, both time and money 

can be saved. However, the consultant can implement this 

entire process when staff time or personnel are lacking. A 

liqhtinq consultant can determine how to modify fixtures to 

accommodate more efftcient bulbs and can locate lamps to be 

removed. 

If the system is rented from a utility, it may be dif-

ficult to implement a conservation proqram. Most utility 

companies use street lighting as a way to keep their base 

loads hiqh, thus allowing them to reduce generation costs by 

keepinq lower cost qeneration facilities on line. Many 

utilities refuse to relamp, resultinq in continued higher 

street lighting bills. In this case options are either to 

continue paying hig'her bills or to purchase the system. The 

purchase of a street liqhtinq system normally is quite ex-

pensive and would also require that the maintenance of the 

system be taken over as well. This is a very big step which 
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will requ.ire ous cons en. Performing a li cycle 

cost anal s (see procurement r) would be an essen-

tial part of the process of making such a decision. 
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15.4 STREET LIGHTING APPENDIX 

Lamp Types 

Incandescent Lamp 

This lamp has~the lowest efficiency (lumens per watt) 

rating of all available lamps. However, it requires no spe-

cial equipment, such as a ballast, to modify the character-

istics of its power supply. 

Mercury Vapor Lam~ 

This lamp produces liqht when the electrical current 

passes throuqh a small amount of mercury vapor. It requires 

a ballast specifically desi9ned for its use. The color-ren-

derinq qualities are not as qood as those of incandescent 

lamps. Mercury lamps are two to three times as efficient as 

incandescent lamps. Lamps sizes ran9e from 40 to 1,000 

watts. 

Metal Halide Lamp 

This lamp is much like the mercury vapor lamp; the ma-

jor difference is that it contains various metal halide ad-

ditives in addition to mercury vapor. The efficiency of me-

tal halide lamps is from one and one-half to two times that 

of mercury lamps. The color-renderinq is also superior to 

mercury lamps. Ballasts desi9ned specifically for metal 

halide lamps must be used. Lamp sizes ranqe from 175 to 
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l; 500 "watts~ 

Hi ah-Pressure 

s lam? produces li when e tric passes 

through a sodium vapor. The li white. it These 

lamps are two to three times as efficient as mercury lamps 

and seven to eight times as efficient as incandescent L 

Ballasts designed spec! cally r gh-pressure sodi~m 

~a..rnps must be usea. Lamp sizes range frcm 70 tc 1,000 

watts. 

s lamp is the most cient of all 1 providing up to 

183 lumens per watt. ~Jnfortunately, s lamp produces a 

lors all appear as 

cally designed ballasts. 

watts. 

ct~n.er co-

-:ones~ These lamps rec,ruire specifi-

Lamp sizes range from 35 to 180 



TABLE 26 Comparison 

Incandescent l03 

:nc~~descent 202 

! nctru.iescent 327 

Sodi 70 

100 

150 

Sodium 

~00 
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Commonly Street Lighting Bulbs 

COMP.AR I SONS GF COMMO~L v tlSEJ 
STRE~T UGHT!"JG LAl>lPS"' 

Lumens Der 
;<.:it11CJ ;./dtt 

.~<J·1h:B<S 

1,200 .~:,; ~ 7 

2, ·;oo 12k6 

~~aso 12 .. 3 

J. O:JG '"'! 

-" 
~ 1 ~ii 
1.,;<.,J..,,;'..,, 40. L 

5,SCC 74 _.6 

Sf500 85~5 

10,000 :lO.O 

30,:)CO 92.S 

5D 1 -J:)O :. !2. .•. 

25 

25 

~?.5 

30 
'("'11 
,,,~v 

30 

30 

35 

35 

.'~O 

Averaoea 
f.'oot-::aiictles 
1 1 t1m"~nat ion 
Over 5000 

?.£.· 
"" it,,. neg i<;ifJle 

"'. r:eg1 it;7bfe 

f-:,, .Z7 
_.,, 

f: ~ ,,. 
,."t:i 

ft. 

"~ ~· ; I.. ~ -..b.L 

i '+; ~ 'i.,00 

.;."+ l.S6 

"'" :1 .. JZ 
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Chapter 16 

COMMUNITY ENERGY PL!l-u'iNING 

EXECUTIVE SUl\'~ilARY 

Community energy planning is a term which describes a 

group of actions which encourage energy conservation fu-

ture municipal .grcwtrs. and assist c.:-i tizens to become mor·e en-

erc;y This chapter will describe various planning 

and community assistance acti::ins currently uti zed by other 

lee al governtnents throughout the Uni t:ed States. Topics in-

eluded i!J. t:his ~er are: 

- Com.'Tluni ty Energy At:.di ts 

- Energy Efficie.nt Regulat.:Lc.,ns 

nancial Tax Incentives 

- Com.muni ty Education Pro·;:rra:ms 

- Citizen Assis~ance Programs 

261 
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16 .. 2 INTRODUCTION 

An energy effici'S:nt local government is cne which is 

not only concerned with reducing municipal energy costs but 

is also concerned with helping its citizens to conserve e.n-

ergy. Reducing municipal energy use and costs is ,an imper-

tant first step in becoming an energy eff i ent local go-

vernment. However, local governmer..t has the responsibility 

to provide for the general welfare i~'s citizens, and 

helping them to reduce their energy use is one way of de-

ing s. As energy se, the viability of the 

isdi onks economy may become severe:y s~rained. Local go-

verr ...... inent:s need to help citizens to reduce their energy use 

to ensure that the econ<::lmic l of t:hs community is 

ned. 

There are a variety of ams which ::an impro~re com-

muni energy ef ciency. 11 briefly 

scribe comrnuni ty energy conservation proqrams ranging from 

conservation reg-t..t:ations to energy effi ent land use ::ilan-

ning. More detailed information about ementing se 

programs and exani.ples of those jurisdictions ad.'llinistering 

these programs can be found in a paper entitled ''The Local 

Energy Future: A Compendium of Com.muni ty Programs, by .John 

Randolph. { Solar Law Reporter v.3,n.2 July/Augu.st 1981.) 

The following will be discussions of various tcpics re-

lated to community energy planning. These sections are 
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meant to be overviews of the topics and more detailed infor-

mation can be found in the article above. 

16.3 COMMUNITY ENERGY AUDITS 

A community energy audit is a technique which can help 

determine the patterns of energy use in the community. Per-

forming a community energy audit will enable a local govern-

ment to have information regarding: 

•How much of each energy resource (coal, oil, gas, etc.) 

is being used in the community and by which sector 

(transportation, residential, industrial, managerial). 

•The purposes or end-uses (heating, cooling, etc.) for 

which energy is being used. 

By knowing this information the opportunities for conserva-

tion will become clearer. A community energy audit is not 

an essential first step but can help justify citizen assis-

tance programs to the local governing body. 

There are a number of manuals and methodologies availa-

ble to help conduct a community energy audit. These metho-

dologies generally use census data and fairly easy "first-

cut" calculations for project community energy use. The 

most important thing to remember about community audits is 

that they do not need to be extremely accurate to be useful. 

Therefore a first cut audit can be completed fairly quickly. 

More detailed (and costly and time consuming) community au-
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dits can be done if deemed neces by obtaining energy su-

uplier data or by surveying the various consuming sectors. 

The Institute £or Ecological Poli cies, U.S. DOE, and the 

Colorado State Energy Office are a few of the agencies which 

have manuals t:o assist in completing a community energy au-

dit. See the bibliography of this manual for details about 

these publications. 

16.4: ENERGY EE'F!CIENTY REGULATIONS 

16.4.1 Building Re·qu.la':ions 

Several jurisdic:ions have begur. to use regulations to 

encourage ~::. tizen energ:~f· ccnser-·,;ation"" and to rerrio~1e ~·cegula .... 

tions which pre°t'1en~ or scourage energy conservation. Pos-

sible energy oriented reg-...1la tory actions include: 

• Review of existing regulations in terms of energy con-
servation concerns. 

• Energy cient bui ng codes. 

• Requirements for all existing buildings be brought up 
to energy efficient standards before resale. 

• Requirement that existing buildings be brought up to 
energy efficienty standards by a certain date. 

• Requiremen~s for the use 
new buildings. 

solar hot water heating for 

• Requirements for the use of solar heatinq, and cooling 
for new buildings. 
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• rements for 
heaters on exi 

the installation cf solar hot 
buildings before resale. 

i:lot these ations would be applicable or im-

mediate feas le in any juri :::::ti on. However, regula-

tions are the most effective way to insure that buildings in 

the juri ction are made e i.cient .. However, 

important to understand that Virginia has regulations which 

preclude a local governrnent from passing buil cedes 

ch are cter 

a si<;n.: ,:;ant block to the promotion ct energy conservation 

through bui ldi.ng codes and must: be addres by the leqisla-

t:.ure or to the passage of strict energy efficient local 

building codes .. 

16.4.2 Land Use Regulations 

Energy eff ient land use planning is a way to ensure 

'::hat future g:::owth .in tb.e jurisdic1:.ion will not become an 

energy li lity. An energy efficient land use plan might: 

• Provide for energy efficient transpo on networks 

including walkways,. bike , and public transporta-

tion systems. 

• Promote the use solar energy by requiring proper 

site orientations and by passing regula ti<::ins which pro-

tee~ solar access. 
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• Promote ·the locatii:-)n. of commercia.l . ...,.,,.,..,~ 
Q....-,_,..-,-..,4. ce centers 

in locations ch a the cost of transport 

goods and consumers to centers. 

• Promote the use of c:uster or high i lopment 

par ti arly areas where district heating is possi-

• Li:nit growth in areas that would requ,ire the construe-

tion of new energy on or ser~1ice faci l-

ities. 

The above recommendations are only ssible elements of 

an energy efficient land ~se plan. icient 

use planning is a rel vely new eld a J sdic'tion ::night 

want to r a planning consultant to develop 

such p:.an .. 

a very large 

Th.e re'lli.sion of 

q~,.:.~ ....... - ,.,...._,,.,,,,. .. 

comprehensi ~le 

16.S FINANCIAL A.t\iD TAX INCENTIVES 

an v,ro·lllc:i be 

15.S.l Using Loe Tax Policies to Encourage Conse on 

The local tax structure could be used to lp citizens 

to conser·v·e either encouraging conservative actions or 

discouraging energy waste. Tax credits r the use of solar 

ene , construction practices ,;:' ' '. o .... moa:;. cations that make 

buildings energy ·effi ent1 or -che :..i.se 1::;f publ;ic transporta-
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significant nancial incentives for citiz-

ens. They may slightly c tax revenues and 

the s of these po ies on the lee go\ternmen t budget 

nrtist determined. 

16.5.2 Financi Support for Citizen Action 

The financing of energy ccnser1.ration projects are often 

the greatest barrier to ci zen [::n .. Most energy censer-

vation actions require citizens to a s 

tal in~""testment. :-el a ti v·e to their incomes~ 

can be i:1s in er:.cour ng citizen conservation 

·pro,ri ng zero er low int.erest loans for conser'1vation ac-

tions. In ·sorne con1).11uni ties financing programs ~ave 

ease the burden of the regulations. 

the impleme·n.taticn programs s lar to those ad.ministered 

by various utilities as an rna~ive to constructing new 

on f aci l.i ties .. In ~hese financial programs 

consumers agree to enter to a budget plan 111i th the u-tili 

where the :::::onsumer pays a uniform monthly payment which cov-

ers the cost: of energy used and a payment for the cost o! 

completing necessary retrofi"t: measures.The utility then 

sends ou~ workers who evaluate the building and take appro-

priate retrofit actions. Local gcver:r.i...rnents could also pro-

vide this type of service or ssibly such an c:pera-
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ti on. 

16.6 COMMUNITY EDUCATION PROGRAM 

16.6.l Enerqy Conservation Workshops 

Energy education programs are a very easy, large scale tech-

nique which can help citizens learn about energy conserva-

tion. Research has found that energy information is a very 

effective way to encourage enerqycconservation programs and 

can be designed to deliver general energy information on 

very specific information on a given topic. 11 Speakers at 

energy education programs can range from. enerqy experts to 

speakers who deliver instruction using a slide show and 

standard script. These proqrams should be held throuqh ex-

istinq community structures (such as schools, churches, 

etc.). Cooperative extension aqents probably have the ma-

terials and traininq to help set up and administer an energy 

education proqrarn. 

11 Ferquson, J.F., and Bowen S.P., An Evaluation of Energy 
Conservation Workshops: Attitudinal Versus Behavioral 
Outcomes, 1980. 
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J.6.6.2 Demonstra-::.icr1 P ects 

the comp on 

a~d public display of an ive conse on 

Such action might incl~.J.de the constrticticn ;Jr remodeling of 

a building to be energy _ cient, purchase cient '.rehi-

cles (possibly elec c cles) for public view or the 

en of a renewable ener~y (solar, wind) system. 

be ni ly visible and open ~o gen-

eral public as a • 1 moae.i. conser'"'.,rati.:;;n .. Eowever, se 

projects not been to be very effective in the 

relati7e to their cost. A mere cost effective al~erna-

tiit~te is for l,ocal goi:.rerrL'Ttent to become a mor:fel for energy· 

action by experimenting with various ene conservation ac-

t:ions. 

:oractic:es municipal energy ~.ss r:'.ay be recic.<ced while the mun-

icipali comes a model for the community, 

16.7 CITIZEN ASS!S?.1\NCE PROGRi;.MS 

16.7.1 Outreach Programs: Low Cost No Cost Approaches 

Direct assistance programs a way to lp citizens 

who do not have the informati.on. 01:" ability necessary to :.in-

dertake ccnser~1ation actions. Assistance programs can be 

ad.minis b}i' or i!1 on with a number of agencies 
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and departments including local community service adminis-

tration, cooperative extension office, social service de-

partment, and school system. They can also be implemented 

using the voluntary resources of your community including 

such groups as the Lions Club, Boys Club, Girl and Boy 

Scouts, League of Women Voters, Homemakers Clubs, Rotary 

Clubs, and various other community service organizations. 

The following are three programs which have been found to be 

effective in assisting citizens. 

16.7.2 Low Income/Elderly Assistance Programs 

Several Community Action Agencies are currently admin-

istering programs which help low income and elderly citizens 

to receive grants and loans to pay energy bills, receive 

clothing, temporary housing and to make their homes more en• 

ergy efficient. They also have materials which can help you 

to administer low income education programs. 

16.7.3 Community Carpooling Systems 

Many local governments already have carpooling and van-

pooling programs for municipal employees. However, very few 

jurisdiction .are providing these services for its citizens. 

This can be a very expensive and time consuming program to 

administer, but carpooling/vanpooling is an action which can 

significantly reduce the transportation costs of the citiz-
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ens w-hc: participate. The Fed.:;ral Department of Transporta-

tion and the Virginia Center for Coal and Ene~gy Research 

have computerized carpool matching sys-::ems which can reduce 

the work involved in implementing a ridesharing program. 

Funding such a project should be explored with employ-

ers, communi service and planning agencies in the area, A 

car pooling program could be of great importance to the com-

munity as gasoline pri::.:es ~ise in the ::uture. 

16~7.4 Residential 3uilding Audits 

Off ice Emergency Energy Services currently offers a ccm-

puterized energy analysis sys~em that can ~alp hom~owners ~o 

locate energy conservation opportunities. Publi.(;izir~g this 

service t:o the general public could help more homeowners to 

take advantage of it. fer most jurisdictions and would pro-

bably be a long range energy conservat:ion project for ycu. 

16.8 Su"MMARY 

The bnove are examples of projects !or comrnuni"':;y energy 

conservation. These activities will assist local govern-

ments in delivering services that can help citizens ~o con-

serve energy. 'They discussion possible projects and this 

chapter is not meant to be comprehensive in nat·l.l.re. The 

next step for a local. government inte'.!'.'ested ir:. community en-
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erqy planning would be to review the literature included in 

the bibliography of this manual and possibly contact those 

jurisdictions who have implemented community based programs. 
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